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Abstract

Climate-driven sea level change due to thermal expansion and land-locked ice melt represents a major threat
to coastal populations, infrastructure, and habitability. Global mean sea level (GMSL) change over the last
decades (3.25 mm/year) has already doubled compared to the rates of the last century (1.4 mm/year) and is
expected to directly a�ect hundreds of millions of people throughout the upcoming century [Nicholls et al.,
2021, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]. Therefore, because it is one of the most costly consequences of climate change,
understanding the drivers and impacts of sea level change on coastal populations, economies, and ecosystems,
has become a central objective of ongoing research.

However, one of the great challenges in estimating future coastal sea level change is that, in addition to
climate-driven e�ects, a large fraction of sea level changes relative to the coast results from coastal subsi-
dence and uplift due to vertical land motion. Vertical land motion is generated by a complex superposition
of processes, such as the glacial isostatic adjustment, tectonics, sediment compaction, or human-induced
groundwater extraction, which shape regional to local relative sea level changes in a highly heterogeneous
manner. Despite compelling evidence for the relevance of these processes, previous research has applied
simpli�ed assumptions about vertical land motion, so far neglecting its non-linear character in regional and
global scale analyses, and using limited observational constraints. To overcome these limitations, I develop
here a new Bayesian approach to reconstruct vertical land motion continuously in space and time, based on a
variety of measurement techniques, such as the Global Navigation Satellite System, tide gauges, and satellite
altimetry. Using this reconstruction, I aim to �nd an answer to the questions of how vertical land motion
has contributed to past and present relative sea level change, and to what extent it can be projected into the
upcoming century.

In light of this novel vertical land motion reconstruction, I disentangle its role in relative sea level changes
over 1900-2150. Vertical land motion explains a signi�cant proportion (34%) of the variance in present-day
relative sea level change. Subsidence increases the relative sea level change especially in densely populated
coastal regions, such that these areas experience a relative sea level rise (of 3.74 - 5.14 mm/year, depending on
the measurement technique) that is about twice as large as the global coastal-length weighted mean sea level
change. While the projected sea level change in 2150 will be dominated by absolute sea level changes, vertical
land motion will account for half of the variance in the deviations of regional relative sea level changes.

In contrast to previous research, I demonstrate that regional vertical land motion should not be considered
as a linear process, due to a variety of non-linear dynamics, such as tectonic activity, surface mass deformation,
or human impacts. When these processes are taken into account, non-linear vertical land motion signi�cantly
increases the uncertainties in coastal sea level projections compared to current estimates such as those in
the recent 6th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Fox-Kemper et al.,
2021]. Accordingly, vertical land motion explains 39% of the combined relative sea level change uncertainties
in global coastal sea level projections. Thus, previously neglected time-varying e�ects signi�cantly increase
con�dence intervals in projections of relative sea level change. These results reinforce the need to incorporate
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observation-based vertical land motion estimates in sea level studies to better understand and model these
time-varying processes.

The vertical land motion reconstruction is essential for multidisciplinary approaches focused on future
coastal impacts, for advancing coastal sea level measurements (i.e., for calibration/validation of satellite al-
timetry), and provides crucial information for using tide gauges as a source of absolute sea level change
estimates. The latter is particularly important for understanding the causes of coastal sea level variations and
the evolution of historical changes over the last century. This is underlined by this work, which shows that
the provided vertical land motion estimates are suitable to constrain vertical land motion at tide gauges over
the last century, as the resulting absolute sea level change estimates are highly consistent with estimates from
previous sea level reconstruction approaches.

Given the partially non-linear behavior of vertical land motion, I motivate the reconsideration of its role as a
dynamic component of coastal sea level change. I recommend further research to better understand how ver-
tical land motion has changed over the past century and to develop additional probabilistic or process-based
scenarios for future changes in vertical land motion. Because highly populated coasts are disproportionately
exposed to subsidence-induced sea level rise, but are poorly instrumented with GNSS stations, future e�orts
should focus on improving the observational database in these regions.
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Zusammenfassung

Der globale Meeresspiegelanstieg, der hauptsächlich durch die Erwärmung der Ozeane und die damit ver-
bundene Ausdehnung des Wassers sowie durch Eisschmelze verursacht wird, stellt eine existentielle Bedro-
hung für Bevölkerungen und Infrastrukturen vieler Küstenregionen dar. Im Vergleich zum Anstieg des 20.
Jahrhunderts (1.4 mm/Jahr), hat sich der globale Meeresspiegelanstieg (3.25 mm/Jahr) in den letzten Jahrzehn-
ten bereits verdoppelt. Es wird erwartet, dass gegen Ende des 21. Jahrhunderts mehrere hundert Millionen
Menschen von den damit verbundenen Folgen betro�en sein werden [Nicholls et al., 2021, Fox-Kemper et al.,
2021]. Weil der Meeresspiegelanstieg zu den kostenintensivsten Konsequenzen des Klimawandels gehört, ist
die Untersuchung der Ursachen und Auswirkungen dieser langfristigen Veränderungen auf Küstensysteme
ein zentraler Gegenstand aktueller Forschung.

Eine der größten Herausforderungen bei der Abschätzung künftiger Veränderungen des Meeresspiegels
besteht jedoch darin, dass ein großer Anteil der Meeresspiegelveränderungen relativ zur Küste neben den
klimabedingten Prozessen auch durch vertikale Landbewegungen beein�usst wird. Vertikale Landbewe-
gungen entstehen durch eine komplexe Überlagerung von Prozessen wie der Postglazialen Landhebung,
tektonischer Aktivität, Sedimentverdichtung oder durch den Menschen verursachte Grundwasserentnahme,
welche regionale und lokale relative Meeresspiegeländerungen in höchst ungleichmäßiger Weise beein�ussen.
Trotz der Relevanz dieser Prozesse wurden in der bisherigen Forschung oft nur vereinfachte Annahmen zu
vertikalen Landbewegungen getro�en. Insbesondere der zum Teil nichtlineare Charakter der Landbewegun-
gen wurde häu�g vernachlässigt und es wurden oft nur begrenzt direkte Beobachtungsdaten verwendet. Um
diese Einschränkungen zu überwinden, wird hier ein neuer Bayes’scher Ansatz zur kontinuierlichen räum-
lichen und zeitlichen Rekonstruktion der vertikalen Landbewegung auf der Grundlage einer Vielzahl von
Messverfahren (z.B. dem globalen Navigationssatellitensystem (GNSS), Pegelmessstationen und Satellitenal-
timetrie) entwickelt. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist zu verstehen, wie vertikale Landbewegungen zu Veränderun-
gen des relativen Meeresspiegels beitragen und inwieweit diese für das kommende Jahrhundert prognostiziert
werden können.

Mithilfe der neuartigen Rekonstruktion der vertikalen Landbewegungen untersuche ich deren Ein�uss auf
relative Meeresspiegelveränderungen im Zeitraum von 1900 bis 2150. Vertikale Landbewegungen haben einen
erheblichen Anteil (34%) an den heutigen relativen Meeresspiegelveränderungen. Landabsenkungen ver-
stärken relative Meeresspiegeländerungen insbesondere in stark besiedelten Küstenregionen, so dass diese
Gebiete von einem weit höheren relativen Meeresspiegelanstieg (d.h. 3.74 - 5.14 mm/Jahr, je nach Messver-
fahren) betro�en sind, als es durch den durchschnittlichen absoluten Meeresspiegelanstieg der Fall wäre. Ob-
wohl absolute Meeresspiegeländerungen einen Großteil der projizierten relativen Meeresspiegelveränderun-
gen im Jahr 2150 erklären werden, wird etwa die Hälfte der Abweichungen vom globalen Mittel von vertikalen
Landbewegungen verursacht sein.

Im Gegensatz zu früheren Forschungsarbeiten zeige ich, dass vertikale Landbewegung nicht als ein linearer
Prozess betrachtet werden sollte, da sie durch eine Vielzahl nichtlinearer Prozesse wie tektonischer Aktivität,
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Massenveränderungen oder menschlichen Ursachen beein�usst wird. Diese nichtlinearen Prozesse erhöhen
die Unsicherheiten in Meeresspiegelprojektionen an den Küsten im Vergleich zu den aktuellen Schätzun-
gen des aktuellen IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Berichts [Fox-Kemper et al., 2021].
Demnach erklären die vertikalen Landbewegungen 39% der kombinierten Unsicherheiten der relativen Meer-
esspiegeländerung in globalen Projektionen. Die bisher vernachlässigten zeitvariablen E�ekte wirken sich
also signi�kant auf die Kon�denzintervalle in Projektionen relativer Meeresspiegelveränderungen aus. Diese
Ergebnisse bekräftigen die Notwendigkeit, beobachtungsbasierte vertikale Landbewegungen in Meeresspiegel-
studien einzubeziehen, um diese zeitvariablen Prozesse besser zu verstehen und zu modellieren.

Die in dieser Arbeit entwickelte Rekonstruktion der vertikalen Landbewegungen ist wichtig für eine Vielzahl
multidisziplinärer Untersuchungen, die sich mit zukünftigen Auswirkungen auf die globalen Küsten beschäfti-
gen. Schätzungen vertikaler Landbewegungen sind insbesondere essentiell für die Berechnung von absoluten
Meeresspiegeländerungen auf Grundlage der Daten von Pegelmessstationen. Letzteres ist wichtig, um die Ur-
sachen der Meeresspiegelveränderungen an der Küste sowie die Entwicklung der historischen Veränderungen
im letzten Jahrhundert zu verstehen. In dieser Dissertation wird gezeigt, dass die bereitgestellten Schätzungen
der vertikalen Landbewegungen geeignet sind, um die vertikalen Landbewegungen an den Pegeln im letzten
Jahrhundert zu bestimmen, da die daraus resultierenden Abschätzungen der absoluten Meeresspiegeländerun-
gen in hohem Maße mit den Schätzungen bestehender Arbeiten übereinstimmen.

In Anbetracht des zum Teil nichtlinearen Verhaltens der vertikalen Landbewegung motiviert diese Ar-
beit dazu, dessen Rolle als dynamische Komponente der relativen Meeresspiegelveränderungen neu zu über-
denken. Ich empfehle weitere Untersuchungen, um besser zu verstehen, wie sich vertikale Landbewegungen
im letzten Jahrhundert verändert haben sowie zusätzliche prozessbasierte Szenarien für zukünftige Verän-
derungen der vertikalen Landbewegungen zu entwickeln. Da die stark besiedelten Küsten überproportional
dem durch Landabsenkungen verursachten relativen Meeresspiegelanstieg ausgesetzt sind, aber kaum mit
GNSS-Stationen ausgestattet sind, sollten sich künftige Bemühungen auf die Verbesserung der Verfügbarkeit
der Messungen in diesen Regionen konzentrieren.
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Preface

During some of the conferences I attended during my PhD program, I kept asking some of the senior scientists
what they thought was the most important success factor in their career. Interestingly, the most common
answer was luck. I would have expected answers like perseverance, diligence, or simply talent, but I still got
the rather modest answer: luck.

Luck was often associated with seemingly random opportunities, being at the right place at the right time,
or random and lucky new collaborations. However, the answer luck was still somehow a very unsatisfying
answer for me, since luck is something you can’t seem to actively control.

Even though I would like to have an answer to the question of success, I have to agree with my colleagues
that many things are out of our control and often seem to be a product of chance. In retrospect, my journey
through the doctoral studies was also a chain of fortunate external coincidences, events, conditions, and en-
counters that were actually not a direct product of my actions. First and foremost, I was lucky to be mentored
by such supportive and motivating supervisors as Marcello and Florian, lucky to be connected to many great
people like Marta or Kiko, and lucky that my project was already so well planned from the start by Marcello
and Laura. Therefore, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my supervisors and colleagues in the
acknowledgements (section 5.4), without whose support this work would not have been possible. Actually,
my whole decision to go to DGFI in Munich was very fortunate. Before that, I studied at the University of
Hamburg and the Max-Planck Institute of Meteorology, where I could well imagine staying. Then, by chance,
there was a good o�er in Munich at the right time, which ultimately gave me a lot of new perspectives and
opportunities.

So does that mean that ultimately everything is controlled by randomly distributed luck or can we in�uence
the probability of experiencing luck in some way? I believe that sometimes there is indeed a possibility to
in�uence one’s luck. Here I would like to make an analogy to one of the methods I use in this thesis: Bayesian
Statistics and Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. In Bayesian statistics, one usually tries to �nd a probability
distribution of a parameter. Applied to real life, this would be, for example, the search for the next topic for a
paper, for the next collaboration partner, for the most promising project proposal, or the best carrier decision.
In Bayesian statistics, the probability distribution of a parameter is often inferred by exploratory analysis. For
this purpose, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are used, which generate many di�erent samples
of a variable, based on which a probability distribution of the unknown variable can be found. The Markov
chain usually starts at a value associated with a prior assumption about the actual value of a parameter.
Then the Markov chain iteratively jumps from state to state so that the totality of all sampled states forms
a probability distribution that converges to the true probability distribution of a parameter. In our real-life
example about the pursuit of luck and success, that would be us trying out a new idea or a career path that
we initially believe will work. Similarly as MCMC methods, we iteratively try out new ideas or di�erent
life choices, constantly accepting or rejecting ideas or choices depending on whether they work for us. The
degree of success of these ideas or decisions strongly determines how far we stray or move away from our
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original convictions. In this context, I see the term ’luck’ as describing a particular state that has bene�cial
e�ects for us and that we have discovered (seemingly by accident) after exploring many other states. As an
example, this means that out of a dozen ideas, one idea worked really well, that out of 100 people met, one
person had a really favorable impact on us, or that out of 10 missed opportunities, one had a really bene�cial
impact on our career path. What fundamentally matters here is our ability to reject states that don’t work,
accept and recognize states that work well, and �nally explore enough states to �nd an optimal number of
good states. All of these properties are also essential in MCMC methods, which can di�er greatly in how well
they explore a probability space and how e�cient they are in that process.

Now let me give you my �nal thoughts on luck seen in a Bayesian framework. I do not disagree that luck
is an essential factor for success and can usually be not controlled. However, I believe that our actions share
similarities with these MCMC methods, that can increase the probability of encountering these lucky states.
One of these characteristics that I have seen in particular in Marcello and Marta is unconditional positivity
and passion: These character traits are virtually the momentum required to pull o� many di�erent attempts.
Another factor is e�ciency: give up an idea if it doesn’t work after a certain time and don’t get lost in modes
with lower probability! One of the biggest mistakes might actually be to dogmatically hold on to an originally
bad idea. Also in Bayesian statistics there is the term ’multimodality’ that describes multiple local maxima
in the probability space, which may not present the global maximum, i.e., the globally best state, or choice.
These considerations underline that it is important to constantly seize opportunities and that I �nally started
this journey is probably my small contribution to these happy and lucky moments of the last four years.

Finally, I would like to leave you with some �nal words about the leitmotif of this work. In this doctoral
thesis I determine the impacts of vertical land motion (VLM) on relative sea level changes. When we started
the project we had a relatively clear idea of what we wanted to do. We wanted to estimate VLM as linear
trends along the coasts, and then extrapolate them into the future or the past. However, in analyzing many
individual time series, I often found that VLM was much more variable and often could not be well described
with a purely linear trend. Although many movements are on the order of ± 10 mm/year, some processes
can cause much larger movements, or even instantaneous displacements up to 1 m. These non-linear e�ects
eventually became the central topics of my 2nd and 3rd papers, which is just another nice example of how
updating one’s prior beliefs can lead to very di�erent �nal outcomes.

Nonlinear relationships and systems are usually much more di�cult for us to understand than purely linear
ones. Very likely, that is exactly what makes them so interesting. In the context of this work, nonlinearities
are not only found in the variability of VLM, but also in the distribution of the regional impacts of relative
sea level change. In particular through my collaboration with Robert Nicholls, I have become aware of how
non-uniformly and non-linearly the population is distributed along the world’s coastlines: The bulk of the
coastal population (more than 90%) covers only about 1% of the total coastal length. At the same time, most of
the important observations of vertical land motion and relative sea level change (GNSS and tide gauges) are
usually not (publicly) available in these highly populated regions. This poses enormous challenges to estimate
the impacts of relative sea level change and future damages in these regions, especially when some processes
(VLM) are highly non-linear and partially unpredictable. With this work, I would like to draw attention to
these di�culties and present proposed solutions and recommendations. Since I am sure that I have not yet
found the ’globally optimal solutions’ here, this work shall motivate further e�orts to better understand and
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quantify nonlinear VLM, and determine its in�uences in past, contemporary and future relative sea level
changes.

The main results of this work are part of previous publications and studies which are still in submission or
preparation. In the main body (sections 2 to 4) I mark the text content (sentences, paragraphs and �gures),
which are directly taken from the associated articles by the following colored symbols:

P1: ... Oelsmann, J., Passaro, M., Dettmering, D., Schwatke, C., Sánchez, L., and Seitz, F. (2021): The zone
of in�uence: matching sea level variability from coastal altimetry and tide gauges for vertical land motion

estimation, Ocean Sci., 17, 35–57, DOI: 10.5194/os-17-35-2021.

P2: ... Oelsmann, J., Passaro, M., Sánchez, L., Dettmering, D., Schwatke, C., and Seitz, F. (2022): Bayesian
modelling of piecewise trends and discontinuities to improve the estimation of coastal vertical land motion.
J Geod 96, 62. DOI: 10.1007/s00190-022-01645-6.

P3: ... Oelsmann, J., Marcos, M., Passaro, M., Sánchez, L., Dettmering, D., Dangendorf, S., and Seitz, F.
(2023): Vertical land motion reconstruction unveils non-linear e�ects on relative sea level, submitted

P4: ... Oelsmann, J., Nicholls R., Lincke D., Marcos, M., Sánchez, L., Dettmering, D., Hinkel J., and Seitz,
F. (2023): Coastal populations experience sea level rise twice as large as the global average, in preparation

Throughout the thesis, I also refer to other publications related to my contributions to the SL_cci project
[e.g., Oelsmann and Passaro, 2022, Cazenave et al., 2022]. Parts of the data and software described in this
thesis can be found at Oelsmann et al. [2022b], ZENODO, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8308347,
https://github.com/oelsmann/discotimes, and https://github.com/oelsmann/bpca.

10.5194/os-17-35-2021
10.1007/s00190-022-01645-6
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8308347
https://github.com/oelsmann/discotimes
https://github.com/oelsmann/bpca
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1 The role of vertical land motion for relative sea

level change

1.1 Introduction

In 2013, the province of Bohol, Philippines got struck by a 7.2-magnitude earthquake. As a consequence, many
coastal communities around Tubigon subsided by about 40 cm. Ever since then, one of the surrounding islands,
Isla Batasan, experiences regular �ooding during high tides, such that the island is completely inundated
for 135 days a year [Jamero et al., 2016, 2017]. Despite these �ooding events, most of the inhabitants are
reluctant to relocate to the mainland and rely on limited adaptation measures like stilting houses or raising
�oors using coral stones. Isla Batasan makes a compelling case of the vulnerability of small, low-lying, and
developing island states where local processes such as land subsidence exacerbate climate-change-induced sea
level change. In fact, in many major coastal cities, like Tokyo, Shanghai, Bangkok, Jakarta, and New Orleans,
human-induced land subsidence has exceeded contemporary rates of sea level change, with subsidence of up
to 4 m in the last century [Nicholls et al., 2021]. Understanding this entanglement of vertical land motion
(VLM) and absolute sea level change is thus fundamental to assessing future �ood risks, planning coastal
adaptation, or motivating mitigation. In this dissertation, I develop a novel approach to estimate the variability
and uncertainty intervals of vertical land motion over the last 25 years based on direct observations. I use these
estimates to provide projections of future relative sea level changes, which represent an important benchmark
for coastal planning on a global scale.

Global sea level rise has become one of the most direct consequences of global warming. Over the 20th
century, the GMSL rose at rates of 1.4 mm/year [Church and White, 2011, Hay et al., 2015, Dangendorf et al.,
2019, Frederikse et al., 2020, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]. The rate of sea level rise started to increase at about
1820-1860 and is unprecedented over the last 3000 years [Kopp et al., 2016, Gulev et al., 2021]. In the last few
years, we have gained an increased understanding of the sources of these changes [e.g., Frederikse et al., 2020].
Ice melt from glaciers as well as the Greenland Ice Sheet explained 52.3% and 29.3% of the GMSL change over
the last century. Ocean heat uptake and the associated thermal expansion of water accounted for 32% of sea
level rise, while land-water storage changes had an overall negative contribution of -14% [Fox-Kemper et al.,
2021].

Most of our knowledge of last-century sea level change stems from long-term tide gauge records, which
are however unevenly distributed along the coastlines. Thanks to the introduction of satellite altimetry in
1992, which covers the complete ocean surface, we have now a much more complete picture of global sea
level change (SLC). During the altimetry era, GMSL rise has further increased to 3.25 mm/year (1993-2018)
[Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]. This acceleration is expected to continue further during the upcoming decades,
with projected rates of 5.2-12.1 mm/year (during 2080-2100 for the lower and higher end emission scenarios
[Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]). Thus, future sea level change will pose existential challenges to low-lying coastal
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Figure 1.1A and C show �ooding of Ubay, which is one of the earthquake-a�ected islands near Tubigon, Bohol,
Philippines (adjusted from Jamero et al. [2017]). (B) Relative sea level change (from Permanent Service for
Mean Sea Level (PSMSL), green), reconstructed absolute sea level change (over the last century, Dangendorf
et al. [2019], orange) and VLM (derived as the di�erence of the latter, purple) at the Bangkok tide gauge.
Shown is also an ensemble (of many realizations) of �rst-order autogregressive processes, with the same noise
properties as the VLM time series (and zero trend) to exemplify future VLM scenarios. Di�erent absolute
sea level projection scenarios [Garner et al., 2021b, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021] are shown in yellow, brown
and grey. D shows historic Global Mean Sea Level (GMSL) reconstructions (from Dangendorf et al. [2019],
orange, and Frederikse et al. [2020], green line), as well as the estimated sum of contributors (such as mass,
or thermosteric e�ects) of the sea level budget and uncertainties (green, dashed line). The GMSL curve from
satellite altimetry (green) is obtained from Frederikse et al. [2020] and based on the MEaSUREs gridded sea
surface height anomalies version 1812 dataset [Zlotnicki et al., 2019]. GMSL scenarios are provided as in B.

populations. It is estimated that more than 300 million people will be directly a�ected by sea level change
in 2050 [Nicholls et al., 2021], and estimated investments costs of coastal adaptation range in the order of
several hundreds of billions of USD per year globally [Oppenheimer et al., 2019]. Therefore, understanding
the components and processes of past sea level change is fundamental to bolster estimations of the trajectories
of future sea level change and its consequences.

To assess future sea level change impacts, for two decades the world climate research program dedicates
e�orts to generate sea level projections based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) [Eyring
et al., 2016]. Estimates of future contributions to sea level change from, for example, ice melt or the thermal
expansion of the ocean rely on di�erent underlying future emission scenarios, so-called shared socioeconomic
pathways (SSPs, e.g., see Fig. 1.1D). These simulations, together with observations of satellite altimetry, pro-
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vide crucial information on absolute sea level change (i.e., the change with respect to a reference ellipsoid see
also Fig. 1.4), which is approximates the geocentric sea level change, i.e., the change with respect to to the
center of mass of the earth [Stammer and Cazenave, 2017]. However, as exempli�ed by the subsiding Isla
Batasan, for coastal populations, relative sea level change is the most important quantity. Relative sea level
changes depict sea level changes relative to the land (or sea �oor) and are thus in�uenced by both vertical land
motion and absolute sea level rise. This concept can be easily explained using the case of the city of Bangkok
(Fig. 1.1B). Shown are the relative sea level change measurements of a tide gauge, as well as an estimate of
absolute sea level rise (together with e�ects from earth gravity, earth rotation and solid-earth deformation
(GRD)) over the last century at the coast [Dangendorf et al., 2019]. The relative sea level change signi�cantly
exceeded the climate-induced absolute sea level change by a factor of four to �ve during the last century,
which was mainly caused by strong land subsidence of about 80 cm. Thus, at this coastal location vertical
land motion represents the dominant contributor to the coastal relative sea level budget.

As in many other large coastal cities, land subsidence due to human-related groundwater extraction has
played the main role in relative sea level changes over the last century and is expected to do so in future [Rau-
coules et al., 2013, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Nicholls et al., 2021, Tay et al., 2022]. Because many highly
urbanized coastal areas are a�ected by land subsidence, relative sea level changes can be up to four times
faster than the contemporary global average rates [Liu et al., 2020, Nicholls et al., 2021]. Thus, regional-scale
coastal subsidence and uplift can either amplify or alleviate the regional impacts of sea level rise [Wöppel-
mann and Marcos, 2016, Pfe�er et al., 2017, Hawkins et al., 2019b, Hammond et al., 2021]. A central challenge
to regional-scale sea level change impact assessment is, that neither vertical land motion nor absolute sea
level change a�ects coasts in a uniform manner. Therefore, future planning relies on accurate estimates of
the rates and variability of vertical land motion, which can be assessed using a variety of observational tech-
niques [Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2014, Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018, Frederikse et al., 2019, Buzzanga et al.,
2020, Hammond et al., 2021], or geodynamic process models of the solid earth [Peltier, 2004].

Depending on the location, vertical land motion will signi�cantly contribute to the projected changes and
uncertainties, as exempli�ed by the di�erent trajectories of vertical land motion and absolute sea level change
in Fig. 1.1B. To make assumptions about these future changes, we need to learn from observations of the past
and present behavior of vertical land motion. The major objective of this work is to exploit a comprehensive
network of observations to determine contemporary vertical land motion and its uncertainties, which are
used to inform future projections of relative sea level change.

1.2 Components of regional to local relative sea level changes

Although this work focuses primarily on the contribution of vertical land motion, it is helpful to consider
the full spectrum of processes that a�ect coastal sea level change to understand their compound impacts on
relative sea level. Coastal relative sea level is in�uenced by a complex superposition of ocean, cryosphere,
and solid-earth processes that act on manifold temporal and spatial scales. Relative sea level change is often
decomposed into its contributions from absolute sea level change and vertical land motion (see also schematic
in Fig. 1.4). As I will show, this separation is sometimes not straightforward, because some processes that
are associated with mass redistribution in the earth system can have an impact on both, absolute sea level
change and vertical land motion. In the following, I provide a brief overview of the most important concepts,
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de�nitions, and drivers of relative sea level change. Knowledge of the spatiotemporal characteristics of these
processes is fundamental to comprehending the current challenges of observing and estimating the individual
components of relative sea level change.

Causes of absolute sea level change

Absolute sea level changes are driven by the thermal expansion of the ocean, i.e., the thermosteric sea level
component, by halosteric changes (i.e., changes in seawater salinity), as well as by mass changes due to land
ice melt or land water storage changes, which contribute to the barystatic sea-level change. Depending on the
source of ice melt or land water storage changes, the barystatic e�ects cause large-scale sea level responses,
so-called �ngerprints, which are associated with changes in the ocean mass, the geoid as well as with the
solid earth [e.g. Dangendorf et al., 2021]. Superimposed to these large-scale contributions are changes in
ocean circulation, as well as ocean density changes generating sea level variability on a much wider range
of spatial and temporal scales. Density changes (steric changes) are driven by thermosteric and halosteric
e�ects. Ocean circulation in�uences sea level due to the redistribution of mass (i.e., manometric changes),
heat, and freshwater, which contribute to changes in the ocean density. Atmospheric forcing like wind stress,
sea level pressure changes, air-sea heat and freshwater exchange, and other natural and anthropogenic e�ects
shape and control these changes in the ocean state. These processes generate sea level variability at a broad
spectrum of timescales. Hence, long term trends or multidecadal variability are superimposed by short term,
monthly to interannual changes, which are often associated with high regional variability, as can be seen for
example by the mesoscale variations in the Alghulas Current or Gulf Stream region in Fig. 1.2A. For relatively
short periods of observations (like the altimetry era, i.e., 1992 - present), regional sea level change can thus
strongly deviate from the GMSL change by several mm/year [e.g. Stammer et al., 2013].

In the coastal zone, sea level dynamics can di�er substantially from open ocean variability, mainly due
to the modulation of open ocean signals by the presence of coastlines and changes in bathymetry [Hughes
et al., 2019]. Coastal sea level variations are governed by many di�erent processes associated with di�erent
amplitudes and time scales. High frequency variations (time scales of minutes to days) include processes like
coastal gravity waves, seiches, surges, and tides. On longer periods (daily to interannual scales), wave setup,
continental boundary waves, and river runo� dominate coastal sea level variability [e.g., Woodworth et al.,
2019]. Many of these processes are, however, not yet fully understood. In particular the dynamics of wave
setup, river runo�, coastally trapped waves, tides, and their impact on coastal sea level are the subject of on-
going research [e.g., Hughes et al., 2019, Hart-Davis et al., 2021, Toomey et al., 2022, Piecuch, 2022]. Because
some of these processes are associated with very small spatial scales, observing coastal sea level variations
has become a central objective for satellite altimetry [Passaro et al., 2014, Cazenave et al., 2022].

Causes of vertical land motion

As demonstrated by the subsiding Isla Batasan and Bangkok, vertical land motion can cause relative sea
level changes to be fundamentally di�erent from absolute sea level change. For this reason, relative sea
level changes (Fig. 1.1C) measured by tide gauges, show quite a di�erent picture from what we observe by
satellite altimetry (Fig. 1.1A). Similarly, as for absolute sea level variability, di�erent processes cause distinct
spatiotemporal variability in vertical land motion, with spatial scales ranging from several thousands of km
to a few km only, and temporal scales from millennia to seconds.
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Figure 1.2 A depicts absolute sea level change over 1995-2019 based on gridded altimetry from the Copernicus
Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS; http://marine.copernicus.eu, last access: 10 December
2020). B and C show Relative sea level (RSL) time series and trends from tide gauge observations (PSMSL).
VLM from point-observations (as derived in chapter 3), from Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) [Caron et al.,
2018] and from contemporary mass redistribution [Frederikse et al., 2019] are shown in D, E and F.

Among the most pronounced sources of global scale vertical land motion are changes in the cryosphere,
i.e. changes in the land ice mass. The melting of the great ice sheets after the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM),
approximately 21,000 years ago, caused a process called glacial isostatic adjustment, which manifests itself
with ongoing changes in GRD. On decadal and centennial time scales, changes in ice mass loading generate
almost instantaneous elastic responses of the lithosphere, i.e., the Earth’s surface recovers approximately
proportional to the change in ice mass [Pugh and Woodworth, 2014]. On much longer time scales from
hundreds to thousands of years, deglaciation causes visco-elastic processes to attain isostatic equilibrium.
Mantle material �ows back to the centers of formerly glaciated areas. This causes ongoing uplift (also called
post-glacial rebound) in areas like Fennoscandia, Canada, and other parts of North America, and subsidence
in the forebulge areas of the LGM ice sheets (Fig. 1.2E). These long-term e�ects are now commonly described
by the term glacial isostatic adjustment or GIA [e.g. Pugh and Woodworth, 2014, Peltier, 2004, Mark E. and
Jerry, 2011].

Vertical land motion due to GIA has a direct e�ect on relative sea level and has led to falling sea levels,
for example, in cities like Stockholm or Yakutat (Fig. 1.2B). Next to the GIA-induced solid-earth deformation,
there are also secondary e�ects, i.e. changes in the Earth gravity and Earth rotation. Solid-earth mass changes
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alter the geoid and cause increased gravitational attraction in areas where the mantle material accumulates,
and vice versa. This in turn leads to a redistribution of water with ancillary mass loading e�ects [King et al.,
2012]. The solid-earth deformations are also accompanied by changes in the shape of the ocean sea �oor and
an increase in the ocean volume, which is associated with a slight overall geocentric sea level fall on a global
average [Mark E. and Jerry, 2011]. Hence, GIA is a�ecting relative sea level change via changes in absolute
sea level as well as via vertical land motion.

While GIA is associated with visco-elastic changes in the Earth on very long time scales, contemporary
mass redistribution (CMR) generates GRD responses on much shorter time scales (i.e., intraanual to decadal
time scales). These surface mass loading changes are associated with changes in hydrological loading, i.e. due
to terrestrial water storage changes, atmospheric and oceanic loading, as well as changes in the cryosphere
(due to mass changes of ice sheets and glaciers, e.g., Slangen et al. [2014], Kopp et al. [2014], Frederikse
et al. [2019]). CMR-induced vertical land motion can be non-linear, due to non-linear melting rates, and
can also exhibit substantial seasonal variations with regional amplitudes of more than 1 cm, which are most
pronounced in tropical regions [Ray et al., 2021]. Thanks to the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE) [Tapley et al., 2004] we can infer CMR-induced changes in the gravity �eld and their impacts on the
solid earth [e.g. Frederikse et al., 2019]. Figure 1.2F shows an estimate of linear rates of vertical land motion
caused by changes in CMR, which are mainly derived from GRACE data [Frederikse et al., 2019]. Changes
in the cryosphere govern trends in CMR and lead to subtle uplift signals in the order of 0.5 mm/year over
Northern Europe and America, and subsidence over Australia. Even though these e�ects are about one order
of magnitude smaller than vertical land motion from GIA, knowledge of CMR is fundamental to understanding
and disentangling the di�erent vertical land motion components observed by geodetic measurements and for
extrapolating relative sea level changes into the past and the future.

Another source of vertical displacements of the solid earth is tectonic activity, acting on a large range of time
scales from seconds to millions of years [Shirzaei et al., 2021]. Convergence between tectonic plates is a central
cause for vertical land motion along continental margins [Mazzotti et al., 2008, Pugh and Woodworth, 2014].
Earthquakes often lead to instantaneous vertical displacements on the order of cm to m (i.e., as shown by the
earthquake-a�ected tide gauge in SOMO, near Fukushima) and are in many cases followed by postseismic
deformation [Vigny et al., 2011, Imakiire and Koarai, 2012, Gunawan et al., 2014]. Interseismic phases can be
interrupted by slow-slip events, which make it particularly challenging to determine the interseismic trends
[Houlié and Stern, 2017, Naish et al., 2022]. Next to these highly non-linear e�ects, other tectonic motions
sustain for thousands to millions of years, for example, the continental collision that led to the formation
of the Alpine orogeny [Serpelloni et al., 2013, Sánchez et al., 2018]. Previous studies used coastal sea-level
proxies to infer these long-term tectonic rates [Pedoja et al., 2018]. However, in case of highly temporally and
spatially variable tectonic VLM, its determination relies on direct observations and is particularly challenging
for sea level research [Klos et al., 2019].

Several other processes like erosion [Gómez et al., 2021], subsurface �uid withdrawal [Emery and Aubrey,
1991b, Kolker et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2020], sediment loading and compaction [Ericson et al., 2006, Törnqvist
et al., 2008, Syvitski et al., 2009], volcanism and mantle dynamics [Kreemer et al., 2020] further complicate the
determination of vertical land motion. Processes like groundwater depletion not only a�ect the solid Earth,
but also alter gravitational attraction and absolute sea level in the far �eld by a redistribution of water mass
[Wada et al., 2012, Veit and Conrad, 2016]. Vertical land motion caused by the human-induced extraction
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Figure 1.3 Adjusted from Fig. 4. B of Raucoules et al. [2013]: Line of Sight ground motion velocity maps in
cm/yr for 2003–2005, 2005–2008, and 2007–2010 (Envisat/Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) data).

of groundwater, oil, and gas has strongly contributed to the total relative sea level change in many urban
areas around the world [Brooks et al., 2007, Raucoules et al., 2013, Buzzanga et al., 2020, Zanchettin et al.,
2021, Nicholls et al., 2021, Tay et al., 2022]. Time-varying human-induced extraction rates can lead to highly
non-linear vertical land motion on very small spatial scales in the order of a few km. Figure 1.3 shows such
high spatial and temporal variability in Manila based on Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)
observations. Large parts of the city are subsiding with rates up to 23 mm/year due to extensive groundwater
use in the area. Note, that Fig. 1.3 also indicates the station locations of point-wise measurements of rela-
tive sea level and vertical land motion. The strong spatiotemporal vertical land motion variations hamper
meaningful extrapolations of observed vertical land motion in time or space, when based on these point-wise
observations. Therefore, our capability of resolving certain small-scale processes strongly depends on the
type and availability of direct vertical land motion observations and the characteristics of the spatiotemporal
variability of vertical land motion itself.

1.3 Estimating relative sea level change

Several strategies have been developed to estimate the contribution of the individual components of relative
sea level change. Figure 1.2 summarizes the most important approaches and observing systems to assess rel-
ative sea level change on a global scale: tide gauges, satellite altimetry, Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS), GRACE, and GIA models. Other approaches, like InSAR [Buzzanga et al., 2020, Tay et al., 2022] or
geological observations [Engelhart et al., 2009] have so far been used mainly at the regional to local scale and
will therefore not be explained in detail here. The methods depicted in Fig. 1.2 provide estimates of di�er-
ent components of relative sea level at di�erent spatial/temporal scales, and di�erent precision and accuracy
levels. Given the individual merits and limitations of these methods, a central objective of this work is to
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comprehensively synthesize and exploit these data sources, to gain a more complete picture of past, contem-
porary, and future relative sea level change. In the following, I provide a general overview of the di�erent
observational techniques and their applications in sea level research.

Tide gauges

Tide gauge observations represent an invaluable source of information on relative sea level. Because some of
the tide gauge measurements date back until the 17th century, they represent a window into the century-long
history of sea level change and thus are essential constraints for sea level reconstructions or budget analy-
ses [e.g., Church and White, 2011, Hay et al., 2015, Dangendorf et al., 2019, Frederikse et al., 2020]. Several
other research �elds, like tidal estimation, extreme sea level analyses, or validation and calibration of satellite
altimetry, to name a few, rely on tide gauge measurements. Given its importance, services like PSMSL, the
University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC), or the Global Extreme Sea Level Analysis (GESLA) dedicate
e�orts to processing and collecting tide gauge data from national databases or local authorities. As can be
seen in Fig. 1.2C, the tide gauge station distribution is still relatively inhomogeneous and most of the more
than 800 active tide gauges (of the PSMSL database) are located in places like Europe, North America, or
Australia. Because relative sea level measurements by tide gauges are in�uenced by vertical land motion and
absolute sea level change, additional information on vertical land motion at the tide gauges is required to
study the local rates of absolute sea level change. Aligning external vertical land motion estimates with the
rates experienced at the tide gauge can sometimes be challenging, as tide gauges often underestimate shallow
subsidence (occurring in the upper 5 m) when anchored at deeper levels [Keogh and Törnqvist, 2019]. Several
di�erent approaches have been applied to estimate vertical land motion at tide gauges, which were based on
using information from GNSS data, GIA models, satellite altimetry, or indirect methods like sea level recon-
structions. In this thesis, I aim to densify and improve vertical land motion estimates with respect to existing
approaches, which will be in part indirectly based on relative sea level data from tide gauge observations.

Satellite altimetry

Thanks to the continuous observations of satellite altimetry since three decades, and due to ongoing improve-
ments in coastal altimetry products, measurement gaps of sea level along the global coastlines are now being
closed [e.g. Cazenave et al., 2022]. Figure 1.4 summarizes some of the most important concepts to understand
the principle sea level measurements by satellite altimetry. Here, the term sea level refers to the absolute sea
level, which is the sea surface height (SSH) with respect to a reference ellipsoid, as shown in Fig. 1.4. The
reference ellipsoid is a surface of an ellipsoidal volume, which is de�ned to approximately resemble the geoid,
a surface with uniform geopotential [e.g. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1984, Gregory et al., 2019]. Several di�er-
ent reference ellipsoids exist, i.e. the TOPEX/Poseidon ellipsoid [Stammer and Cazenave, 2017], the GRS-80
(Geodetic Reference System, 1980; [Moritz, 2000]) ellipsoid, or the WGS-84 ellipsoid, which di�er slightly in
their parameters.

Information on SSH is derived from the satellite altitude (H) and range (D), which is the measured distance
between the altimeter and the sea surface [e.g., Stammer and Cazenave, 2017]. The velocity and position
of the altimeter are determined by Precise Orbit Determination (POD) using tracking systems like GNSS,
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) systems or Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite
(DORIS) [e.g., Jäggi and Arnold, 2017, Rudenko et al., 2023]. The altimetric range is measured by transmitting
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of measurement systems and surfaces relating to sea level (see also Wöppelmann and
Marcos [2016] or Gregory et al. [2019]).

radar pulses, which are re�ected by the sea surface and then recorded by the altimeter. The received signal
can usually be mathematically described by a waveform-like function from which several quantities like the
range, wave height, or surface wind speeds can be derived.

Several corrections and adjustments have to be applied to obtain accurate range estimates from these radar
measurements (e.g., as summarized by Andersen and Scharroo [2011]): the instrumental errors, the e�ects
due to the presence of the atmosphere (dry and wet tropospheric correction), and the adjustments due to
the interaction of the signal with the sea surface. Such adjustments include also the possibility to remove un-
wanted geophysical signals. Research focused on ocean dynamics or temporal variations in sea level is usually
interested in the Sea level anomaly (SLA) with respect to a time mean of SSH, called mean sea level or mean

sea surface. SLAs are commonly additionally corrected for signals from other prevalent geophysical e�ects,
which are often not of primary interest in a variety of applications. Among these geophysical corrections,
the tidal correction is one of the most important ones, because tidal variability explains a large fraction of sea
level variability, particularly in the coastal zone [Andersen and Scharroo, 2011]. The Dynamic atmospheric
correction (DAC) removes dynamical adjustments of the ocean to changes in atmospheric pressure.

This very brief overview emphasizes the large number of factors that must be accounted for to derive
accurate SLA estimates from satellite altimetry measurements. All of these adjustments and corrections rep-
resent potential error sources, which propagate into the �nal SLA data. Note, that there are several other error
sources, stemming from altimeter drifts, mission cross-calibration, or altimeter footprint contamination in the
coastal zone, which have so far not been mentioned. Hence, current e�orts are dedicated to further improving
geophysical and range corrections, honing coastal retracking, and decreasing radial orbit errors [e.g., Passaro
et al., 2014, Cazenave et al., 2018]. As a response to these improvements, uncertainty recommendations for
GMSL change have changed from 1 mm/year to 0.3 mm/year over the last decades [Ablain et al., 2019, Abdalla
et al., 2021].
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Global Navigation Satellite Systems

Next to relative and absolute sea level measurements by tide gauges and satellite altimetry, respectively, for
more than a decade, direct geodetic height measurements (GNSS, such as Global Positioning System (GPS),
GLObal’naya Navigationnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), or European Global Satellite Navigation
System (GALILEO)) have been exploited to determine vertical motions of the solid earth [Wöppelmann et al.,
2007, Snay et al., 2007, Mazzotti et al., 2008]. GNSS measurements denote the most precise source of vertical
land motion and are of paramount importance in local to global scale sea level research [e.g., Bouin and Wöp-
pelmann, 2010, Fenoglio et al., 2012, Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2017, Hammond et al., 2021]. Wöppelmann
and Marcos [2016] identi�ed comparably low formal errors of GNSS-VLM rates (0.21 mm/year) when auto-
correlation was taken into account. Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2012] estimated an accuracy of 0.6 mm/year
of GNSS-based vertical land motion (from at least three years of continuous data), by comparing 36 globally
distributed co-located GNSS velocity estimates. Thus, because of its considerable accuracy, vertical GNSS
velocities represent important benchmark estimates for many sea-level applications, e.g., for GIA-model eval-
uation or local VLM-corrections of tide gauge records [Sánchez and Bosch, 2009, Sanli and Blewitt, 2001].

Figure 1.2D shows rates from GNSS time series from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory of the University of
Nevada (NGL), a database of more than 17,000 stations (Blewitt et al. [2016], http://geodesy.unr.edu).
As can be seen, the stations are not uniformly distributed and most of the stations are installed in places
like Europe, North America, or Japan. When used to constrain vertical land motion at tide gauges, GNSS-
stations should be ideally very close to the tide gauge because vertical land motion was shown to exhibit
potentially high spatial variability even on small scales (tens of kilometers) [e.g., Raucoules et al., 2013, Buz-
zanga et al., 2020]. This requirement, however, reduces the number of available co-located stations. As an
example, only 130 GNSS stations are within a 1 km range of Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) tide
gauges [Wöppelmann et al., 2019]) and thus con�ne the global coastal coverage to mostly Europe, Japan, and
North America.

Di�erences of satellite and tide gauge observations (SATTG)

To increase the number of vertical land motion estimates, several studies advanced the application of com-
bining satellite altimetry (SAT) and tide gauge (TG) observations [Cazenave et al., 1999, Nerem and Mitchum,
2003, Kuo et al., 2004, Pfe�er and Allemand, 2016, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Kleinherenbrink et al.,
2018]. The principle of this approach is to subtract the absolute sea level change gathered by the altimeter
from relative sea level change observations at the TG. Ideally, the di�erenced time series (SAT minus TG)
yields the vertical motion of the TG with respect to the reference of the altimeter. The accuracy of this tech-
nique depends heavily on the stability of the altimeter measurement system, among numerous other factors.
Major systematic errors stem from limitations in the realization of the reference frame, as well as from limi-
tations in the long-term stability of altimeter instruments and corrections [e.g., Couhert et al., 2015, Watson
et al., 2015, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016]. ’Satellite altimetry minus tide gauge (SATTG)’ vertical land
motion estimates can be a�ected by altimeter drift or errors originating from the intermission drift biases (or
drifts w.r.t. the reference mission). Due to the availability of global and continuous absolute sea level mea-
surements, this method not only provides a complementary source to GNSS measurements, but also improves
the geographical distribution of the data, as virtually every valid TG can be used.

http://geodesy.unr.edu
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GIA models

GIA models rely on the approximation of di�erent parameters of the ice load history and rheology of the Earth
[King et al., 2012]. However, di�erent assumptions of these parameters can lead to discrepancies between GIA
model solutions, with di�erences in the order of several mm/year in vertical land motion [King et al., 2010,
Jevrejeva et al., 2014, Caron et al., 2018]. The present-day signal of GIA can be observed using geodetic
techniques, which represent, next to relative sea level records, valuable information to further constrain GIA
models [King et al., 2010, Caron et al., 2018]. Figure 1.2E shows vertical land motion from a GIA model of
Caron et al. [2018]. The large-scale GIA �ngerprints resemble the point estimates of direct vertical land motion
observations (Fig. 1.2D). Given its strong in�uence on global vertical land motion and the fact that GIA is one
of the few vertical land motion processes that can be modeled, previous studies of past and future sea level
heavily relied on GIA models, but often neglected other sources of vertical land motion [Church and White,
2011, Slangen et al., 2014, Jackson and Jevrejeva, 2016].

While all of these three sources of information, GIA-models, GNSS, and SATTG techniques have indi-
vidual merits, their combined use is valuable to further substantiate vertical land motion estimates. GNSS
observations are necessary to validate both GIA models and the SATTG approach [Santamaría-Gómez et al.,
2012, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018]. Recent studies combined all three ap-
proaches to reconstruct GMSL [Dangendorf et al., 2017], and to densify the estimation of contemporary rates
of vertical land motion [Pfe�er et al., 2017], or relative sea level change [Hawkins et al., 2019b]. Any advance-
ment in these individual approaches, therefore, supports the mutual development and improves the global
assessment of coastal vertical land motion estimates.

1.4 Challenges and research objectives

In the previous sections, I highlight that vertical land motion a�ects coastal relative sea level change in a highly
non-uniform manner and can regionally even dominate the coastal sea level budget. However, our ability to
estimate vertical land motion is hampered mainly by the limited availability of observational constraints,
its signi�cant spatial and temporal variability, as well as the complexity of the superposition of processes
that cannot be adequately assessed with geodynamic models. These factors pose signi�cant challenges to
ongoing sea level research. Despite the complexity of vertical land motion processes, previous work, including
sea level reconstructions [Church and White, 2011, Kopp et al., 2014, Hay et al., 2015, Dangendorf et al.,
2019] and sea level projections [Carson et al., 2016, Nicholls et al., 2021, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021] relied on
simpli�ed assumptions of vertical land motion. This thesis addresses these challenges to answer the following
overarching research question:

⇒ What is the impact of vertical land motion on regional-scale relative sea level change?

To answer this research question and to improve the determination of vertical land motion, several inno-
vations in data processing and synthesis are developed and applied to a comprehensive set of observations.
I generate a vertical land motion reconstruction to assess its role in past, contemporary, and future sea level
changes on a regional scale. In the next three sections, I outline the main challenges and research questions,
along with the individual innovations of this work. These sections correspond to the three main chapters of
this thesis (2, 3, and 4), where I present solutions to each of the research questions.
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1.4.1 Improving the determination of vertical land motion using coastal altimetry and tide

gauge data

This work aims to combine and improve vertical land motion data from a variety of techniques (GNSS data,
tide gauges, and satellite altimetry), as presented in section 1.3. Vertical land motion estimates from di�er-
ences between altimetry and tide gauge observations (VLMSATTG) represent a vital complementary source
for global vertical land motion information next to GNSS data. However, SATTG vertical land motion esti-
mates are still less precise and accurate than vertical land motion measurements by GNSS. As an example,
Wöppelmann and Marcos [2016] (WM16) investigated performances of di�erent gridded and along-track al-
timetry products, e.g., from Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO)
or Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) altimetry data, and monthly-mean TG records from PSMSL. Using
the gridded AVISO product, WM16 obtained vertical land motion estimates with median formal uncertain-
ties of 0.8 mm/year and an accuracy of 1.47 mm/year based on the validation against GNSS-based trends
from ULR5 (Université de La Rochelle, Institut Géographique National analysis) at 113 colocated stations.
Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018] further improved the accuracy of SATTG vertical land motion data by using
along-track altimetry (TOPography EXperiment (TOPEX), Jason 1 and 2, from the Radar Altimeter Database
(RADS) [Scharroo et al., 2012]) to estimate vertical land motion. Their approach aimed at overcoming the spa-
tial down-sampling/smoothing and associated loss of information in gridded products such as AVISO. They
also advanced the procedure of combining altimetry and TG data. As a result, they achieved an accuracy of
1.20 mm/year (at 155 stations), which signi�cantly improved WM16’s results.

Based on Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018] and WM16, two essential factors are identi�ed which are vital
for the quality of trend estimation by SATTG di�erence. Advancements with respect to both factors not
only potentially led to improved vertical land motion estimates in Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018], but also
motivate further innovations. The �rst important factor is the data quality of the altimetry measurements in
the coastal zone. In coastal regions, accuracy of altimetry measurements is a�ected by the local departure
of the radar signal from the known ocean response (due to inhomogeneities of the illuminated area) and by
the inaccuracy of the standard routinely applied corrections and tidal models. As mentioned in section 1.3,
developments for the solution of both issues caused rapid improvements in recent years, e.g., through the
application of coastal retracking and advanced geophysical corrections [e.g., Passaro et al., 2014, Fernandes
et al., 2015, Cipollini et al., 2017]. Dedicated coastal altimetry datasets (e.g., ESA development of COASTal
ALTimetry (COASTALT), Adaptive Leading Edge Subwaveform (ALES), Prototype Innovant de Système de
Traitement pour l’Altimétrie Côtière et l’Hydrologie (PISTACH)) might thus outperform previously applied
products (e.g., AVISO) that do not yet bene�t from these implementations.

Next to issues concerning data quality, the second factor is the sensitivity of VLMSATTG estimates to the
spatial selection of altimeter data in the vicinity of the TG. WM16 showed, that averaging SLA in a radius of 1°
around the TG resulted in higher correlations than using the best correlated or the closest grid point to the TG.
Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018] found a small in�uence of variations of absolute correlation thresholds (between
altimetry and TG data) on the trend estimates. Therefore, considering the diversity of factors controlling
coastal sea level variability, such as surface winds, or coastal and bathymetric characteristics, an advanced
adaptation of the choice of altimetry SLA can potentially improve the representation of the signal captured
by the TG.
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These reasons motivate further improvements in both components, the quality of the data, and the practice
of combining altimetry and TG data. To further improve SATTG vertical land motion estimates and to under-
stand how dedicated along-track coastal altimetry can outperform standard gridded products, the following
research questions need to be answered:

⇒ How can we use coastal altimetry observations to improve vertical land motion estimates?

⇒ Which factors control the accuracy and uncertainty of vertical land motion estimates from
coastal altimetry and tide gauges?

In chapter 2, I will present a new approach of combining SAT and TG observations to improve vertical
land motion estimates. In contrast to previous attempts, I exploit TG and SAT data at the highest available
temporal and spatial scale for globally distributed stations. Dedicated coastal along-track altimetry data is
combined with high frequency TG records from GESLA. Implementation of these high frequency TG records
constitutes a further innovation for vertical land motion estimation. So far, such data has only been applied
in local studies [Idžanović et al., 2019] and monthly TG data were commonly exploited in this regard. I show
that the precision and accuracy of the trend estimates can be optimized when using re�ned spatial selection
criteria of altimetry sea level anomalies. With this approach, I identify coherent zones of sea level variability,
which best represent the coastal in situ measurements.

1.4.2 Probabilistic reconstruction of vertical land motion

GNSS data and vertical land motion estimates based on SAT and TG di�erences represent essential observation-
based constraints to assess the global scale impact of vertical land motion on relative sea level change. To
estimate the contribution of vertical land motion in sea level reconstructions or projections, commonly, in-
formation on the linear rates of observed vertical land motion is extrapolated in time [Kopp et al., 2014, Wöp-
pelmann and Marcos, 2016, Frederikse et al., 2020]. However, GNSS and SATTG time series, whose records
are typically shorter than three decades, are not always suitable to estimate a long-term linear trend. These
time series can be a�ected by variable velocities at shorter timescales, which are most commonly caused by
earthquakes and their associated post-seismic crustal deformations [e.g., Klos et al., 2019], but can also have
other natural or human-related origins, like volcanic activity [Cazenave et al., 1999] or subsurface �uid with-
drawal [Kolker et al., 2011]. As previously described, geophysical processes, such as earthquakes can also
cause instantaneous displacements in the measurements (i.e., discontinuities), as can be seen in the a�ected
tide gauge record in Soma (Japan) in Fig. 1.2B, for instance. Next to geophysical causes, Gazeaux et al. [2013]
found that about one-third of discontinuities detected in GNSS time series could be attributed to instrumental
issues, such as antenna changes.

These issues must be taken into account to compute unbiased linear rates of vertical land motion or to
identify signi�cant trend changes. However, while discontinuity detection has been extensively addressed for
GNSS data [Blewitt et al., 2016, Klos et al., 2019], no study has yet adequately tackled the problem of directly
estimating discontinuities in SATTG time series. Wöppelmann and Marcos [2016], for example, manually
rejected time series, which were potentially a�ected by non-linearities. Klos et al. [2019], on the other hand,
utilized GNSS data, to correct SATTG vertical land motion estimates that were strongly in�uenced by tec-
tonic activity. Thus, an improved and independent characterization of SATTG time series is crucial, because
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SATTG observations have the potential to substantially expand scarce coastal vertical land motion estimates
derived from GNSS time series, which also usually cover a shorter time span than the SATTG observations
[Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016]. These knowledge gaps motivate the following research question:

⇒ How can we detect discontinuities and trend changes in vertical land motion observations?

Another fundamental limitation of coastal vertical land motion determination is the uneven and sometimes
sparse distribution of GNSS and tide gauge stations along shorelines (see Figs. 1.2C and 1.2D). As mentioned
in the previous section, only a limited number of GNSS stations are in the vicinity of tide gauges. Missing
information on vertical land motion at tide gauges is a problem for coastal sea level studies in the altimetry
era, as well as for sea level reconstructions. Continuous regional-scale vertical land motion estimates are
also required for sea level projections, which otherwise are only constrained by GIA vertical land motion.
Thus, to extrapolate GNSS-based vertical land motion at tide gauge stations and to provide global-scale ver-
tical land motion interpolations at the regional scale several di�erent interpolation approaches have been
applied. These include methods like weighted radial averaging [Pfe�er et al., 2017, Kleinherenbrink et al.,
2018, Frederikse et al., 2020], GPS Imaging [Hammond et al., 2021] or Bayesian regression methods [Bodin
and Sambridge, 2009, Husson et al., 2018, Hawkins et al., 2019b]. These studies commonly relied on the as-
sumption of strictly linear vertical land motion and are thus uninformative about the actual variations of
contemporary vertical land motion. Understanding the in�uence of non-linear processes such as earthquakes
or mass loading changes, however, is important to evaluate to what extent current rates of vertical land mo-
tion can be extrapolated in time and to determine physically-informed uncertainty estimates. Combining data
from di�erent observational techniques (i.e., GNSS and SATTG) can further improve these estimates. Thus,
to derive a comprehensive global-scale vertical land motion reconstruction, the following questions need to
be addressed:

⇒ How can we align the large multi-technique networks of inhomogeneously distributed ob-
servations to reconstruct vertical land motion?

⇒ How can we model continuous space- and time-resolving vertical land motion?

In chapter 3, I derive a time-resolving reconstruction of contemporary coastal vertical land motion to more
realistically describe temporal variations, as opposed to simply assuming purely linear motion. First, I develop
a Bayesian model to automatically and simultaneously detect change points, caused by discontinuities and
trend changes, as well as other common time series features in both, GNSS and SATTG observations. Secondly,
I extract common motion vertical land motion signatures of the combined set of observations using Bayesian
Principal Component Analysis, to model regional scale coherent modes of variability and trends. Finally, the
estimated coe�cients associated with linear trends and the estimated modes will be interpolated in space to
derive a global vertical land motion reconstruction.

1.4.3 Understanding the impacts of vertical land motion on relative sea level change

The increasing number of GNSS stations over the last decades and the availability of indirect vertical land mo-
tion estimates from tide gauges and satellite altimetry have facilitated the use of direct vertical land motion
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observations to study their impact along the global coastlines. Previous research has utilized these geode-
tic constraints to shed light on subcontinental scale dynamics, such as tectonic processes, which can not
be assessed with GIA models alone [Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2017, Hawkins et al., 2019b, Hammond et al.,
2021]. However, despite the present abundance of vertical land motion observations, several previous inves-
tigations lacked direct geodetic constraints, relied on simpli�ed assumptions of the spectrum of vertical land
motion processes, and were often inconsistent about the applied vertical land motion correction across di�er-
ent studies. It is important to identify the causes and implications of these di�erences in the applied vertical
land motion estimates because they have a direct impact on our understanding of past and future relative sea
level change.

Vertical land motion is also an essential quantity in sea level reconstructions of the twentieth century, which
are crucial to determine the forcing factors of sea level changes and to characterize contemporary and future
sea level changes [Hay et al., 2015, Dangendorf et al., 2019]. Reconstructions of sea level changes commonly
incorporate information from tide gauges and require estimates of vertical land motion to deduce the absolute
and relative sea level change components. Previous work either used GIA models [Church and White, 2011],
indirect GIA �ngerprints [Kopp et al., 2014, Hay et al., 2015, Dangendorf et al., 2019], or direct geodetic
information [Frederikse et al., 2020], to account for a linear vertical land motion component. Hence, there are
inconsistencies in the applied vertical land motion data, which can lead to global and even more pronounced
regional di�erences in relative sea level estimates over the last century [Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2017].

Such di�erences in the applied vertical land motion estimates exist also across sea level projection studies
(e.g., see Oppenheimer et al. [2019], Table 4.5 for comparison), which so far only incorporated GIA models
[Slangen et al., 2014, Jackson and Jevrejeva, 2016] or indirect vertical land motion estimates from tide gauges
[Kopp et al., 2014]. The latter vertical land motion estimates were derived from a probabilistic sea level
reconstruction, which statistically modeled past sea level changes as a combination of (1) a globally uniform
process, (2) a regionally varying and temporally linear process, and a (3) regionally varying, temporally auto-
correlated non-linear process. The second linear process was calibrated against the ICE-5G VM2-90 GIA model
of Peltier [2004] and was used as the vertical land motion estimates in projections [Kopp et al., 2014]. However,
in contrast to Dangendorf et al. [2019] no prior information, such as �ngerprints of ocean variability (i.e.,
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF)), ice melt, and GRD e�ects were included in this reconstruction, which
makes an unambiguous separation of solid earth processes (vertical land motion) from other e�ects, such as
mass changes or thermosteric changes di�cult when only relying on a highly unconstrained statistical model.
Hence, the vertical land motion estimates are highly in�uenced by the choice of the GIA model (used as a prior
estimate) and the lack of direct geodetic VLM constraints. Thus, direct vertical land motion measurements,
e.g., from GNSS data are vital to further constrain regional-scale, non-GIA vertical land motion, because
they have been not yet included in sea level projections on a global scale. Like sea level reconstructions,
current projections are also based on the working hypothesis of ’linear’ vertical land motion. Considering the
vertical land motion processes causing highly non-linear responses, it is, however, unclear in which regions
this working hypothesis is valid, and to what extent vertical land motion can be extrapolated in time. It is
expected that non-linear vertical land motion, together with other factors such as station density and formal
errors in the station time series, signi�cantly in�uence uncertainties in the vertical land motion estimates.
Hence, a rigorous quanti�cation of the region-dependent uncertainties is required to determine the lower
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and upper con�dence intervals of future relative sea level changes (together with those from climate models),
which is fundamental for coastal planning.

To overcome the lack of direct geodetic constraints and imperfect information on non-linear vertical land
motion in sea level reconstructions and projections, I aim at utilizing the vertical land motion reconstruction,
developed in chapter 3, to dismantle the following questions:

⇒ What is the contribution of vertical land motion (non-GIA and time-varying e�ects) on past,
present, and future relative sea level change?

⇒ What are the origins of vertical landmotion uncertainties and their implications for regional
sea level projections?

In chapter 4 I use the improved vertical land motion and uncertainty estimates to reasses past and contem-
porary sea level change, and to increase our con�dence in projected regional sea level change and uncertainty
estimates. I show that previously neglected time-varying e�ects signi�cantly increase the uncertainty inter-
vals in projections of relative sea level change. Investigations of how contemporary relative sea level changes
a�ect coastal populations reveal that densely populated coasts are disproportionately exposed to subsidence-
induced sea level rise and are often poorly equipped with measurement systems. Given these current limita-
tions and uncertainties due non-linear VLM and observational gaps, future developments of coastal relative
sea level observing systems in these regions are required.

1.5 Outline

In this dissertation, I determine the in�uence of vertical land motion on the evolution and uncertainties of
relative sea level change along the global coastlines. In chapter 2, I optimize the estimation of vertical land
motion based on coastal altimetry and tide gauge data. I analyze these estimates, together with a compre-
hensive network of vertical land motion observations in chapter 3. Here, I present a new time-series analysis
technique for di�erent types of vertical land motion observations, to estimate time-variable trends, discon-
tinuities, and uncertainties. The pre-processed time series are used to generate a time- and space-resolving
vertical land motion reconstruction over 1995-2020. The vertical land motion reconstruction allows me to
estimate its contribution along the global coastlines. Estimates of the long-term motion and time-variable
components are applied to reconcile past, present, and future coastal sea level change in chapter 4. I discuss
the implications of physically induced vertical land motion uncertainties on our ability to robustly project
regional future sea level changes. Considering these results from a socioeconomic perspective, I reassess the
exposure of coastal populations to contemporary relative sea level changes. Finally, in chapter 5 I answer my
research questions and provide recommendations for future activities and innovations necessary to further
re�ne our understanding of relative sea level changes.
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2 Improving the determination of vertical land

motion using coastal altimetry and tide gauge data

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is the improvement of the determination of vertical land motion based on al-
timetry and tide gauge observations. For this purpose, I explore the sensitivity of the accuracy and precision
of VLM estimates to the altimetry data type and the combination approach of altimetry and tide gauge ob-
servations. In particular, I quantify the speci�c value of using dedicated coastal altimetry data compared to
previously applied gridded altimeter products.

Coastal along-track data is essential to enhance the spatial resolution of small-scale sea level signals in
the coastal zone. Recent developments facilitate the usage of coastal altimetry data up to 3 km to the coast
[Passaro et al., 2014, Fernandes et al., 2015, Cipollini et al., 2017, Cazenave et al., 2022]. It is important to
understand the advantages of the application of coastal along-track altimetry compared to currently avail-
able gridded altimeter data, since they di�er fundamentally in terms of spatiotemporal sampling and coastal
performance. Gridded datasets provide a homogeneous sampling of sea level in space and time due to the
applied di�erent space- and time-interpolation techniques [Ducet et al., 2000, Taburet et al., 2019]. Along-
track data provide discrete point-wise observations in time, with di�erent temporal resolutions depending on
the altimeter mission. It is unclear how the di�erent space/time sampling and the coastal performance of the
di�erent altimetry datasets in�uence the estimation of VLM from altimetry and tide gauges. To understand
these in�uences, I apply di�erent datasets and test di�erent spatial selection approaches of altimetry data.

Previous studies commonly applied monthly PSMSL tide gauge data to estimate VLM from SATTG. How-
ever, a better understanding is required, as to what extent the monthly averaged tide gauge observations
agree with the altimetry data, which consist of at maximum three observations/month for missions with a
10-day repeat cycle. Therefore, to better represent the altimetry observations at the time of measurement, I
use high-frequency tide gauge observations from the GESLA database, which provides measurements with
a time sampling from minutes to hours. Improvements with respect to using monthly averaged PSMSL data
are investigated.

While data quality is expected to have an important in�uence on the accuracy of VLM estimates, also
the data selection approach has been shown to a�ect the performance of the SATTG techniques [Cazenave
et al., 1999, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018]. Several selection approaches were
applied so far, e.g., using the point of highest correlation, the closest point, or spatial averages. Hence, I
explore how di�erent selection procedures in�uence the comparability of tide gauge and altimetry data. The
performance of the di�erent dataset combinations is assessed using high-quality coastal GNSS data from the
URL6a database. I place my �ndings in the context of physical mechanisms of coastal sea level variability,
which are subject of ongoing investigations.
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The main outcomes of the work presented in this chapter are di�erent VLM time series datasets, derived
on the SATTG technique. The derived time series represent a crucial complementary data source to the GNSS
network, which are analyzed and merged in chapter 3.

2.2 Datasets and combination approaches

In this section I provide information on the altimetry and tide gauge datasets, as well as on the combination of
both data sources. I use along-track (ALES) and gridded altimetry (AVISO) data, as well as monthly (PSMSL)
and a high-frequency (GESLA) tide gauge observations.

The coastal along-track data is obtained from 1 Hz multi-mission altimetry measurements processed
by Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut der Technischen Universität München (DGFI-TUM) with the
Open Altimeter Database (OpenADB) (https://openadb.dg�.tum.de, last access: 10 December 2020). The
data cover a period of 23 years (1995-2018) and are reprocessed with the ALES retracker [Passaro et al.,
2014]. This product is hereinafter called ALES. To reduce radial errors in the di�erent missions, the tai-
lored coastal altimetry product is cross-calibrated using the global multi-mission crossover analysis (MMXO)
[Bosch and Savcenko, 2007, Bosch et al., 2014]. A comprehensive list of the geophysical adjustments and
corrections can be found in Oelsmann et al. [2021]. Next to the along-track data, the gridded Ssalto/Duacs
altimeter (produced and distributed by the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS;
http://marine.copernicus.eu, last access: 10 December 2020)) is used (hereinafter called AVISO). The data are
resolved on a 0.25° Cartesian grid and cover the period from 1992–2019.

I use monthly mean PSMSL tide gauge data [Holgate et al., 2013] and high-frequency data from GESLA
[Woodworth et al., 2016]. The latter database collects data from a variety of di�erent providers and the data
is not quality-controlled like the PSMSL database. That means, the data can contain irregularities like station
shifts or point outlier due to natural or instrumental issues. Hence, several outlier detection steps are applied
to pre-process the data (see Oelsmann et al. [2021]). A 40-h loess �lter is applied to suppress tidal variability.
This �ltering approach most e�ectively reduces tidal variance at periods lower than 2 days (e.g. reduction
by more than two orders of magnitudes at daily periods). However, tidal variability at periods larger than 2
days is not signi�cantly attenuated by the �lter. Therefore, one caveat of this approach is that there remains
residual tidal variance at longer periods between TGs and altimetry, given that the latter features a model-
based adjustment for longer tides. I do, however, not apply the same tidal model to the TGs, due to known
issues related to decreased model performance in shallow water [Piccioni et al., 2018]. Both data-sets are
corrected for the dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC)[Carrère and Lyard, 2003].

I analyze four di�erent data combination approaches to understand the sensitivity of the VLM estima-
tions to the (1) quality and resolution of the data and (2) the selection procedure: ALES–PSMSL-250 km,
ALES–GESLA-250 km, AVISO–PSMSL-250 km and ALES–GESLA–ZOI. These dataset combinations di�er in
terms of temporal and spatial sampling and hence facilitate the identi�cation of the factors that in�uence
the quality of VLM estimates. Estimates can either be in�uenced by the altimetry data (ALES, AVISO), the
temporal sampling (PSMSL, GESLA), or the spatial selection. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the di�erent
datasets used:

To produce the ALES-GESLA-250km dataset, I compute di�erences of the merged, non-uniformly sam-
pled SLAs and the hourly-sampled GESLA TG records by cubic interpolation of the latter with a maximum
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Table 2.1 Altimetry and tide gauge combinations

Dataset name Description
ALES-PSMSL-250km Monthly averaged, coastal along-track altimetry coupled with PSMSL tide

gauge data. Altimetry data are averaged within a 250 km radius around the
tide gauge.

ALES-GESLA-250km High-frequency, coastal along-track altimetry coupled with GESLA tide
gauge data. Altimetry data are averaged within a 250 km radius around the
tide gauge.

AVISO-PSMSL-250km Monthly gridded altimetry coupled with PSMSL tide gauge data. Altimetry
data are averaged within a 250 km radius around the tide gauge.

ALES-GESLA-ZOI High-frequency, coastal along-track altimetry coupled with GESLA tide
gauge data. Altimetry data are averaged based on comparability (e.g., cor-
relation) of altimetry and tide gauge data.

allowed time-lag of 3 hours between the measurements. I down-sample these high-rate di�erenced time se-
ries to monthly means. For ALES-PSMSL-250km on the other hand, I �rst compute monthly-means from
SLAs from which the monthly-sampled relative SLAs from PSMSL are subtracted. Finally, I directly compute
the di�erenced SATTG time series from the averaged monthly AVISO and the PSMSL data, which yields the
AVISO-PSMSL-250km dataset. The dataset ALES-GESLA-ZOI is based on an optimized selection of along-
track data in the coastal zone as described in the following section.

2.3 The Zone of Influence - coherent sea level variations in the coastal zone

To optimize the combination of along-track data and tide gauge data, I develop a new SLA selection scheme,
which aims to maximize the consistency of observed altimetry-based SLAs with tide gauge observations. This
approach is motivated by previous research, which used the highest correlated altimetry data [Cazenave et al.,
1999, Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2014, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016].

The presence of the coast and sloping bathymetry give rise to a variety of coastal sea level dynamics which
can be quite di�erent from the open ocean [Hughes et al., 2019]. Many of the driving factors and mechanisms
are still poorly understood and subject of ongoing research [Hughes et al., 2019, Marcos et al., 2019]. Previous
studies reported that sea level variations can be correlated over thousand of kilometers along the continental
slopes [Hughes and Meredith, 2006, Calafat et al., 2018]. It was shown that these coherent sea level variations
were tightly bound to the continental shelf and often di�ered in terms of spectral features from the open ocean.
This so called ’de-coupling’ of coastal and open ocean sea level variability was discussed to be associated with
coastally trapped waves, a mechanism which is unique to the coast [Hughes and Meredith, 2006, Hughes
et al., 2019]. While such signals generate high spatial coherence, other local features, such as the presence of a
coastal current, can signi�cantly modify the sea level variability within a few kilometers of the coast, as shown
in the case of the seasonal signal of the Norwegian Coastal Current in Passaro et al. [2015]. Accordingly, the
capability to compare TG-based sea level variability and trends with altimetry depends on which timescales
and length scales are resolved by the data, as well as on the accuracy of sea level measurements in the coastal
zone.

To improve the comparability of coastal altimetry measurements and the in situ TG observations, I extend
the methodology proposed by Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2014], who looked for the altimetry grid point most
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correlated with the TG, and Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018], who considered a larger set of points based on
absolute thresholds of correlation. In contrast to these previous studies, I assess the in�uence of using relative
thresholds of comparability on both the accuracy and the uncertainty of the trends. I examine di�erent metrics
S de�ning the consistency of altimetry and tide gauge data. These include: correlation, Root Mean Square
(RMS) and residual annual cycle. Using these criteria, I aim to identify regions where altimetry data show
maximum consistency with TG observations. This is region is hereinafter called the Zone of In�uence (ZOI).
This approach is intended decrease noise of the di�erenced, high-frequency VLM SATTG time series and thus
improve the accuracy and precision of the VLM estimates.

I derive the statistics S based on detrended altimetry and TG data. Thus, all the metrics may be in�uenced
by the similarity of the annual cycle. Note, that by repeating this analysis using detrended and deseasoned
data (not shown), no signi�cant di�erences are identi�ed. A comparison of the results based on deseasoned
and deseasoned data can be found in the online discussion section of the published study [Oelsmann et al.,
2021].

I identify coherent zones of sea-level variability represented by di�erent selection-criteria in Fig. 2.1. The
statistics S are computed based on individual along-track SLA time series and GESLA TGs. I show di�erent
maps of these along-track statistics for (a) the Australian Coast, (b) Californian Coast and (c) Chichijima island
(Japan). The contour in the �rst column exempli�es the extent of a ZOI, which represents a sub-set of the
20% best correlated data.

The obtained coherent structures reveal notable dependencies on the local bathymetric and coastal proper-
ties. Figure 2.1a), for instance, shows far-reaching alongshore correlations, a coherent structure that supported
by all of the analyzed selection criteria. In this example, the correlation structure indicates a separation of
coastal shelf-sea and o�shore dynamics as supported by the underlying bathymetric gradients. Kurapov et al.
[2016] found similarly pronounced coherent SLAs along the Californian coast, as shown in Fig. 2.1b). Based
on model data and TG observations, they explained the large-scale along-shore correlation pattern in part
with the propagation of coastal trapped waves. In other locations such as in Chichijima island (see Fig. 2.1c),
coastal and bathymetric control of sea level (SL) is reduced and di�erent structures of coherency evolve. Con-
sequently, the ZOI can strongly vary in shape depending on the local coastal features and drivers of coastal
variability.

Comparing these three examples, I also observe that absolute values of the statistics di�er from site to
site. Correlations of along-track data near the Australian coastline, for instance, outperform those in example
Fig. 2.1b. The same holds for the RMSSATTG values. These di�erences not only indicate di�erent degrees of
coherency, but can also stem from regional deviations in the quality of data, i.e. quality of TG records or error
sources in the altimetric product, such as tidal adjustments or coastal corrections. Di�erences can also be
caused by coastal properties, e.g., when the TGs are located in sheltered areas, which separates the in-situ
variability from those measured at distant altimeter tracks. Therefore, I analyze the use of relative thresholds
to select SLAs, since setting absolute thresholds as in Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018] might not be applicable in
all cases. Figure 2.1c) also shows that di�erent statistics can lead to di�erent extents of the ZOI, considering
that rather poorly correlated areas are partially characterized by low residual annual cycle amplitudes.

Selecting altimetry observations in the ZOI based on a sub-set of highly consistent SLAs can signi�cantly
reduce the SATTG residuals as exempli�ed in Fig. 2.2. Here, I show three time series of SATTG di�erences for
the Australian site (as shown in Fig. 2.1a). The �rst series (Fig. 2.2a) indicates much lower residual noise, when
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Figure 2.1 Zone of In�uence: Di�erent coherent zones of sea level variability are identi�ed by di�erent sta-
tistical criteria S . The columns show correlations, RMSSATTG and the residual annual cycle from left to right.
The metrics are computed on every point of the 1 Hz along-track product, comparing the performance of
altimetry measurements with the TGs, highlighted in green (center). (a) shows the South-Coast of Western
Australia, (b) the western coast of North America (TG in San Diego) and (c) Chichijima island (Japan). The
’color’ contour in the �rst column indicates a Zone of In�uence based on 20% of the best-correlated SLAs
within a 300 km radius. The �lled contours denote the underlying bathymetry.

the time series is constructed from the 20% best SLAs (according to the RMSSATTG). Here, the ALES-GESLA-
ZOI residuals outperform those of the other combinations ALES-PSMSL-250km and AVISO-PSMSL-250km,
which are still a�ected by a pronounced annual cycle not related to VLM.
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Figure 2.2 Shown are SATTG time series for di�erent datasets and con�gurations for the TG in Fig. 2.1a).
(a) Monthly mean (mm) time series for ALES-GESLA, when all SLAs are averaged in a 300 km radius (blue)
and when SLAs are comprised of the 20% most representative anomalies based on the RMSSATTG between
altimetry and TG (red). The grey line denotes the underlying high-frequency time series. (b) Monthly mean
di�erenced time series for ALES-PSMSL and AVISO-PSMSL, which are based on a 250km-radius selection of
SLAs. (c) Same as (b) but with the annual and semi-annual signals removed.

2.4 Global validation of vertical land motion estimates

Figure 2.2 shows that using a RMS-based altimetry selection can reduce the noise of VLMSATTG time series
for individual stations. To identify a globally optimal ZOI selection I vary the relative thresholds X between
0.0 and 0.975 (with a stepsize of 0.025), which refers to using 100% and 2.5% of the best performing SLAs
according to each criteria. For each threshold and criterion I compute an individual global VLMSATTG trend
and uncertainty dataset.

The performance of the trend estimates for a speci�c ZOI de�nition is evaluated in terms of accuracy and
uncertainty of the VLM estimates. The accuracy is obtained by validating the VLMSATTG with the VLMGNSS

data. Note, that I validate the data based on the working hypothesis that VLM can be assumed as a strictly
linear process [Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016]. In the next chapter I will revise this simpli�ed assumption on
the linearity of VLM and de�ne a more advanced time series model. I use the ULR6a GPS solution Santamaría-
Gómez et al. [2016] provided by the GNSS data assembly centre Systeme d’Observation du Niveau des Eaux
Littorales (SONEL). The reanalysis covers 19 years of GNSS data from 1995 to 2014, which are processed within
the ITRF2008 reference frame, consistent with the reference frame of the altimetry data. I take into account
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GNSS stations which are closer than 1 km to a TG. With this constraint I aim to avoid potential di�erential
vertical motions between the TG and the GNSS-antenna [Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016].

The TG locations and record lengths di�er among the presented experimental datasets. Therefore, I de�ne
several requirements for the validation of those experimental-datasets, to obtain a consistent set of TG and
GNSS validation pairs. In contrast to PSMSL records, GESLA-TG observations only last until 2015 (at the
time of writing). Even when PSMSL TG records are truncated to before 2015, they still contain more months
of valid data than GESLA. Hence, I align the time period covered by the PSMSL-TGs to the corresponding
GESLA-TGs for all following experimental datasets. Generally, I only take into account SATTG time series,
when they cover at least 120 months of valid data. Note, that the outlier analysis or coupling of high frequency
TG data in the ZOI can reduce the length of the SATTG time series for GESLA TGs. Taking into account all
these requirements, I obtain 52 common GESLA and PSMSL TGs, which provide a neighboring GNSS station
within 1 km distance. These pairs are validated for ALES-PSMSL-250km, ALES-GESLA-250km and AVISO-
PSMSL-250km. The ALES-GESLA-ZOI combination includes six more stations.

2.4.1 Trend and uncertainty estimation

I �t the di�erenced time series to a combination of a deterministic model and a stochastic noise model with
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method. Parameters of the deterministic model are comprised
of a constant o�set A and a linear trend B. The annual and semi-annual signals are expressed by harmonic
functions with the annual and semi-annual frequencies ω1,2 and amplitudes C1,2 and D1,2.

y(t) = A + Bt +
2∑
i=1

Cicos (2πtωi ) + Disin (2πtωi ) (2.1)

When combining altimetry and TGs for VLM estimation, several sources can contaminate the di�erenced
time series and in�ate the actual ’red’-noise (low-frequency) content in the residuals, which generates auto-
correlated signals in the data. The SLA computation is a�ected by the instrumental errors of the range estima-
tion and of each of the geophysical corrections [Ablain et al., 2009]. Such errors, as well as the measurement
error of the TG itself, show up as residuals in the di�erenced time series. Moreover, sea level dynamics
that are not common between the TG and altimeter observation locations will also contribute to the SATTG
di�erences. Therefore, to avoid underestimation of the uncertainty of the parameters, I take into account
auto-correlation in the residuals of the detrended and deseasoned time series. I describe the power spectral
density of the noise with a combination of a power-law and a white noise model (using the Hector software
[Bos and Fernandes, 2019]). The power-law process assumes that time-correlated noise power is proportional
to f κ , which for negative spectral indices κ describes increasing power at lower frequencies f and a white-
noise process when κ = 0 [Agnew, 1992]. The covariance matrix C of the time series residuals is comprised
of the contributions of the white-noise and power-law noise:

C = σ 2(sin2(ϕ)I + cos2(ϕ)E(κ)) (2.2)

Here, σ represents the driving-noise, which scales the amplitudes of the noise components. The fractions
of the noise components are estimated using the ϕ parameter. I represents the unit matrix, which is the
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covariance matrix of the white noise, E is the unit covariance matrix of the power-law noise, which depends
on the spectral index κ [Bos et al., 2013a, 2019].

Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2011] showed that this combination (of power-law and white noise model) repre-
sents the best approximation of the noise content for 275 GNSS station position time series. This combination
was also implemented in studies concerned with VLMSATTG estimation (WM16, Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018],
Ballu et al. [2019]). In particular, the spectral index κ can contribute to detect the intrusion of low-frequency
signals in the di�erenced time series. Next to the spectral index κ, I estimate the individual fractions of the
power-law and white noise models, as well as the total variance σ 2 which scales the amplitude of the noise.
I emphasize that for individual regions other noise models could be more appropriate than the implemented
power-law plus white noise mode model and would thus yield more realistic uncertainty estimates. Hence,
a more advanced noise analysis of SATTG residual time series is applied in section 3.2.2 based on a more
comprehensive dataset.

I compute the RMS∆VLM and the median of the di�erences (∆VLM) of VLMSATTG and VLMGNSS for a given
dataset combination. To take into account the derived formal errors (U ) of the estimate I compute the weighted
RMSw as follows:

RMSw =

√√
n∑
i=1
(wi (VLMGNSS i −VLMSATTG i )

2) (2.3)

with weights

wi =

√
(U 2

GNSS i
+U 2

SATTG i
)
−1

∑n
i=1(

√
(U 2

GNSS i
+U 2

SATTG i
)
−1
)

(2.4)

2.4.2 Comparison of different dataset configurations

Table 2.2 summarizes the performances of the di�erent dataset combinations. Validation against GNSS verti-
cal velocities reveals that the gridded combination AVISO-PSMSL-250km slightly outperforms ALES-PSMSL-
250km in terms of accuracy. Both the RMS∆VLM and the median of absolute trend di�erences are 9% lower for
AVISO-PSMSL-250km. This con�rms that, if all the available altimetry data within a wide region are com-
pared against monthly values of TGs, the use of a gridded product outperforms the along-track performances
(WM16). Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018] similarly compared an along-track combination of 250-km-SLA aver-
ages (from RADS) and PSMSL TG data with the AVISO-PSMSL combination from WM16. They found a small
RMS∆VLM reduction of 0.1 mm/year when using the along-track product without any correlation thresholds
applied. Note, that WM16’s trends were, however, based on 1° radius-averages of SLAs (in contrast to the 250
km selection), and record lengths were not equalized as in this study.

For both combinations, the median of the VLM di�erences (ALES-PSMSL-250km: -0.87 mm/year; AVISO-
PSMSL-250km: 0.56 mm/year) show strong deviations with respect to each other, as well as previous studies
(WM16: -0.25 mm/year and, Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018]: -0.06 mm/year). In contrast to these previous esti-
mates, I use di�erent spatial selection scales of SLAs, smaller numbers of TG-GNSS pairs, and deviating record
lengths, which hampers a direct comparison. Moreover, the altimetry datasets might be a�ected by instru-
mental drifts. In this respect, di�erences among the datasets may be caused not only by di�erent techniques
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applied to reduce intermission biases (e.g., the MMXO approach for ALES), but also by di�erent missions in-
corporated in the records. Note that in contrast to ALES, AVISO contains TOPEX, which has also been shown
to be a�ected by a strong drift [Watson et al., 2015]. Other possible factors (i.e, adjustments and corrections),
which can cause trends biases in the altimetry measurements, are discussed in section 2.5.

Despite the larger median bias, the observed RMS∆VLM of AVISO-PSMSL-250km (1.50 mm/year) is com-
parable to WM16 result (1.47 mm/year). In contrast to trend accuracies, the uncertainties are 5% lower for
ALES-PSMSL-250km than for AVISO-PSMSL-250km. As in WM16’s, the spectral index κ of the interpolated
gridded product is lower than for the along-track data. Both κ indices (-0.56 and -0.39) are in the order of mag-
nitude as found by WM16 for AVISO (-0.5) and the along-track product (-0.4, GSFC). The larger spectral index
(-0.39) is associated with reduced power of the noise at low frequencies and thus indicates reduced contamina-
tion of the SLA signal by sea-level variations that do not represent those measured at the TG. This enhanced
comparability is also re�ected in the lower trend uncertainties of ALES-PSMSL-250km (0.69 mm/year) com-
pared to AVISO-PSMSL-250km (0.73 mm/year). The di�erences between the characteristics of the residuals
of the datasets can partially be explained by the resolution of the data: Due to the spatial �ltering of the data,
the gridded solution AVISO incorporates information on SLAs beyond the 250 km radius and thus contains
time-correlated SL-signals with stronger deviations from the TG records.

In comparison with the low-frequency datasets (ALES-PSMSL-250km and AVISO-PSMSL-250km), the high-
rate set-up ALES-GESLA-250km improves the RMS∆VLM. The magnitude of the bias of trend di�erences de-
creases more substantially to 0.39 mm/year (compared to 0.87 mm/year for ALES-PSMSL-250km). Compared
to ALES-PSMSL-250km, I �nd increased trend uncertainties for ALES-GESLA-250km, which can be partially
explained by higher power-law variance (i.e., the driving-noise see eq. 2.2) of this GESLA-based con�guration.
Although trend uncertainties are higher for the ALES-GESLA-250km con�guration, I choose this set-up to
investigate the impact of the ZOI. This dataset provides better results concerning trend accuracy (weighted or
unweighted RMS) and has a lower median bias. Moreover, using the high-frequency data, I am able to couple
SAT and TG observations at much higher temporal resolution than it would be possible when using monthly
PSMSL data. Therefore the ALES-GESLA coupling is further developed based on a better de�nition of the ZOI
in the next section.

As addressed in section 2.2, I build the ZOI upon di�erent criteria of comparability: RMSSATTG, correlation,
and the residual annual cycle. First, I focus on the results of using the RMSSATTG of the detrended di�erenced
time series (Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, ALES-GESLA-ZOI). I observe that the RMS∆VLM, the median of absolute
and total di�erences (∆VLM), as well as trend uncertainties decrease towards higher relative thresholds. The
statistics converge to a minimum when the ZOI is restricted to the 30-20% best data. To compare ALES-
GESLA-ZOI with the other dataset combinations, I compute the statistics for the same 52 TGs used in these
con�gurations (note that the shown statistic in Table 2.2 refer to a larger set of 58 stations). At the 20% thresh-
olds, I obtain similar performances with a RMS∆VLM of 1.29 mm/year, median uncertainty of 0.51 mm/year,
and a median of absolute di�erences (|∆VLM|) of 0.86 mm/year. Thus, the improvements in RMS∆VLM com-
pared to the plain 250 km-radius selection (ALES-GESLA-250km) is 15% and 35% for uncertainties. Therefore,
I �nd more substantial, nearly linear reductions of trend uncertainty with increasing relative thresholds com-
pared to trend accuracy (RMS∆VLM, Table 2.2, ALES-GESLA-ZOI). As demonstrated for di�erent time series in
Fig. 2.2, selecting SLAs with a low RMSSATTG e�ciently reduces the noise of the residuals. Correspondingly,
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Table 2.2 Statistics of di�erent SATTG combinations. ∆VLM refers to the di�erences of VLMSATTG and VLMGNSS trends.
X denotes the fraction of the best data used, based on the RMSSATTG criterion.

X RMS∆VLM weighted RMS∆VLM med. |∆VLM| med. ∆VLM med. uncertainty spectral index κ
mm/year mm/year mm/year mm/year

ALES-PSMSL-250km (52 stations)
1.68 1.57 1.28 -0.87 0.69 -0.39

AVISO-PSMSL-250km (52 stations)
1.50 1.48 1.12 0.56 0.73 -0.56

ALES-GESLA-250km (52 stations)
1.51 1.47 1.14 -0.39 0.79 -0.39

ALES-GESLA-ZOI (best RMSSATTG, 58 stations)
0 1.54 1.45 0.98 -0.46 0.86 -0.45

0.1 1.39 1.36 0.9 -0.27 0.86 -0.44
0.2 1.34 1.33 0.88 -0.36 0.83 -0.47
0.3 1.32 1.36 0.83 -0.44 0.78 -0.46
0.4 1.3 1.38 0.87 -0.37 0.76 -0.45
0.5 1.29 1.4 0.86 -0.26 0.73 -0.47
0.6 1.3 1.43 0.87 -0.31 0.71 -0.47
0.7 1.28 1.39 0.82 -0.41 0.66 -0.48
0.8 1.28 1.37 0.86 -0.41 0.58 -0.43
0.9 1.53 1.58 0.97 -0.43 0.61 -0.46

at higher levels of comparability, the variance, which scales the amplitudes of the considered noise models,
decreases (not shown).

Because the spectral index (for ALES-GESLA-ZOI) is slightly lower (-0.43 at 20% level) than for ALES-
GESLA-250km (-0.39) it cannot account for the uncertainty improvements. Here, the lower κ index reveals a
relative increase of power at low frequency (i.e. time scales longer than months). Thus the bulk of improve-
ments I see in uncertainty (comparing ALES-GESLA-ZOI and ALES-GESLA-250km) stems from the reduction
of the power law and white noise amplitudes in the residuals. This is in turn caused by improvements in the
comparability of TG and altimetry measurements at high-frequency (i.e. days).

The RMS∆VLM and trend uncertainty level o� at very high thresholds and ultimately increase when only 5%
of the data is used (Fig. 2.3a and 2.3c). I argue that this is mainly related to a decrease in the sampling-density
of the time series included in the selection: At the 95th percentile, the median sample size (i.e. the number of
monthly averages in a time series) is 20% smaller that the sample size at the 80th percentile (which corresponds
here to a relative threshold of X=0.8). Robust trend estimates require a minimum of samples, hence, using a
reduced number of along-track data time series, even if they have a maximum degree of comparability, results
in a reduced trend accuracy (RMS∆VLM) on global average. Thus, I argue that the optimal threshold identi�ed
at about the 80th percentile (of the data sorted by RMS) represents a compromise between data-comparability
and sampling-density of altimetry data. I emphasize that there are numerous factors, other than the time
period covered, that may contribute to a lack of comparability between SATTG and GNSS trends. I further
elaborate on these in the following discussion section 2.5.

When setting this optimal threshold to 20%, the ALES-GESLA-ZOI set-up outperforms the other investi-
gated con�gurations. These results underpin that a re�ned selection procedure (ZOI) represents the dominant
advancement, as this approach outstrips the improvements (in terms of trend accuracy and uncertainty) which
are obtained from using di�erent altimeter or TG data combinations.
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Figure 2.3 Performance of VLMSATTG trend estimates for ALES-GESLA-ZOI. a) RMS∆VLM for di�erent relative
thresholds (step size 2.5%) and di�erent selection criteria: RMSSATTG (blue), correlation (red) and residual
annual cycle (AC, green); c) same as (a) but for median uncertainty. b) Distribution of best performing relative
thresholds for individual stations. The local optimal threshold is de�ned at the minimum of the absolute
di�erence of VLMSATTG and GNSS trends. d) Boxplot shows the distribution of the mean distances to coast
for the individual optimum ZOI’s as denoted in b). The distances refer to the distributions within the 0-25%,
25-50%, etc., levels, respectively.

Figures 2.3a and 2.3c illustrate the in�uence of applying di�erent data selection criteria on the performance
of estimated trends. In general, increasing relative RMSSATTG or correlation thresholds yields similar optimal
ranges (∼ 20%) for both RMS∆VLM or uncertainty of VLMSATTG trends and can thus be interchangeably used. At
lower relative threshold levels (20-60%), however, the selection by the RMS-criterion yields slightly reduced
RMS∆VLM values compared to the correlation-based selection. Hence, for this set of TGs a SLA-selection
based on the minimum RMSSATTG generally provides more accurate trend estimates (in terms of RMS∆VLM).
The residual annual cycle criterion only weakly reproduces the improvements provided by the other criteria
and is less suited to con�ne the ZOI. This �nding emphasizes the need of matching the data according to the
high-frequency (monthly to daily time scales) comparability, because selecting the data based on the residual
annual cycle (i.e. intraanual or low frequency comparability), limits the performance of the estimates (Fig.
2.3c). Considering improvements in the bias of trend di�erences, I �nd no signi�cant di�erences in using
di�erent thresholds. In contrast to the improvements in accuracy (as shown in Fig. 2.3), the median ∆VLM
does not converge to a global optimum. Therefore, I discuss the contribution of other factors a�ecting the
comparability of VLMSATTG and VLMGNSS in section 2.5.
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2.5 Discussion

This chapter demonstrates that selecting multiple along-track altimetry observations, which are associated
with a high comparability with TGs, improves accuracy and uncertainty of VLM estimates. The results also
indicate, that using only a very small set of data causes a reduction in the performance of VLM estimates,
despite the enhanced coastal performance of the ALES altimetry data. This underlines the important role of
the sampling-density, which is achieved by averaging the data within the ZOI. I also �nd that the integration
of the ZOI primarily reduces the uncertainty of VLMSATTG trend estimates. Over a considerable range of
thresholds (80 - 20% of best performing data) trend accuracies do not improve as strongly as the uncertainties
decrease. This is in line with Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018], who showed that for a highly correlated sub-set
of TGs, increasing absolute correlation thresholds would not signi�cantly reduce the RMS∆VLM.

Here, I discuss these �ndings, to better understand why trend estimates do not always improve when se-
lecting highly comparable (w.r.t. TG) or closely located absolute SLA measurements. This question ultimately
leads to the discussion of space- and time scales of the of observed coastal sea-level variability. To better
understand these relationships, I incorporate results of related analyses I performed within the framework of
the SL_cci initiative [Oelsmann and Passaro, 2022].

The results presented in Fig. 2.3 and Table 2.2 denote metrics and performances derived from the global TG-
GNSS dataset for ALES-GESLA-ZOI and support an optimal threshold at 20%. It remains to be investigated,
whether the described optimum global threshold also re�ects the best choice at every coastal site considered.
Therefore, I investigate at which relative levels individual VLMSATTG and VLMGNSS trends estimates yield
the smallest absolute deviations ∆VLM. Postulating that the actual VLM at the TG location is linear and
perfectly detected by the GNSS station, these thresholds denote the ’local’ optimal levels. With this analysis,
I aim to better understand the spread of individual optimal ZOIs and what would be the best theoretically
achievable RMS∆VLM. This analysis also provides a basis to motivate future investigations, in particular, to
identify factors, which may lead to locally di�erent extents of the ZOI and to improve the accuracy of trend
estimates.

Figure 2.3b displays the distribution of local optimal thresholds for TG-GNSS stations for the ALES-GESLA-
ZOI dataset. Overall, the optimal levelsX are broadly distributed from 0 to 0.975. I �nd highest concentrations
between 0.8-0.975, which slightly exceeds the range of the global optimum. At the global optimum itself (0.8,
based on correlations), the median distance to coast (of all SLA measurements in a ZOI) is 39.4 km. Here, 25%
of the altimeter observations are within a range of 20 km to the coast, i.e. the region with the most pronounced
coastal advancements of the along-track dataset [Passaro et al., 2015].

In contrast to these examples, I also �nd some very low local optima (Fig. 2.3b). Here, the local VLMSATTG

and GNSS trend di�erences do not converge to a minimum as the comparability of SAT and TG observations
increases . Accordingly, in these cases, vertical land motion estimates do not necessarily bene�t from the high
coastal resolution of the data, because a low relative threshold is simultaneously associated with a larger-scale
selection of SLAs (Fig. 2.3d). At the lower level ranges, e.g., 0-0.2, the SLAs have an average distance of 95 km
to the coast. Assuming that the sources of these larger scales of coherency of coastal SL trends were known,
a more advanced adaption to these additional factors would further increase accuracy of VLM estimates. An
associated ideal selection of trends, based on optimal individual levels shown in Fig. 2.3d would largely reduce
to RMS∆VLM to 0.89 mm/year. I emphasize that this constitutes the best RMS∆VLM, which could theoretically
be achieved with our dataset combination, if all of the local optimal levels could be systematically explained.
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This demonstrates that, albeit there might be room for minor improvements, there is still a strong limit to
bringing the RMS∆VLM below 1 mm/year.

Bathymetric and coastal properties can cause large discrepancies in responses of coastal sea level variability
as they modify the character of the impact of large-scale atmospheric forcing or remote variability from
the deeper ocean [Woodworth et al., 2019]. Hence, an advanced analysis of SL coherency and the role of
bathymetry and its impact on sea level variability might facilitate further enhancements of trend accuracy
based on SAT and TG. However, I note that physical origins may not necessarily cause the spread of individual
optimal thresholds (Fig. 2.3b). If my assumption, that GNSS-trend estimates perfectly represent the linear
trend over the time span of the altimetry/TG records was not met, the shown individual thresholds would
erroneously re�ect local optima. Ruling out these sources of error is thus a prerequisite to further study
physical explanations for di�erent extents of the ZOI.

In addition to site-dependent factors, the spatial-scales of trend coherency might also depend on the time
span covered by the observations. That means, modes of sea level variability on monthly, interannual or
decadal time scales, might be associated with di�erent spatial scales than the dynamics that drive long term
trends in sea level (i.e., the e�ect of ice melt). Coastal sea level trends that are computed in the ZOI are a�ected
by local interannual sea level variability on top of the secular trend. Therefore, the importance to adopt the
concept of the ZOI for improving trend accuracy might also be in�uenced by the actual time span covered by
the record.

To investigate this space- and time-scale-dependency, I truncate the VLMSATTG time series such that I obtain
di�erent experimental ALES-GESLA-ZOI sets with maximum record lengths from 10 to 18 years. I repeat the
same validation analysis against GNSS trends as in section 2.4. Figure 2.4a) encompasses anomalies of the
RMS∆VLM with respect to the mean RMS∆VLM for a dataset of a speci�c time scale that is given in Fig. 2.4b
(red). The same evolution is shown for trend uncertainties in Fig. 2.4c) and 2.4d).

The mean RMS∆VLM as well as the mean uncertainties (which are averaged over all relative thresholds for a
speci�c maximum record length) substantially decrease with increasing record length (Figures 2.4a and 2.4c).
Both statistics approximately follow the theoretical proportionality of uncertainty and sample size n of 1/

√
n

(assuming no serial correlation). The evolution of the RMS∆VLM anomaly shows that selecting SLAs in a ZOI
at high relative thresholds more substantially reduces the RMS∆VLM on shorter time scales (e.g., 10 years) than
on longer time scales (Fig. 2.4a, e.g., at 18 years). At longer time scales (>16 years), the RMS∆VLM anomalies do
not improve signi�cantly between the 80% and 20% thresholds, which I also observe in the previous analysis
in Fig. 2.3a. I argue that the transition time scale where the improvements in RMS∆VLM �atten out (14-16
years) marks the point at which the high frequency coastal sea level dynamical variability is superseded by
dynamics producing sea level trends that are coherent on larger spatial scales. At this time scale coastal sea
level trends start to merge with the o�shore trends for this data-set con�guration. The tendency for increasing
spatial scales with time is also re�ected by the increasing distances from the coast of the measurements for
an optimal ZOI at a speci�c time scale (Fig. 2.4b). The time-scale-dependency could explain the mismatch
between the relative improvements of accuracy and uncertainty when using higher levels of comparability.
This is also supported by Kleinherenbrink et al. [2018], who found little sensitivity of accuracy to changing
correlation thresholds (at high correlations) for SATTG combinations with a minimum length of 15 years.

The same evaluation for the dependency of uncertainty on time and level of comparability X demonstrates
that using the ZOI nearly constantly improves trend uncertainties at any time scale. Hence, even though
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spatial scales of trend coherency might increase with time, an ideal match of altimetry and TGs should be
based on a ZOI.

Figure 2.4 Time and space dependencies of trend uncertainty and accuracys: a) Evolution of the RMS∆VLM
anomaly (SATTG vs. GNSS trend) for subsets of ALES-GESLA-ZOI, depending on a relative threshold X (x-
axis) and a maximum record length (y-axis). RMS∆VLM anomaly is de�ned as the departure from the mean
RMS∆VLM (shown in b) averaged over all thresholds X for a speci�c maximum record length. In b) I also show
in blue the mean distance to coast of the measurements, associated with the average of the best 5% ZOI-levels
per time scale, shown in a). c,d) Same as a,b) but for uncertainties.

Given that the spatial scales over which trends appear to be coherent increase with increasing time scales,
the use of gridded altimetry can still provide valuable information on coastal sea level trends, despite the
coarse resolution of the data. This is also supported by the relatively modest improvement of the RMS∆VLM

between AVISO-PSMSL-250km and ALES-GESLA-ZOI. Investigations within the framework of the SL_cci
initiative, comparing the ALES, AVISO and the XTRACK (SL_cci) datasets, demonstrated that similar perfor-
mances (in terms of trend accuracy) could be achieved for the gridded dataset (AVISO) as for the optimized
coastal datasets [Oelsmann and Passaro, 2022]. Here, a larger number of TG-GNSS pairs (based on GNSS
stations from the NGL database [Blewitt et al., 2016]) was used and gridded SLA data were selected based on
the highest correlated point. The analyses also revealed a signi�cant in�uence of trend biases in the altimetry
products on the overall accuracy of the SATTG VLM estimates. Therefore, I discuss here some of the potential
systematic errors in the di�erent altimetry datasets.
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The previous analyses show, that VLM estimates from di�erent datasets (e.g., AVISO-PSMSL-250km and
ALES-GESLA-ZOI) are biased compared to trends inferred from GNSS observations. Based on the empirical
probability distributions of the means (derived from Monte-Carlo simulations, see appendix in Oelsmann et al.
[2021]), I argue that these biases are signi�cant for most of the dataset combinations (ALES-PSMSL-250km
and AVISO-PSMSL-250km, ALES-GESLA-ZOI).

Several di�erent systematic errors sources can potentially a�ect the accuracy of the SATTG technique
with strong e�ects on the trend di�erences with respect to GNSS VLM trends. Limiting factors for VLM
determination from both SATTG and GNSS observations are the accuracy and uncertainty of origin and scale
of the reference frame (see WM16, Collilieux and Woppelmann [2009], Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2012]), which
cannot be realized yet at the required accuracy level [Bloßfeld et al., 2019]. Moreover, as mentioned before,
the multi-mission calibration applied (MMXO) reduces intermission biases as well as regionally coherent
systematic errors, but does not feature a calibration against TG. The median bias identi�ed for ALES-GESLA-
ZOI could be a�ected by a drift of the mission used as reference. In contrast, the AVISO dataset does not
include time-dependent intermission biases and might therefore be additionally in�uenced by systematic
e�ects of, e.g., Environmental Satellite (Envisat) or Sentinel-3a [Dettmering and Schwatke, 2019].

Next to to altimeter bias drift, non-linear VLM from contemporary mass redistribution (CMR) changes
were shown to cause di�erences between VLMSATTG and VLMGPS, due to the di�erent time periods covered
[e.g. Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018]. Using GRACE observations, Frederikse et al. [2019] demonstrated that
associated deformations can cause VLM on the order of 1 mm/year. Therefore, extending the validation
platform, not only by using other homogeneous GNSS observations, but also GRACE estimates could help to
identify and mitigate such systematic errors.

Extended analyses (in the SL_cci framework, Oelsmann and Passaro [2022]) further provide evidence of
systematic biases in the trend estimates of the ALES, AVISO and the XTRACK (SL_cci) datasets. Among these
datasets, the AVISO data was associated with the lowest trend bias. Note that for this comparison, up to
198 TG-GNSS pairs were analyzed to investigate the trend di�erences. Therefore, further research is crucial
to systematically identify the sources (i.e., in the geophysical adjustments, corrections, orbits, missions and
cross-calibration) of biases in the altimetry systems.

In this chapter, I presented an approach to improve the accuracy and uncertainty of VLM based on coastal
along-track altimetry and tide gauges. I emphasize that these SATTG estimates can be a�ected by a wide
range of error sources discussed. Another important factor is the possible non-linearity of VLM itself, which
strongly a�ects the comparability of measurements from di�erent geodetic techniques, when recorded over
di�erent time spans. Therefore, addressing this issue in SATTG time series is crucial for the application and
our general understanding of the evolution and uncertainties of VLM.
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3 Probabilistic reconstruction of vertical land motion

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I enhance VLM estimates based on the SATTG technique, which presents a valu-
able complementary source for coastal GNSS VLM data. Despite the improvements, SATTG VLM estimates
cannot yet provide the same level of accuracy as provided by GNSS data (e.g., of 0.6 mm/year as reported
by Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2014]). The combined application of GNSS data and SATTG estimates is thus
fundamental to studying and understanding the regional contribution of VLM on relative sea level on a global
scale. Therefore, in this chapter, I exploit a comprehensive multi-technique database consisting of GNSS, tide
gauge, and altimetry data, to develop an observation-based vertical land motion reconstruction. The results
of these analyses lay the foundation to study the impact of VLM in past, contemporary, and projected relative
sea level change estimates in chapter 4.

In section 1.4 I identify three major challenges that hamper the precise estimation of VLM along the world’s
coastlines: First, GNSS or SATTG time series can be a�ected by discontinuities, which can be caused either by
geophysical origins or instrumental issues and signi�cantly reduce the accuracy of trend estimates [Gazeaux
et al., 2013, Blewitt et al., 2016]. The need to correct time series for discontinuities in a large amount of data
motivated the development of several di�erent automated discontinuity detection solutions for GNSS data
[Gazeaux et al., 2013]. However, the extent to which discontinuities are present and detectable in SATTG
time series is so far unclear. The second challenge in estimating VLM is non-linear e�ects. Previous global
scale analyses relied on the working hypothesis of strictly linear VLM [e.g., Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016,
Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018, Hawkins et al., 2019b, Hammond et al., 2021]), despite evidence of non-linear
e�ects due to natural (i.e., tectonics, mass loading changes e�ects) and human-induces e�ects (i.e., ground-
water pumping). The determination and description of these non-linear e�ects is essential to understand the
present-day variability of VLM and its impact on relative sea level change and uncertainties. Thirdly, the
inhomogeneous distribution of observations and regionally sparse availability of data hamper the analysis of
VLM continuously along the coastlines. Hence, advanced interpolation techniques are required that take into
account the data-density, the formal uncertainties, as well as the regional variance of VLM.

In this chapter I develop and apply several methods, to tackle the challenges of discontinuities, temporal
non-linearities, and the sparse spatial distribution of the data. In the following, I present and discuss existing
approaches, aimed at dealing with the aforementioned challenges.

Detecting discontinuities in geodetic time series
To detect and mitigate discontinuities for accurate position and velocity estimates from GNSS data a wide

range of semi- to fully automatic discontinuity detection tools [e.g., Vitti [2012], Gallagher et al. [2013],
Goudarzi et al. [2013], Kowalczyk and Rapinski [2018], or Klos et al. [2019]] have been developed. Some
discontinuity detection approaches feature deterministic models including, e.g., rate, annual cycle and noise
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formulations, as well as step functions to model discontinuities in time series [He et al., 2017, Klos et al., 2019].
Montillet et al. [2015], for instance, investigated di�erent approaches to detect single discontinuities at pre-
scribed epochs using linear-least squares. Another approach of discontinuity detection is Hector [Bos et al.,
2013a, Montillet and Bos, 2020], which utilizes Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to determine trends
and noise parameters. Discontinuities are identi�ed in an iterative manner until the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC, Schwarz [1978]) reaches a prede�ned threshold [Bos and Fernandes, 2016]. As an alternative
to explicitly modeling trends and discontinuities, Wang et al. [2016] presented a state-space model and sin-
gular spectrum analysis, which provides a better approximation of time-varying nonsecular trends or annual
cycle amplitudes than the MLE method. Another non-parametric method is the Median Interannual Di�er-
ence Adjusted for Skewness (MIDAS) method, Blewitt et al. [2016]), which is a variant of a Theil-Sen trend
estimator and is capable to robustly mitigate discontinuities in the data for linear trend estimation. Many
other solutions for discontinuity detection exists, which are more thoroughly described in, e.g., Gazeaux et al.
[2013] or He et al. [2017].

In a comparative research study, Gazeaux et al. [2013] analyzed the capability of 25 di�erent algorithms
to detect discontinuities in synthetically generated data. However, they found that manual screening still
outperformed the best candidate among the solutions. Trends derived from semi-/automated approaches were
shown to still be biased on the order of ±0.4 mm/year due to undetected discontinuities in the data. Given this
accuracy limitation, the improvement of automatic discontinuity detection is thus subject of ongoing research
and leads to the steady development of the algorithms, see, e.g., He et al. [2017].

The discontinuity detection with standard approaches like linear least-squares becomes particularly di�-
cult for an increasing number of discontinuities with unknown epochs. In addition, as highlighted by Wang
et al. [2016], site-movements are not necessarily strictly linear and can be a�ected by time-varying move-
ments. Thus, it is critical to also detect discontinuities in form of the onset of trend changes or post seismic
deformation to evaluate the validity of a strictly linear motion. Commonly applied algorithms, such as MIDAS,
for instance, do not yet account for such time series features. Another central challenge for discontinuity and
trend change detection is the appropriate identi�cation of the stochastic properties of the time series. This is
especially problematic for SATTG time series, as their associated noise amplitudes are usually one order of
magnitude larger than in GNSS data.

None of the existing methods have been applied or tested to detect an arbitrary number of discontinuities
and/or trend changes in SATTG time series. More generally, it is currently unknown to what extent variable
velocities caused by dynamics such as seismic events can be (automatically) detected in GNSS or SATTG time
series, given the high noise levels in the data. To �ll this gap, I develop a new algorithm called Discontinuities
in Time Series (DiscoTimeS), which simultaneously estimates the number of discontinuities, the associated
magnitudes of discontinuities, and piecewise linear trends together with other time series features, such as
the annual cycle and noise properties. The model implementation is presented in section 3.2 and is tested
based on synthetic and real GNSS and SATTG data.

Interpolating VLM in space and time

To extrapolate VLM to areas where no direct VLM observations are available, several di�erent techniques were
applied to interpolate data from existing networks of GNSS stations, tide gauges, and altimetry data [Bodin
and Sambridge, 2009, Husson et al., 2018, Hawkins et al., 2019b, Pfe�er et al., 2017, Hammond et al., 2021]. One
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limitation of previous interpolation techniques like spline interpolation [Serpelloni et al., 2013], least square
collocation [Sánchez et al., 2018], or weighted averages of neighboring points [Pfe�er et al., 2017], is that the
solutions depend on a user-de�ned length-scale parameter that is not dynamically adapted to the wavelength
of the actually observed signal. This length scale can be variable due to di�erent underlying VLM processes,
which can be associated with very di�erent spatial scales (see section 1.2), and due to the spatial distribution
of point observations, which determines how well a process can be resolved. Therefore, previous approaches
developed and applied the Bayesian transdimensional regression method [e.g., Bodin and Sambridge, 2009,
Husson et al., 2018, Hawkins et al., 2019b], which dynamically adapts the complexity (spatial resolution) of
the interpolated surface by parametrizing the surface with a set of variable mobile nodes (grid points). Thus,
the number of nodes, which determines the complexity of the grid is an unknown parameter of the inversion
and is itself estimated.

As emphasized in section 1.4.2, all of the abovementioned studies only interpolated linear trends in space
but did not provide information on the actual temporal variations of VLM. To resolve VLM continuously in
space and in time, I will �t a Bayesian model to the data, consisting of a trend component and a set of common
modes of variability. I will use a Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA) [e.g., Wudong et al. [2020]]
to estimate the modes of variability, because classical Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis relies
on the completeness of the data, which is not given in our case, due to the irregular temporal sampling and
gaps in the observations. In this chapter, I will implement the method developed by Hawkins et al. [2019b],
to interpolate spatial coe�cients, which allows me to assess the full posterior probability distributions of the
parameters.

Work�ow

I reconstruct coastal VLM based on the joint probabilistic analysis of a comprehensive network of GNSS
stations, tide gauges, and satellite altimetry over the period of 1995-2020, resulting in a continuous time- and
space-resolving VLM dataset along the global coastlines (see methods in section 3.3). The estimated patterns
represent a superposition of large-scale VLM �ngerprints, including linear motion signatures, e.g., the GIA and
non-GIA e�ects, as well as regional patterns of responses to earthquakes or terrestrial water storage changes
of inter-annual to decadal variability. I bolster my �ndings using a suite of external VLM information on GIA
[Caron et al., 2018] and contemporary mass redistribution [Frederikse et al., 2020].

I apply a 3-step procedure to reconstruct the spatially and temporally varying VLM. First (1), the input data
(GNSS, SATTG) are pre-processed, meaning that the time series are adjusted/corrected for o�sets, single-point
outliers, and the annual cycle in a semi-automated manner. The development of the associated methods is
described in section 3.2.1. Second (2), in section 3.3, I perform a dimensionality reduction of the spatiotemporal
variability of the data by estimating long-term linear trends and common modes of variability using Bayesian
principal component analysis (BPCA). Finally (3), I spatially interpolate the approximated linear trends and the
spatial coe�cients of the common modes of variability and their associated uncertainties using the adaptive
Bayesian transdimensional regression approach. The continuous 3D (in space and time) VLM reconstruction
is obtained from the sum of the recombined principal components (PCs) and interpolated spatial coe�cients,
and the linear trend estimates. Accordingly, I apply an uncertainty propagation of the di�erent components
to derive the space/time-dependent uncertainties. Figure 3.1 illustrates the corresponding processing chain
of the data. Details the individual steps are provided in the following sections.
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Figure 3.1 Work�ow describing the processing steps of generation of the VLM reconstruction dataset.

3.2 Vertical land motion time series analysis

In this section I develop a novel approach to detect discontinuities and trend changes in SATTG and GNSS
data. To cope with the extensive number of parameters, I use a Bayesian framework and generate infer-
ences with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. MCMC methods are capable to deal with highly
complex models and were already successfully applied by Olivares and Teferle [2013] to estimate noise model
components in GNSS data. Although not yet tested, these methods could also be adapted to SATTG time
series. The framework allows me to assess the empirical probability distribution of a set of multiple unknown
parameters such as the epoch and the number of change points in the data.

3.2.1 Bayesian modeling of piecewise trends and discontinuities

The overarching goal is to detect the most common time series features in GNSS and SATTG data using a
single comprehensive model. The major components considered here are discontinuities o(t) (abrupt changes
in height), trends д(t), a seasonal term seas , and a noise term η, which can also be identi�ed in Fig. 3.2:

y(t) = o(t) + д(t) + seas + η (3.1)

Here, y(t) denote either GNSS or SATTG observations at time t and are described with a set of unknown
parameters Θ, which de�ne the motion components (see section 3.2.1 and Table 3.1 for a full description of
Θ). The discontinuities o(t) and trend components д(t) are assumed to change with time. Disruptions can
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occur in form of abrupt jumps, changes in trends, the onset of post-seismic deformation or a combination of
such events. Thus, the time dependent components are piecewise estimated over individual segments of the
time series. These segments depend on the number of change points and the time (epoch) when they occur
(hereafter called change point position), which are unknown parameters Θ of the model, as well. I aim to
simultaneously estimate the most likely number n and position of change points sj , together with the other
terms describing the motion signatures.

Deterministic and stochastic model components

In the following, I summarize how the deterministic components, discontinuities, trend changes, and the
seasonal cycle, are de�ned. Suppose that the linear motion at the beginning of the time series is de�ned by a
base trend k . The time series is divided by n change points at positions sj (with j = 1, ...n). After every change
point the base trend is updated by an incremental trend change hj . This can be described as a cumulative sum
of all trend adjustments over time k+

∑
j :t>sj hj . Taylor and Letham [2018] used k+ ®a(t)T ®h (= k+

∑n
j=1 a(t)jhj )

as an alternative representation using the Heaviside step function ®a(t) ∈ 0, 1.
Thus, a segmented step function is obtained for the trend component. Multiplication of this trend function

with time would, however, introduce discontinuities at the change point positions, which are proportional to
the trend change: γ = sjhj . Hence, the full representation of the trend component must be corrected for these
discontinuities as follows:

д(t) = (k + ®a(t)T ®h)t − ®a(t)T ®γ . (3.2)

In agreement with trend changes, arbitrary discontinuities (i.e., o�sets) can occur after every change point.
Such ’segment discontinuities’ are parameterized in a similar way as in eq. (3.2):

o(t) = o + ®a(t)T ®p. (3.3)

Here, o is again the base o�set and ®p is a vector of length n, which comprises the discontinuity adjustments
after every sj .

For simplicity, I implement a time-invariant seasonal component (i.e., without interannual variations),
which describes the seasonal cycle as monthly multi-year averages. The twelve multi-year monthly means
are contained in the vector ®m. Thus the seasonal component is:

seas = ®x(t)T ®m, (3.4)

with ®x(t) ∈ 0, 1:

xi (t) =


1, ifmonth (t) = i

0, otherwise
(3.5)

Finally, the noise η in eq. (3.1) is approximated as a �rst-order autoregressive process (AR(1)). I emphasize
that the presented model setup explicitly allows for trend changes, which are, however, usually constrained
in other applications. These include, for example, the computation of reference frames (ITRF2014 [Altamimi
et al., 2016] and DTRF2014 [Seitz et al., 2021]), or existing trend-estimators like MIDAS. In section 3.2.3, I
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discuss several geophysical processes, which generate trend changes and hamper the determination of purely
linear trends over the full observation period. These examples underline the advantages of detecting trend
changes, which can otherwise lead to misinterpretations of estimated secular rates.

Bayesian parameter estimation

The resulting model contains a multitude of unknown model parameters, which are particularly in�uenced
by the arbitrary number of change points and related properties (e.g., epoch, magnitude of discontinuity).
Thus, given the high complexity of this problem, I use Bayesian MCMC methods [e.g., Brooks et al., 2011] to
approximate the full posterior probability distribution of the model parameters P(θ |y).

For every parameter in Θ, I formulate prior beliefs of their probability distributions P(Θ), which are then
updated during the sampling process. Such an assignment of P(Θ) is exempli�ed using the two most in�uential
parameters in the model, which are the number n and the position sj of change points. Note that n sets
the size of the parameter vectors, e.g., of the vector containing the trend increments. Thus, for n = 0, no
trend or discontinuity change is estimated, for instance. The number of change points is approximated with
multiple (nmax ) discrete Bernoulli distributions, which generate samples between 1 (change point detected,
with probabilityq) and 0 (no change point detected, probability 1−q) for every possible change point. A change
point is switched on when the probability q exceeds 0.5. The probability of the positions of the change points
®s is assumed to be normally distributed. Their mean values ®µs are drawn from a random uniform distribution
U (t) (hyperprior, i.e. a probability distribution of the hyperparameters ®µs of the prior distribution) spanning
the full time period of observations:

®s ∼ N( ®µs ,
®σ 2
s ) with ®µs ∼ U (t) and t ∈ [t1,T ] (3.6)

The positive autocorrelation coe�cientϕ and the white noise amplitudeσ 2
w are both drawn from halfnormal

distributions with σϕ and σ̂w , respectively. Finally, I approximate all the other parameters, the trend and
discontinuities o, ®p,k, ®h and the monthly means ®m with normal distributions. Hence, the following set of
unknown parameters of the model is obtained: Θ = (®q, ®µs , µo , ®µp , µk , ®µh , ®µm , ®σs ,σo , ®σp ,σk , ®σh ,σϕ , σ̂w , ®σm). As
can be seen, the complexity of the model is set by the number of change points. For example, if two change
points are detected, there are 2 (µo , µk ) + 12 ( ®µm)+ 2*4 (®q, ®µs , ®µp , ®µh ,) + 2 σ̂w = 24 di�erent parameters to be
estimated.

In addition to the type of probability distribution P(Θ), I also assign initial values of the associated param-
eters of the distributions. Here, I make use of prior knowledge of common GNSS and SATTG time series
characteristics, to improve the parameter estimation. As an example, I implement the underlying hypothesis
that VLM is generally linear in form of prior belief of the expected number of change points: I set ®q0 = 0.1 as
the initial values for the probability (i.e., 10%) of a change point to occur (at the beginning of initialization).
Thus, I de�ne a so called informative prior for ®q0, which expresses speci�c knowledge of the expectation of a
change point to occur. I also de�ne other initial values settings, which are more thoroughly explained in the
appendix 1. Table 3.1 summarizes the complete model setup and initial assumptions. Note, that these initial
values are set for the normalized time series.

I use di�erent MCMC samplers to generate inferences about the desired target distribution P(θ |y). For
all continuous variables I use the state-of-the-art No-U-Turn sampler (NUTS) [Ho�man and Gelman, 2014].
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Table 3.1 Overview of model components, parameters and prior distributions

y(t) = o + ®a(t)T ®p + (k + ®a(t)T ®h)t − ®a(t)T ®γ + x(t)T ®m + η

Name Parameter Prior distribution Hyperparameter Prior distribution
CP (change point) prob. ®q Ber (®q), ®q=0.1 -
CP position ®s ∼ N( ®µs , ®52) ®µs ∼ U (t) and t ∈ [t1,T ]

Discontinuities o, ®p ∼ N(®0, ®202) -
Trends k, ®h ∼ N(®0, ®12) -
Monthly means ®m ∼ N(®0, ®12) -
AR1-coe�.* ϕ ∼ Hal f Norm(0.42) -
White noise σw ∼ Hal f Norm(12) -

*Lag-one autocorrelation coe�cient

For the binary variables ®q, which control the occurrence of change points, the Metropolis-within-Gibbs step
method is used [e.g., van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2018]. In order to enhance the robustness of the parameter
estimates, I generate an ensemble consisting of eight independent Markov Chains, whose initial conditions
are perturbed within the limits of the aforementioned described prior distributions. Every chain features
8000 iterations, which is found to be su�cient for individual chains to achieve convergence of the parameters
(according to the convergence diagnostic by Geweke [1992]). As an example, �tting a 20 year long weekly-
sampled GNSS time series, takes on average four hours, which requires four cores with two hyperthreads per
core.

Figure 3.2 shows independent model �ts of SATTG and GNSS time series. Next to the observations (red), I
show randomly selected draws from the eight di�erent Markov chains (green), as well as the posterior mean
of trends and discontinuities from the ensemble (blue), which is identi�ed as the best chain. Vertical dashed
lines indicate detected change points.

The example shows that the Markov chains may behave very di�erently depending on the characteristics
of the time series. While there is almost no spread (green line) in the model estimates for SATTG data, the
spread is much larger for the GNSS model estimates (green background shading). The latter is an example
of ’multimodality’, a central problem when using discrete variables [Brooks et al., 2011]. I utilize di�erent
Bayesian model selection criteria (see appendix 2), which provide a measure of model �t and complexity, to
select a single best-performing chain among the ensemble members. The successful approximation of the
observations by the depicted chain selection in Fig. 3.2(b), underpins that exploiting several independent
chains is of paramount importance for parameter estimation.

The discontinuity detection algorithm is applied to synthetic and observed vertical land motion time series.
Several di�erent sensitivity experiments are designed to investigate the detection-limits for di�erent time
series types (see section 3.2.2). In section 3.2.3 I analyze GNSS and SATTG observations, to generate a more
realistic description of the frequencies and magnitudes of discontinuities or trend changes in VLM data. I use
381 GNSS time series from the NGL database [Blewitt et al., 2016]. The 606 SATTG time series are based on
the Zone of In�uence as developed in section 2.2 (see Oelsmann et al. [2022a] for more details). I compare
and validate DiscoTimeS against MIDAS [Blewitt et al., 2016] and a GIA model [Caron et al., 2018] in section
3.2.4.
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Figure 3.2 Bayesian model �t for (a) SATTG time series and (b) GNSS time series observed at co-located
stations in Kujiranami (Japan). The discontinuity and trend change in 2011 is similarly detected in SATTG and
GNSS data. Observed height changes [m] are shown in red together with 1000 randomly drawn realisations
from di�erent chains in green (shading in the background). The blue lines illustrate the posterior means of
the selected best chain (see Appendix 2). The blue shading denotes the 2σ con�dence intervals (CI) of this
model. Detected change points are marked by the dashed vertical lines. The grey dotted lines con�ne the
segments of the time series (sattд1, sattд2), which are compared with the GNSS piecewise trends.

3.2.2 Sensitivity experiments with synthetic data

Synthetic data of sensitivity experiments

To evaluate the performance of the discontinuity detection, I apply DiscoTimeS to synthetic data that mimic
the properties of real SATTG and GNSS time series and include discontinuities and trend changes. The mod-
eled time series feature are a trend, a harmonic annual cycle and a noise term. All time series have a duration
of 20 years and 5% missing values. I de�ne the time series properties (i.e., annual cycle and noise amplitudes)
according to the properties of the 606 SATTG time series and 381 GNSS time series, which are analyzed using
the Bayesian model DiscoTimeS and Maximum Likelihood Estimation [Bos et al., 2013a].
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Table 3.2 Synthetic time series features.

Component SATTG GNSS-AR1 GNSS-PLWN
Base trend k [mm/year] 0 0 0
Annual cycle amp. [mm] 20 2.5 2.5
White noise ϵ [mm] 20 3.2 2
PL noise ϵpl [mm/year−k/4] - - 6
AR1. coe�. ϕ 0.3 0.45 -
Duration [years] 20 20 20
Temporal Resolution Monthly Weekly Weekly
Gaps 5% (random) 5% (random) 5% (random)

I apply a seasonal term to model geophysical seasonal surface mass loading variations a�ecting VLM, such
as tidal loading or hydrological loading [e.g., Ray et al., 2021]. In contrast to the GNSS data, seasonal variations
in SATTG data can also stem from discrepancies in the observations of the di�erent techniques (TGs and
SAT). As shown in the following, these non-geophysical variations can have much larger amplitudes than
those obtained from GNSS data and thus in�uence the noise characteristics.

Several studies a�rmed that a combination of white noise (WN) and power law (PL) noise is most appro-
priate to describe stochastic properties of GNSS time series [e.g., Williams, 2008, Langbein, 2012]. Therefore,
for the synthetic GNSS time series I create PL + WN noise, using similar noise properties as found for 275
GNSS vertical position time series by Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2011]. I use a spectral index of -0.9, which is
close to �icker noise process, and amplitudes of 2 mm/year and 6 mm/year-k/4 for white and coloured noise,
respectively. To study the impact of the noise type on the change point detection, I also analyze synthetic
GNSS data with less realistic AR1 noise.

Although several studies [Bos et al., 2013b, Royston et al., 2018] investigated noise properties of sea level
time series from altimetry and TG observations, there is no consensus on which noise model is most appropri-
ate for SATTG time series. Thus, I determine the noise characteristics of the 606 observation time series using
an autoregressive process AR1 and a PL + WN noise model (with the Hector Software, Bos et al. [2013a]). I
�nd that the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz [1978]) is slightly more in favor of the AR1 noise
model (compared to the PL + WN process). Therefore, I apply the AR1 noise model to simulate SATTG data.

I adopt the di�erent magnitudes of the annual cycle, the AR1 coe�cient and the white noise amplitude
according to median values, which are estimated from SATTG and GNSS time series (derived from �tting
them with DiscoTimeS), as de�ned in Table 3.2. The noise and annual cycle amplitudes are 6-7 times larger
for SATTG than for GNSS time series. This behavior is expected to strongly in�uence the range of magnitudes
of discontinuities and trend changes that the algorithm can detect. Therefore, in the sensitivity experiments,
I take these di�erent noise properties into account by testing the detectability of di�erent discontinuity-to-
noise ratios, instead of absolute magnitudes of discontinuities.

I perform three experiments in which I change (1) only the discontinuity-to-noise-ratio, (2) the magnitude
of the trend change and (3) the number of change points, together with discontinuities and trend changes.
The complete setup is described in Table 3.3. Fig. 3.3a) exempli�es time series of the experimental setups for
di�erent parameters.

The change point for the �rst two experiments is set in the center of the time series. These experiments
are conducted to assess the sensitivity of the algorithm to detect single discontinuities and trend changes for
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Figure 3.3 Examples of synthetic height time series (mm) generated for the sensitivity experiments. The upper
(lower) row show time series which imitate VLM observations from GNSS-PLWN (and SATTG). The di�erent
lines exemplify variations of the discontinuity-to-noise ratio (a,d), the trend change magnitudes in mm/year
(b,e), as well as variations in the number of change points and the magnitudes of the discontinuities and trend
changes (c,f). In the discontinuity- (a,d) and the trend change experiments (b,e) the change point is located in
the center of the time series. In (c) and (f) change points are randomly distributed.

di�erent noise amplitudes in the data. The third experiment aims to reveal how di�erent numbers of change
points might a�ect the detection rates.

I vary the discontinuity-to-noise ratio and the trend change with a stepsize of 0.5 mm/year. For every step
and every tested number of change point (in the change point experiment), I generate 10 di�erent synthetic
series and model �ts.

Results: Sensitivity experiments with synthetic data

The sensitivity experiments are performed to investigate (1) the accuracy of the trend estimation (in presence
of discontinuities and trend changes) as well as (2) the accuracy of the discontinuity epoch estimation. Figure
3.4 summarizes the results for the synthetic GNSS data with PL + WN and AR1 noise (�rst and second row),

Table 3.3 Setup of the sensitivity experiments.

Property 1. Discontinuity-exp. 2. Trend change exp. 3. Change point exp.
Number of Discontinuities 1 1 2-4
Discontinuity positions center center ∼ U (t) with t ∈ [t1,T ]
Discontinuity-to-noise ratio 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, ...5 0 ∼ U (d) with d ∈ [2, 5]
Trend change no yes yes
∆ Trend change - 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, ...5

[mm/year]
∼ N(®0, ®12) [mm/year]
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and for the SATTG time series (last row). In columns 1-3, I illustrate the accuracy of trend estimation expressed
by the absolute deviations of the estimated trends (of the individual ensembles) from the known (prescribed)
linear trends (see appendix 3 for more information of this validation); column 4 shows the change point
detection-rate.

I compare the absolute deviations of the estimated piecewise trends ∆PW (in green), with the deviations
of trends, computed without accounting for any discontinuities in the data, i.e. the deviations of single linear
trends (∆LIN, in red). As expected, Fig. 3.4 shows that these deviations are linearly dependent on the magni-
tude of the discontinuity or the trend change. These statistics are compared to the deviations of trends, which
are obtained, when piecewise trends are computed over the known individual time series segments (∆LIN
(discontinuity known), blue line). The latter represents the theoretical best trend estimate, given the noise of
the data.

I observe that the Bayesian ∆PW estimates in the discontinuity- and the trend experiments (Fig. 3.4 �rst and
second column) generally outperform the linear trend estimates ∆LIN. With increasing discontinuity or trend
change magnitude, the accuracy of the Bayesian estimates remains almost constant, while the linear trend
deviations ∆LIN are naturally increasing, in particular with increasing discontinuity magnitude. There is
however a notable dependency of the ∆PW deviations on the noise type and noise amplitudes. The accuracy
of trend estimates is much lower for GNSS data with PL noise, than for the data with AR1 noise. In the
latter case (AR1 model, Fig. 3.4(e) and 3.4(f)), the ∆PW deviations are practically identical to the theoretically
best achievable deviations, while for the GNSS-PLWN experiments deviations between 0.25 - 0.5 mm/year
are found (Fig. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b)). Therefore, the higher low-frequency variability in the GNSS-PLWN data
strongly in�uences the overall accuracy level of trend estimation and has a greater impact than the magnitude
of the discontinuity.

Consistent with the di�erences induced by the noise model type, the noise amplitudes also a�ect the ac-
curacy of trend estimates. The ∆PW trend deviations of the simulated SATTG time series (Fig. 3.4i and 3.4j),
which have much higher noise amplitudes than the GNSS-AR1 data, range in the order of 0.5 - 1.5 mm/year.
Nevertheless, the estimated piecewise trends are only slightly worse than the theoretical best achievable trend
estimates and consistently better than the ∆LIN deviations. This underpins that the model can signi�cantly
improve the accuracy of trend estimation (∆PW) by mitigating unknown discontinuities or trend changes.

In the change point experiments (Fig. 3.4(c), 3.4(g) and 3.4(k)) di�erent numbers of change points with
random epoch and magnitudes of discontinuities and trend changes are simulated. The experiments con�rm
the dependence of the accuracy of trend estimates on noise model type and amplitudes, similar to that found
in the single discontinuity- and trend experiments. Here, higher trend deviations are found for the experiment
with synthetic GNSS data and PL noise compared to the data with AR1 noise.

I simulate up to four change points and �nd that the model performances slightly deteriorate as the number
of change points increases (Fig. 3.4(c), 3.4(g) and 3.4(k)). Accordingly, performances are expected to further
decrease with a much larger number of change points, if the length of the time series remains the same. This
is likely due to the reduced length of the remaining time series segments. For example, with four equally
distributed change points, each segment would only have a length of 4 years (for a 20-year-long time series).
At the given noise levels of the time series, a 4-year-long SATTG time series would, however, have a trend
uncertainty of more than 5 mm/year (even without accounting for autocorrelated noise). The large noise
amplitudes and their e�ect on trend uncertainty therefore set a natural lower bound for the accuracy of trend
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Figure 3.4 Accuracy of trend estimates and detection rates based on the sensitivity experiments with synthetic
data. Results are provided for the discontinuity- (�rst column), trend (second column) and change point (third
and forth column) sensitivity experiments. Each row shows statistics for di�erent time series types: GNSS-
PLWN (�rst row), GNSS-AR1 (second row) and SATTG time series (last row). In columns 1-3 I show absolute
(weighted) deviations of piecewise (∆PW, green) and linear trend (∆LIN, red) estimates with respect to the
piecewise simulated (known) trends of the synthetic time series. The linear trends are computed with least-
squares without accounting for discontinuities. The blue lines (∆LIN) correspond to linear trend estimates that
are computed over the known time series segments, i.e., here I assume the discontinuities are known. Solid
lines and shadings indicate the mean and 95% con�dence bounds of the di�erent �ts per tested parameter. In
(c), (g) and (k) the magenta lines show ∆PW deviations when only SATTG (GNSS) segments with a length
over 8 (3) years are used. A discontinuity-to-noise ratio of 1 is equivalent to 3.2 mm (GNSS) and 20 mm
(SATTG). In the change point experiments, the magnitudes of the discontinuities are randomly drawn from
an uniform distribution covering values within 2-5 times the white noise amplitudes. In the last column, I
show True Positive (TP) and False Positive (FP) detection rates for the change point sensitivity experiment.

estimation when using short segments of SATTG or GNSS time series. Lower trend accuracy is thus less a
sign of poor model performance, but rather caused by the large uncertainties of the piecewise trends. The
magenta curves in Fig. 3.4(c), 3.4(g) and 3.4(k) illustrate how the ∆PW trend deviations are in�uenced when
only longer time series are used. Here, I set the minimum required length of the SATTG (GNSS) time series
to 8 (3) years, which corresponds to trend uncertainties of ∼2 mm/year. For both time series types, SATTG
and GNSS, this entails better accuracy and a reduction in the number of extreme deviations as shown by
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the narrower uncertainty bands (of the ∆PW deviations), which represent the spread of the di�erent �ts per
parameter. Therefore, I apply these criteria of minimum segment lengths (i.e. 8 years for SATTG and 3 years
for GNSS) also for the real data applications.

The performance of the discontinuity detection is also evaluated by means of the False Positive (FP) and
True Positive (TP) detection rates for the di�erent experimental setups (see Fig. 3.4d, 3.4h and 3.4l). A change
point is correctly (TP) detected when the prescribed change point position is within the (95%) con�dence
bounds of the 2σ uncertainties of the estimated change point position. The TP detection rate is de�ned as
the proportion of change points that are correctly detected (with respect to the number of prescribed change
points). Detected change points that do not correspond to the prescribed ones are accounted for in the False
Positive (FP) detection rate, which is used to detect over/mis�tting of the data.

The TP detection (FP detection) rate for the GNSS-PLWN time series are lower (higher) than for the asso-
ciated GNSS-AR1 time series (Fig. 3.4(d) and 3.4(h)). These results re�ect the di�erences in the performances
with regards to the accuracy of the trend estimates. In particular, the increased FP rate for GNSS-PLWN
time series consolidates that simultaneously estimating discontinuities and trend changes in the presence of
PL-noise remains a key challenge for discontinuity detection. Interannual variations (in GNSS-PLWN series)
are likely to be over�tted or misinterpreted as discontinuities or trend changes. This can explain the better
performance for GNSS-AR1 time series, which feature little low-frequency variability. Also the generally high
TP detection rate for SATTG shows that di�erences in the noise amplitude are less in�uential than the type
of the noise itself.

Overall, I obtain relatively high TP detection rates (50% - 100%), compared to previously reported statistics
by Gazeaux et al. [2013], where the highest reported TP rate was in the order of 40%. On average, 223 out of
270 prescribed change points are correctly detected in the cp-experiments. Di�erences in the experimental
setups, as well as in the de�nition of the TP detection rate, can explain these disparities. For example, in the
change point experiments performed in this work, the discontinuities have a minimum size of two times the
white noise amplitude. In Gazeaux et al. [2013], the magnitudes of the discontinuities were drawn from a
Pareto-distribution containing smaller discontinuities than those applied in the presented experiments. Also
the de�nition of the detection-rate di�ers across the studies, considering that in this study the estimated
epoch uncertainties are used as a temporal tolerance and Gazeaux et al. [2013] set a constant 5-day tolerance
window around a change point. There exist also general di�erences in the time series noise-amplitudes and
temporal resolutions. With the focus on discontinuity detection in SATTG time series, it should be noted that
the accuracy of epoch estimation in SATTG data strongly decreases compared to GNSS data, given the low
monthly resolution as well as the high noise levels in the data.

In summary, the synthetic experiments verify that DiscoTimeS improves the accuracy of those trend esti-
mates that are impaired by unknown discontinuities. Hence, in the following sections I apply the algorithm
to real data and test to what extent DiscoTimeS can be utilized as an unsupervised discontinuity-detector.

3.2.3 Discontinuity detection in multi-technique observations

DiscoTimeS is applied to GNSS and SATTG VLM time series. I use GNSS time series from the Nevada Geodetic
Laboratory (NGL) of the University of Nevada (Blewitt et al. [2016], http://geodesy.unr.edu) with minimum
lengths of 6 years and at least 3 years of valid data. Time series with formal uncertainties larger than 2
mm/year (based on the MIDAS [Blewitt et al., 2016] estimates) are rejected from the analysis. The GNSS time
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series are downsampled to weekly averages (as in Olivares et al. [2020]). SATTG time series are analyzed
independently from the GNSS data. I use the same coastal altimetry dataset as described in section 2.2 and
combine TG and altimetry data based on the Zone of In�uence approach. I use monthly PSMSL TGs, to
increase the time series length, because at the time of writing GESLA contains only data until 2015. Please
refer to the discussion in Oelsmann et al. [2021], for a comparison of the performances based on PSMSL or
GESLA TG data. I only use SATTG time series with at least 150 months of valid data within the period from
1995-2020.

Physical origins of trend changes in VLM data

One important premise of the development of DiscoTimeS is that VLM cannot only be disturbed by discon-
tinuities, but can also exhibit trend changes on decadal time scales, which hamper an unbiased assessment of
secular trends. The detection of signi�cant trend changes can provide valuable information about the relia-
bility of extrapolating the VLM at the considered station. To further substantiate the existence and physical
justi�cation of such nonsecular VLM, I show GNSS observations together with piecewise trend estimates, as
well as the single linear trend estimates by MIDAS (which is a robust estimator of a single trend).

Figure 3.5 depicts three physical mechanisms that can in�uence the linearity of VLM. The majority of trend
changes in VLM observations can be attributed to earthquakes, see Fig. 3.5(a-d). These examples are useful
to understand the limitations of established methods (like MIDAS), which do not incorporate possible trend
changes. In such cases, an estimation of trend changes can be applied as a pre-processing step before �tting
the data with adequate models including terms of post-seismic deformation, for instance.

Next to earthquakes, VLM can also be a�ected by more localized processes as highlighted by the time series
in the second row (e-h) of Fig. 3.5. The associated GNSS stations are all located in the Gulf of Mexico, near
Houston. In this region, VLM exhibits a relatively large spatial and temporal variability (0 - 10 mm/year
subsidence), which is in�uenced by extraction of hydrocarbons, groundwater withdrawal, land reclamation
and sedimentation [Kolker et al., 2011, Letetrel et al., 2015]. Such processes likely also a�ect the selected
GNSS stations. The station velocities in Fig. 3.5(e) and 3.5(f) indicate that averaged linear trends might not
be entirely representative of a secular trend, given the detected variability in trends over di�erent periods of
time. The closely located stations DEN1 and DEN3 (with a distance of 2 km) also show a trend change around
the end of year 2015, which is also not reported in the station metadata. Hence, it is assumed that local VLM
explains the consistency of the signal in both stations. As in the previous examples, it is not straightforward
to derive a secular trend in such cases.

The third mechanism which contributes to potential trend changes is non-linear surface deformation due
to mass loading changes. In the last row of Fig. 3.5, I show stations located at high northerly latitudes (AKUR
in Iceland and JNU1 in Alaska) that are most likely a�ected by present day ice mass changes (in addition to
secular GIA VLM). In Fig. 3.5(i) and 3.5(k) I show the GNSS observations and the model estimates of piecewise
trends. Next to them I show the surface deformation time series due to CMR from Frederikse et al. [2020] in
panels Fig. 3.5(j) and 3.5(l), with the same GNSS time series in the background. The CMR data indicate subtle
trend changes on subdecadal time scales, which are qualitatively also re�ected by the GNSS data. Frederikse
et al. [2019] provided evidence that decadal VLM variations due to CMR changes can signi�cantly in�uence
GNSS station velocities on the order of millimeters per year. This is particularly critical when VLM is derived
from short time series.
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Figure 3.5 Vertical land motion time series from GNSS observations and contemporary mass redistribution
(CMR). The �rst row depicts earthquake-a�ected stations from Alaska (a), Chile (b) and Japan (c and d). The
second row illustrates time series from stations near or at the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, in�uenced by local
processes causing variable velocities. The last row shows station time series in Iceland (i and j) and Alaska (k
and l), which correlate on decadal time scales with CMR (j and l, blue lines). Note that a trend of 13 mm/year
was subtracted from the JNU1 station. I show observations in orange, the model estimate of piecewise trends
in blue (with 2σ con�dence intervals and dashed lines for detected change points) and the trend estimate from
MIDAS in grey (a-h).

These evident physical origins motivate the identi�cation of trend changes in GNSS and SATTG data.
Therefore, in the following section I investigate whether accounting for trend changes can improve the agree-
ment of trends over individual periods between independent techniques.

Comparison of piecewise and linear SATTG trends with piecewise GNSS trends

I compare piecewise trends from SATTG and GNSS data at 339 globally distributed station pairs with a maxi-
mum distance of 50 km. The trends are computed with the same model settings (of the deterministic and noise
components) for both time series. Fig. 3.6 displays time series at three stations that exemplify the increased
consistency of the estimations in SATTG and GNSS time series when using the DiscoTimeS approach.
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Figure 3.6(a) (corresponding to a station located in Japan) and 3.6(b) (corresponding to a station located in
Mossel Bay, South Africa) show an almost coincident epoch of the largest detected discontinuity. In the �rst
case, the discontinuity is caused by the Tōhoku Earthquake in 2011. Due to the associated crustal deformation,
the northern parts of the Tōhoku region were a�ected by land uplift [Imakiire and Koarai, 2012], as can also
be seen from the instantaneous ∼4 cm uplift in both time series shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The subsequent post-
seismic deformation is approximated by a range of piecewise trend segments in the GNSS time series. In
the SATTG time series, these subtle post-seismic signals are below the detection limits due to the larger
noise amplitude of the data (see upper panel in Fig. 3.6(a)), so a single trend is estimated. Due to the strong
instantaneous earthquake-induced land uplift, most of the concurrent change points (in GNSS and SATTG
data) are found in Japan. Fig. 3.6(b) shows a change in the zero position of the TG (in Mossel Bay), which is in
agreement with a height change in the GNSS time series. The origin of the shift in the SATTG time series (or
accordingly the TG) is unclear, because it is not documented in the station metadata. The automated detection
of the discontinuity is thus crucial to estimate accurate VLM trends and can facilitate and support the manual
inspection of discontinuities.

Figure 3.6 Vertical land motion time series from SATTG (top row) and GNSS (bottom row) pairs. (a) Station
in Sakamoto Asamushi, Aomori, Japan, (b) station in Mossel Bay, South Africa, (c) station in La Palma, Spain.
Next to the observations (orange line) I show the model mean �t in green (in the background), the model mean
without the annual cycle in blue lines and �nally the 2σ con�dence intervals of the �t with blue shadings.
The positions of the change points are marked by the vertical dashed lines. The time series show pronounced
discontinuities in the SATTG observations, which are partially also observed in the GNSS time series.

Figure 3.6(c) shows height changes in time series of La Palma, a region that is a�ected by volcanic activity.
I observe high variability in the SATTG time series over the period 1997-2008. The trend in the latter segment
of SATTG aligns much better with the GNSS data over the same period than the SATTG variations before
that period. Identi�cation of such variability can be a very useful information for investigations focussing on
SL-trends based on TG observations. This example also underpins the importance of analyzing such e�ects
in SATTG time series directly, considering that often limited information is available from GNSS over the full
observation period, as is the case at this particular site.
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Despite the abundance of time series, which are a�ected by both, discontinuities and trend changes, in the
majority of cases discontinuities are not necessarily associated with a trend change (such as in Fig. 3.6(b) or in
the GNSS time series in Fig. 3.6(c)). In order to mitigate such inappropriate trend changes, a signi�cance test is
applied. At every detected discontinuity, I test whether the trend di�erences between consecutive time series
segments are signi�cant, given the combined trend uncertainties of the segments. Trend uncertainties of every
time segments are recomputed, while the estimated discontinuity epochs and magnitudes are held constant.
Otherwise, trend uncertainties would be in�uenced by the estimated epoch and discontinuity uncertainties.
The recalculation of the trend uncertainties is performed with DiscoTimeS, without estimating change points
and with appropriate noise models for the respective time series types. I use an AR1 model for SATTG and a
PLWN model for GNSS data, assuming a constant spectral index of -0.9. Note, that in the model con�guration,
which incorporates the estimation of discontinuities, a AR1 noise model is used for both time series types.
I iterate the test over all time series segments, which also allows me to identify multiple non-signi�cant
trend changes. Finally, for all neighboring segments with no signi�cant trend changes, I remove the detected
discontinuities and recompute the trends over the combined segments. I apply this signi�cance test for the
following statistical comparison of SATTG and GNSS trends.

Figure 3.7 Comparison of the piecewise trend deviations ∆PW with the single linear trend deviations ∆LIN.
The trend deviations are the absolute weighted deviations from the piecewise GNSS trends as described in the
appendix section 3. I subtract the ∆PW from the ∆LIN deviations at every individual station pair. Therefore,
a positive di�erence indicates an improvement by using the Bayesian model over estimating a single linear
trend from a SATTG time series, and vice versa. The di�erences are grouped by the number of detected
change points in the SATTG time series, as well as by the maximum allowed distance between GNSS and TG
stations.

The extent to which the Bayesian piecewise trend estimation improves trend estimates from SATTG (w.r.t.
GNSS data) is depicted by Fig. 3.7 and Table 3.4. Here, positive values of the di�erences of the trend deviations
∆LIN and ∆PW indicate an improvement when using the Bayesian change point detection, i.e. a better con-
sistency between GNSS and SATTG trends is ensured. The di�erences are grouped by the number of detected
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Table 3.4 Comparison of the absolute piecewise trend deviations ∆PW with single linear trend deviations ∆LIN (as
deviations from the piecewise GNSS trends). Improvement is given as the mean of the di�erences of ∆LIN and ∆PW in
mm/year (and %). Positive values indicate an improvement obtained after applying DiscoTimeS. The data is sorted by
the number of detected change points in SATTG time series.

cp ∆LIN ∆PW improvement improvement # station pairs
mm/year mm/year mm/year %

0 1.48 1.50 -0.02 -1.1 227
1 2.20 1.72 0.48 21.7 65
2 2.61 2.16 0.46 17.5 38
3 1.62 2.80 -1.19 -73.4 8
4 5.81 5.09 0.72 12.4 1

change points in the SATTG time series. I additionally sort the data by the maximum allowed distance of a
TG-GNSS pair.

In 227 of the cases, the model detects no change points in the data. Here, the deviations of trend estimates
are equal for both ∆LIN and ∆PW. This means purely linear motions are assumed over the full period in both
cases. When one or two change points are detected, the piecewise trend estimation outperforms the linear
trend estimation with a mean improvement of 0.48 mm/year (21.7 %) for one detected change point and an
improvement of 0.46 mm/year (17.5 %) for two detected change points. The percentage of improvements
refers to the absolute deviations of trends, which are also listed in Table 3.4.

There are only nine cases where more than two change points are detected. Here, the scatter of trend
di�erences using the piecewise estimation decreases compared to the linear estimates. This could be due to
the increased fragmentation of the data and shortness of the time series segments. However, the small number
of samples (9) hinders a robust assessment of the signi�cance of the improvement/deterioration. In general,
the lower consistency achieved in such cases suggests a cautious treatment of SATTG piecewise trends with
more than two detected change points for the given record lengths.

To test the signi�cance of the improvement when at least one change point is detected (i.e. n > 0), I
apply ordinary bootstrapping (see, e.g., Storch and Zwiers [1999]). Based on the given di�erences of ∆LIN
- ∆PW (with n > 0), I generate 10,000 random sets with replacements, using the same sample size for each
set (i.e., 112 VLM di�erences). I compute the mean of these bootstrapped sets, which yields an empirical
probability distribution of the mean and its 95% con�dence intervals (i.e. the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles). The
obtained mean of +0.36 [0.02, 0.7] mm/year shows that in general the improvement by �tting piecewise trends
is signi�cant.

The geographical distribution of the di�erences (mm/year) between ∆LIN and ∆PW is illustrated in Fig.
3.8. Improvement (deterioration) with respect to a linear trend estimation is indicated with red (blue) and the
circles sizes are scaled by their absolute values. The largest improvement occurs in regions with pronounced
tectonic activity, in particular in Japan (Fig. 3.8(c)).

I also observe improvements (in the order of ∼ 1-2 mm/year) in regions with less tectonic activity, which
are nearly randomly distributed over the globe. This indicates that a non-negligible part of the stations are
also a�ected by other (local) phenomena, which are potentially more di�cult to detect and less likely to be
known than those related to earthquakes. Another area where improvements are more frequent is the East
Australian coast. Frederikse et al. [2019] showed that this region is a�ected by variable velocities due to CMR.
Vertical solid Earth crustal deformation rates were shown to vary from ∼0.5 mm/year in 2002 - 2009 to -1.5
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Figure 3.8Geographical distribution of trend di�erences (between ∆LIN and ∆PW). Positive values indicate an
improvement (in mm/year) in the agreement of SATTG and GNSS VLM after applying DiscoTimeS. (a) shows
the global distribution; (b) shows Europe and (c) Japan and South Korea. In the regional maps the scatter
points of absolute values larger than 0.5 mm/year are scaled by the square root of their absolute magnitudes.

mm/year in 2009 - 2017. This could be an explanation for a better agreement of the piecewise SATTG and
GNSS trends in this area. For this comparison, SATTG and GNSS data are intentionally not corrected for CMR
to test how associated variable velocities can be detected by DiscoTimeS.

In some cases the DiscoTimeS trend estimates are less accurate than the single linear trend estimates.
Some of these cases are located in Great Britain (Fig. 3.8(b)) and Japan (Fig. 3.8(c)). There are various possible
reasons which might explain such a degradation. One factor could be the relatively large allowed maximum
distance of 50 km between the GNSS and TG stations. The comparability of piecewise trend estimates with
GNSS could be severely reduced, when the VLM dynamics are caused by very localized events. In such cases,
a smooth long term linear trend may �t better to a distant GNSS estimate. Indeed, when only allowing for a
maximum distance of 1 km, some of those cases can be mitigated and the improvements by using piecewise
trend estimates increases further (Fig. 3.7).

Next to di�erential VLM at GNSS and TG stations caused by highly localized VLM, it should be emphasized
that errors in the altimetry data or mismatches between SAT and TG sea level observations still represent
the largest error sources. This is also controlled by the accuracy of altimetry SL observations in the coastal
zone, which is in�uenced by a large variety of factors, for example, the applied corrections and adjustments
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(e.g., tidal corrections), but also local conditions such as complex coastlines or islands, which can perturb
the backscattered radar signal. Next to deviations in the observed oceanic sea level signals, the associated
nonphysical noise in SATTG VLM time series can thus lead to an erroneous detection of discontinuities,
which should therefore be carefully inspected.

3.2.4 Validation with external data and alternative algorithms

One important contribution of DiscoTimeS is its ability for qualitatively labelling the vertical land motion as
’constant’ or ’variable’. While trend uncertainty is a good statistical measure to quantify a possible range of
trend changes, it is, however, less suited as a measure to resolve a possible time-dependent variable velocities.
Therefore, I also investigate how the information on the segmentation and trend changes in the SATTG and
GNSS time series can be exploited to increase their agreement with large-scale VLM signals such as GIA (and
CMR). I use the estimated number of change points to detect potentially non-linear motion in SATTG time
series. For GNSS data, where more discontinuities (n > 0 in 92% of the cases, i.e. 688 in total) are detected,
I allow for a possible small rate of change in the trends (< 0.4 mm/year), such that the overall motion is still
labelled as ’constant’. This threshold corresponds to the median weighted standard deviation of piecewise
trends within a times series, std(pw_дnss), based on all analyzed GNSS data. To substantiate the results, I
complement the analysis by comparing estimated GNSS trends with those computed with MIDAS [Blewitt
et al., 2016].

Figure 3.9 Trend di�erences between (a) single linear SATTG estimates, (b) time-averaged piecewise GNSS
trend estimates and (c) MIDAS trend estimates and VLM from GIA (red) and GIA+CMR (blue). The 606 single
linear SATTG trend estimates are grouped into a set where no change point was detected (n=0, 380 cases)
and another set where at least one change point was detected (n > 1, 226 cases). The GNSS data are grouped
into sets in which the weighted standard deviation of the trend changes in a single time series is below or
above 0.4 mm/year. This value represents the median of all standard deviations for the 381 GNSS stations.
Trend di�erences are up to twice as large for SATTG and GNSS VLM observations which are characterized
as ’variable’ VLM.

Figure 3.9 and Table 3.5 show the di�erences of single linear SATTG trends with respect to GIA and
GIA+CMR estimates. The linear SATTG trends are grouped according to whether or not the model detects
change points. Linear SATTG trends agree much better with the large scale VLM, when the model detects
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Table 3.5 Statistics of trend di�erences of linear SATTG trends (computed with least-squares without accounting for
change points) and GNSS with respect to GIA/GIA+CMR VLM estimates. SATTG estimates are grouped depending on
whether or not change points are detected. GNSS estimates are instead grouped by the standard deviation of piecewise
trends as estimated by DiscoTimeS. I also provide the statistics for MIDAS linear trend estimates, which are grouped ac-
cording to the criterium estimated with DiscoTimeS. Shown are the standard deviation and the median of the di�erences,
as well as the number of estimates.

VLM estimate condition STD [mm/year] median ∆Trends [mm/year] count
number of change points

SATTG-GIA n = 0 2.13 0.76 380
n > 0 3.35 0.85 226

SATTG-GIA+CMR n = 0 1.95 0.59 380
n > 0 3.17 0.68 226

DiscoTimeS trend standard deviation
GNSS-GIA < 0.4 mm/year 1.66 -0.15 191

> 0.4 mm/year 3.25 -0.27 190
GNSS-GIA+CMR < 0.4 mm/year 1.53 -0.49 191

> 0.4 mm/year 2.93 -0.48 190
MIDAS trend standard deviation
GNSS-GIA < 0.4 mm/year 1.81 -0.06 191

> 0.4 mm/year 3.33 -0.18 190
GNSS-GIA+CMR < 0.4 mm/year 1.68 -0.55 191

> 0.4 mm/year 2.99 -0.45 190

no change points, i.e. when it characterises the motion over the full period as ’linear’. The agreement with
GIA+CMR VLM, which is quanti�ed by the standard deviation of the di�erences, is almost 40% (1.22 mm/year)
better in the case of no detected change points. I obtain the best agreement when also including the CMR
correction compared to using the GIA estimate only.

Nevertheless, the standard deviation of the di�erences between the SATTG trends and the combined GIA+CMR
e�ect (1.95 mm/year) as well as the median bias of trends (0.59) are relatively large. Such high discrepancies
can be caused by local VLM, which is linear but not represented by either the GIA model nor the CMR e�ect.
There is, for example, a strong outlier with a deviation from GIA+CMR of almost 18.2 mm/year when no
change point is detected (Fig. 3.9(a)). The derived SATTG time series (from a TG in El�n Cove, Alaska) is as-
sociated with a very steady uplift motion (of 21 mm/year), which is not captured by the combined GIA+CMR
e�ect. Overall, despite these cases of local but highly linear VLM, excluding the SATTG estimates associated
with variable velocities strongly improves the agreement of SATTG and GIA+CMR VLM on a global scale.

I obtain similar results from the analogous analysis comparing GNSS and GIA+CMR e�ects. Here, I com-
pare the weighted averaged piecewise trends (estimated with DiscoTimeS), as well as the MIDAS trends with
GIA+CMR VLM data. The trend di�erences are sorted according to the standard deviation of trend changes
within a time series as detected by DiscoTimeS. Trend di�erences with respect to large scale GIA+CMR VLM
are strongly reduced for time series where a low standard deviation of trend changes is detected (std < 0.4
mm/year) compared to time series where a high standard deviation in trend changes is detected (see Fig. 3.9b
and Table 3.5 second section). As for SATTG VLM estimates, the combined GIA+CMR e�ect improves the
comparability compared to the GIA VLM correction alone.
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These �ndings are also supported by the analysis of MIDAS trends, which are grouped according to the
same criteria as the piecewise DiscoTimeS estimates. The standard deviation (STD) of the di�erences between
the MIDAS trend estimates versus GIA (or GIA+CMR) trends is consistent with the statistics obtained by the
DiscoTimeS estimates (Table 3.5). Based on these statistics, the performances of DisocTimeS in terms of
trend estimation are at the same level of MIDAS, also when a signi�cant non-linear behavior is detected.
The results not only underline the bene�t of detecting trend changes to spot signi�cant variable velocities,
but also substantiate the validity of DiscoTimeS for mitigating discontinuities. In essence, the signi�cantly
improved consistency with GIA+CMR data demonstrates the successful detection and characterization of
variable velocities in both GNSS and SATTG time series.

3.2.5 Discussion

DiscoTimeS is a new approach to automatically and simultaneously estimate discontinuities, trend changes,
seasonality and noise properties in geophysical time series. However there are some caveats that should be
considered when using DiscoTimeS as an unsupervised discontinuity-detector.

The results of the sensitivity experiments show that PL noise has a signi�cant impact on the accuracy of
trend estimates, as well as on the detection rates of change points. This implies that PL noise can represent
an ambiguity to the model, which causes di�culties to discriminate between noise and discontinuities or
trend changes, and can potentially lead to over�tting of the data. The discussion on the role of PL-noise
for discontinuity detection was also raised by Gazeaux et al. [2013]. They highlighted that Hector [Bos and
Fernandes, 2016], as the only algorithm to take into account PL-noise, yielded a lower FP rate (i.e. was less
likely to over�t the data), but also had a reduced TP detection rate. Thus, further developments are required to
better disentangle discontinuities in the presence of low-frequency noise and to �nd a compromise between
over- and under�tting of the data, which ultimately depends on the user requirements. Because I analyze
time series with an unknown number of discontinuities and additionally trend changes (and PL-noise), which
substantially increases the complexity of the problem and thus the uncertainties of the estimates, the model
estimates should be carefully revised and interpreted by the user.

Next to the complications associated with time series noise estimation, the estimation and interpretation of
change points in SATTG data can be particularly challenging. Di�erences between SAT and TG data, which
can either be caused by physical or instrumental issues, can compromise the discontinuity detection. Such
time series should therefore be carefully inspected by the user.

Finally, a remaining caveat is that the parametrization of post-seismic relaxation with piecewise incre-
mental trends is a simpli�cation of the process and can be better described by using a relaxation model [e.g.,
Montillet and Bos [2020]]. These limitations should be considered, when applying the presented method as an
unsupervised discontinuity and trend change detection tool for pre-processing data. In section 5.4 I provide
several recommendations to further improve the presented approach.

3.3 Bayesian vertical land motion reconstruction

3.3.1 Pre-processing of the data

The previous section 3.2 describes the development and validation of the discontinuity-detector, which is now
applied on a global scale. DiscoTimeS is applied to detect discontinuities in 10957 GNSS and 713 SATTG time
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series. The GNSS data stem from the NGL database ([Blewitt et al., 2016], http://geodesy.unr.edu, accessed on
1 December, 2021). Only GNSS time series covering at least 5 years (with a minimum of 2 years of valid data)
are used. Time series with an absolute trend greater than 20 mm/year and a trend uncertainty greater than
3 mm/year (based on MIDAS [Blewitt et al., 2016] trend and uncertainty estimates) are omitted to remove
single extremes or noisey data. For example, less than 1% of the station rates are larger (in absolute terms)
than 20 mm/year with an uncertainty lower than 3mm/year. The SATTG time series are constructed based on
PSMSL tide gauges [Holgate et al., 2013] and 0.25° gridded satellite altimetry data from the Copernicus Marine
Service (CMEMS) (https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/product-detail/SEALEVEL_GLO_
PHY_L4_MY_008_047/INFORMATION, last access 24.03.2022). Due to systematic trend di�erences in the
along-track altimetry data, the gridded dataset (hereinafter called CMEMS) is used (see also the discussion
in 2.5 and the extended validation in Oelsmann and Passaro [2022]). Following the approach of selecting
altimetry data in the Zone of In�uence (presented in section 2), the combination of SATTG data is optimized
by using the highest correlated grid point with respect to monthly tide gauge observations (based on detrended
and de-seasoned data) [e.g., Cazenave et al., 1999, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018,
Oelsmann et al., 2021]. Only SATTG time series with at least 120 months of valid data are used for the VLM
reconstruction.

To reconstruct smoothly varying height changes, the detected discontinuities are removed from the
weekly averaged GNSS time series and monthly SATTG data. After the unsupervised discontinuity detec-
tion the time series are manually reviewed. Estimated discontinuities are rejected in in case of mis�tting or
oversegmentation of the data. Since some of the discontinuities are caused by physical processes, this might
reduce the actual VLM variability in the model. Therefore, in section 5.4, I provide recommendations to fur-
ther improve the treatment of discontinuous events. I also reject stations after visual screening of the time
series (as is common practice, see, e.g., Wöppelmann and Marcos [2016], Gruszczynski et al. [2018]) and apply
an outlier analysis based on the regional variability of trends. Any remaining outliers, e.g., caused by local
e�ects, like settling of the installation platform or building, are further reduced with the spatial interpolation
of neighboring data. Problematic stations that are located on ice, for instance, are excluded according to the
selection by Husson et al. [2018]. A complete list of rejected stations can be found in the supplementary
information of the associated study of this section [Oelsmann et al., 2023].

The time series are corrected for discontinuities and the annual cycle. Remaining single-point outliers (in
the time series) are rejected by removing values which exceed a running mean standard-deviation outlier
test. For this purpose, I �rst compute the median of the 12-month running standard-deviation (σ12m), which
provides a measure of variability that is not in�uenced by potential remaining outliers in the data. Next, I reject
values whose di�erence with respect to the 12-month running mean is three times larger than σ12m . Finally,
since I focus on interannual to decadal VLM variations, I compute annual averages to obtain a homogeneous
temporal sampling. To align the station-dependent absolute height di�erences I compute height changes with
respect to the value in 2014.

3.3.2 Bayesian principal component analysis

The aim of my approach is to capture common modes of spatiotemporal variability of VLM on interannual
to decadal time scales, together with underlying long-term trends. The main drivers of interannual/decadal
variability are tectonic activity, surface mass loading changes (for example, from terrestrial water storage

https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/product-detail/SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_MY_008_047/INFORMATION
https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/product-detail/SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_MY_008_047/INFORMATION
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changes), or local e�ects such as groundwater depletion. Previous studies [Klos et al., 2019, Frederikse et al.,
2019] demonstrated that these processes can exhibit spatially coherent variations in the order of several 100
km. Thus, in order to disentangle and describe these modes, I use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

PCA was previously applied to GNSS data to identify a Common Mode Error in order to reduce its associ-
ated e�ect on networks of GNSS data [Gruszczynski et al., 2018, Riddell et al., 2020, Wudong et al., 2020]. To
overcome the problem of missing values in time series, previous studies employed probabilistic PCA (PPCA),
which allows approximating the principal components for discontinuous data [Gruszczynski et al., 2018].
Here, I utilize PPCA, more precisely Bayesian PCA (BPCA), as it has the advantage of estimating a full em-
pirical probability distribution of the parameters [Wudong et al., 2020] in contrast to maximum likelihood
estimation [Gruszczynski et al., 2018].

I estimate heights U(x, t) at every station, represented by the space-dimension x and time t as described by
the following model:

U(x, t) = g(x) ⊗ t +
n∑

k=1
Wk(x) ⊗ pk(t) (3.7)

Here, pk(t) are t-dimensional latent variables, or principal components, which are mapped onto the obser-
vations by the transformation matrix Wk(x). Wk(x) represent the spatial pattern of the common modes of
variability (hereinafter called the EOF (empirical orthogonal functions) pattern). The principal components
pk(t) modulate the evolution of these pattern over time. The vector g accounts for constant linear trends in
the time series. The technique-dependent variance ϵ(x) is estimated individually for the two di�erent tech-
niques (GNSS and SATTG), considering that noise amplitudes di�er by one order of magnitude. Hence, the
likelihood of the unknown parameters Φb given the observations d is:

P(Φb | d) ∼ N(U − d, ϵ(x)2)) (3.8)

I de�ne prior distributions for each parameter. I assign Gaussian distributions to g and Wk(x), and a half-
normal distribution to the estimated variance ϵ(x):

P(g) ∼ N(µg, σ
2
g ) (3.9)

P(W) ∼ N(µW, σ
2
W) (3.10)

P(ϵ) ∼ Hal f − normal(σ 2
ϵ ) (3.11)

The principal components are modeled as Gaussian Random Walks to simulate smoothly varying behavior
of the VLM. In doing so, the principal components represent auto-correlated time series. With this constraint,
I avoid that spurious high frequency signals are absorbed by the principal components. Note that discontinu-
ities are removed from the data prior to applying the BPCA, which otherwise would lead to an overestimation
of the variance of the principal components. In this case, the principal component pk at time step t is obtained
by adding the random normally distributed innovation hk at time step t − 1, as summarized by the following
formula:
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pk,t = pk,t−1 + hk,t, P(hk) ∼ N(µhk , σ
2
hk
) (3.12)

Di�erent prior assumptions are assigned to the parameters. I initialize the point-wise trends µg with linear
trend estimates derived with ordinary least squares analysis, and set σ 2

g to 10 mm/year. µW is set to zero, and
σ 2

W is set to 15 cm. σ 2
hk

is set to 0.001 for the �rst component (k = 1) and σ 2
hk
= σ 2

hk−1
/2 for every subsequent

component, such that the prescribed amplitudes of the Gaussian Random Walks decay with increasing number
of components. Finally, I assign σ 2

ϵ to 40 cm.

I perform the BPCA for several continental subregions. These include North America, Europe, Oceania
(Australia, New Zealand and Southeast Asia), Japan, Africa, South/Central Asia, and South America. I apply
this regional separation to maximize the explained temporal VLM variability depending on the given regional
processes. Distinct di�erences between the modes of variability are particularly caused by tectonic activity.
I determine the maximum number of used PCs n by repeatedly applying di�erent numbers of PCs. If the
weighted explained variance EV of the data Uobs by the model Umodel does not improve signi�cantly (i.e.,
when the improvement is below 1-2%) by adding new PCs, I stop the iteration. The explained variance is
computed by taking into account weights w associated with the regional distribution of the data (i.e., the
station density s) and the technique-dependent estimated variance parameter (see eq. 3.13). This avoids an
over-representation of variability in regions with high station coverage or very noisy SATTG data.

EV = 1 −
∑
Var (Uobs − Umodel )w∑

Var (Uobs )w
,w =

1
ϵs

(3.13)

3.3.3 Bayesian transdimensional regression

The BPCA method yields a reconstruction of the evolution of VLM in time at every point-wise station. In
order to obtain continuous estimates of VLM in space, I interpolate the estimated parameters Φb of trend and
EOF pattern (µW) using a Bayesian transdimensional regression approach [Bodin et al., 2012, Husson et al.,
2018, Hawkins et al., 2019a] as developed by Hawkins et al. [2019b]. A major advantage of this Bayesian
framework is that an explicit regularization of the model parameters, in particular the de�nition of the spatial
resolution, is not required and it is performed automatically by the algorithm [Bodin and Sambridge, 2009].
This is advantageous compared to interpolation methods, which rely on a �xed number of model parameters
or user-de�ned interpolation length-scales.

As in Hawkins et al. [2019b], I apply a Delaunay linear interpolation to recover smooth surfaces. I use the
posterior averages Φb and standard deviations σb,x of the BPCA as input parameters of the Bayesian regres-
sion. The Bayesian regression estimates the parameter values and statistical uncertainties, while dynamically
adapting the complexity, i.e., the spatial resolution of the grid or the number of mobile nodes, which depends
on the spatial distribution (density of the data). The posterior probability distributions P(Φ,Φb ) of the un-
known parameters (trend and EOF surfaces) are approximated using a hybrid of Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) and Hamilton Monte Carlo techniques. The interpolated parameters (and their uncertainties) are
directly estimated from the model ensemble (and spread), which consists of many di�erent grid-realisations.

I run 56 independent Markov chains. I start from randomized initial conditions, drawn from the prior dis-
tribution of the parameters. As an example for the inteprolation of trends, I use a uniform prior of VLM rates
between +- 15 mm/year. Every chain is run for 1,000,000 iterations where only the last 500,000 iterations
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Figure 3.10 The �rst column (A) shows the trend coe�cient (top), and the �rst (middle) and second (bottom)
principal components (and uncertainties) estimated for Japan. B shows the corresponding point-wise spatial
trend and EOF pattern. C displays the interpolated estimates of the pattern; the associated uncertainties are
provided by D.

are retained and averaged. At every iteration of the Markov chain, the model state is perturbed, which in-
volves the variation of the number and distribution of the grid nodes. Thus, every Markov chain consists of
a large ensemble of model states, which form the basis to compute the full posterior distribution. From this
distribution, parameter uncertainties are derived. The �nal interpolated 2D map is projected onto a regularly
spaced coastal pro�le of 0.25° resolution. Finally, I calculate the uncertainty propagation by incorporating the
estimated errors of the interpolated trend and EOF pattern, as well as the time-dependent errors of the PCs.

Figure 3.10 gives an overview of the di�erent intermediate results obtained after the BPCA and the 2D in-
terpolation in Japan, which is prone to seismic activity. Illustrated are the estimated PCs (Fig. 3.10A), together
with the point-wise (Fig. 3.10B) and interpolated EOFs and trends (Fig. 3.10C), as well as their uncertainties
(Fig. 3.10D). The spatial uncertainty estimates are in�uenced by the station density, the spatial scatter of the
data, and their formal uncertainties. As an example, lower station density particularly contributes to increased
uncertainties of the EOF pattern in the Tōhoku region.
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Table 3.6 Explained weighted variance of estimated VLM and number of estimated PCs.

Region Expl. Variance [%] Number of PCs used
North America 96.2 2
Europe 94.0 2
South America 89.6 3
Japan 98.5 3
Oceania 87.1 2
Africa 94.6 2
South/Central Asia 87.5 3

3.3.4 Validation

The point-wise BPCA VLM estimates capture most of the variance. Explained regional variances of the ob-
servational database (GNSS and SATTG time series) range from 87.1% to 98.5%, as shown in Table 3.6.

I compare coastal linear trend estimates from the interpolated VLM reconstruction with GIA estimates
[Caron et al., 2018] and VLM inferences from the SL reconstruction [Kopp et al., 2014], which were applied
in the 6th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (AR6) [Fox-Kemper et al.,
2021]. The di�erent VLM estimates are compared with GNSS trends [Blewitt et al., 2016] at 775 tide gauges
in Fig. 3.11G. I compute the signi�cance ratio of the trend di�erences with respect to the combined uncer-
tainties SR = ∆VLMmodel−GNSS/

√
σ 2
model + σ

2
GNSS . A signi�cance ratio of SR < 1 indicates that the trend

di�erences are within the estimated limits of uncertainties and thus they are not signi�cant. This ratio is a
useful statistic to evaluate the accuracy of both the estimated trends and uncertainties. Figure 3.11G displays
the distributions of the SRs for the di�erent datasets. The standard deviations of SR are 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2 for
the VLM reconstruction of this study, Caron et al. [2018] and Kopp et al. [2014]. Here, a higher SR points to
either higher trend di�erences or underestimated uncertainties in Caron et al. [2018] and Kopp et al. [2014].
The standard deviations of the trend di�erences ∆VLMmodel−GNSS (irrespective of the uncertainties) are 1.9,
2.5, and 2.5 mm/year for the VLM reconstruction, Caron et al. [2018] and Kopp et al. [2014]. Therefore, the
VLM reconstruction based on BPCA and Bayesian transdimensional regression computed in this study pro-
vides more realistic estimates of both VLM trends and uncertainties. Since a portion of the validation data is
included in the VLM reconstruction, this comparison validates the statistical approach of the VLM reconstruc-
tion rather than the underlying database, which contains much more and higher quality VLM data than the
other VLM datasets. Hence, with this analysis I aim to emphasize the discrepancies between contemporary
VLM and previously applied estimates [Kopp et al., 2014, Caron et al., 2018], which do not include any GNSS
data, and which do not account for non-linear e�ects.

Regional di�erences between the VLM reconstruction and estimates from Dangendorf et al. [2019] and
Kopp et al. [2014] are shown in Fig. 3.11A and 3.11B. Here, the VLM estimate of Dangendorf et al. [2019] was
derived from the di�erence of the provided absolute and relative SL trends and thus complies with the VLM
�ngerprint of GIA [Hay et al., 2015]. Note, that the absolute sea level data in Dangendorf et al. [2019] contain
the deformational component of CMR. Fig. 3.11D shows di�erences between the estimated long-term trend
uncertainties of the VLM reconstruction and those provided by Kopp et al. [2014] at tide gauges. In addition,
I show a comparison of regional averages of VLM and uncertainty estimates in Fig. 3.11E and 3.11F. These
patterns highlight that there are substantial regional di�erences exist between independent VLM estimates
due to di�erences in underlying datasets and methods. In the next chapter I evaluate the impact of VLM on
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Figure 3.11 A and B show trend di�erences of VLM of this study and the VLM estimates of recent SL recon-
structions [Dangendorf et al., 2019, Kopp et al., 2014]. Note, that the estimate of Dangendorf et al. [2019]
complies here with the GIA �ngerprint of their SL reconstruction, which is hence consistent with the esti-
mate derived by Hay et al. [2015]. (C) Absolute SL trends from altimetry (CMEMS) over 1995-2020. D shows
di�erences in the estimated uncertainties of the VLM reconstruction and those applied at tide gauges in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR6 report [Kopp et al., 2014, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]. E
and F compare trend and uncertainty estimates from di�erent solutions. G shows the signi�cance ratio of the
trend di�erences SR = ∆VLMmodel−GNSS/

√
σ 2
model + σ

2
GNSS of di�erent model estimates w.r.t. to 775 GNSS

trends and uncertainties estimated with MIDAS [Blewitt et al., 2016]. The standard deviation of are 1.2, 2.1
and 2.2 for the VLM reconstruction, Caron et al. [2018] and Kopp et al. [2014].

relative sea level change based of the VLM reconstruction and investigate potential di�erences with respect
to VLM data from the GIA model [Caron et al., 2018], as well as the indirect VLM estimates from the sea level
reconstruction [Dangendorf et al., 2019].

3.3.5 Discussion

I present here a mostly automated processing chain to generate a spatiotemporally interpolated VLM esti-
mate based on single-point observations from di�erent measurement techniques. One main advantage of this
approach is that it involves a rigorous uncertainty quanti�cation. I explicitly describe di�erent white noise
classes for the di�erent techniques (GNSS, or SATTG) and quantify the uncertainties of all parameters, such
as trends, PCs, or white noise amplitudes, individually. The Bayesian transdimensional regression provides
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interpolated parameters and uncertainties by integrating the point estimates and uncertainties, the spatial dis-
tribution, and the spatial variability of the data. Overall, I applied minimal manual manipulation of the data
and included as little prior information as possible, to maximize the objectivity of this reconstruction. How-
ever, there are still some limitations to this mostly unsupervised approach. First of all, the results may be still
in�uenced by undetected discontinuities (either by DiscoTimeS or by visual inspection), which is an ongoing
problem in geodetic time series analysis [Gazeaux et al., 2013]. While it is expected that large discontinuities
are more likely to be detected (see section 3.2.2), multiple small discontinuities (with a magnitude below the
white noise amplitude) can still lead to trend biases. It should also be mentioned that, when correcting for
the discontinuities (i.e., by subtracting a step function), the e�ective degrees of freedom are reduced in the
data, which is currently not accounted for in the model. Hence, I assume here that the epoch and magnitude
of the discontinuities are perfectly known, which is of course an oversimpli�ed assumption. Note also that
the discontinuities are available for the single time series but not estimated in the global interpolated model.
To overcome this simpli�cation, and as suggested by Matt King (personal communication, July 14, 2022), the
discontinuities could be explicitly estimated within the BPCA model, which however would also drastically
increase its complexity and computing time.

In general, the BPCA approach has similarities with previously applied EOF-based approaches to recon-
struct SL variations [e.g., Church and White, 2011]. This is advantageous, as it presents a completely in-
dependent VLM estimation that requires no prior knowledge of VLM, such as a GIA background model or
information on spatiotemporal variations. However, it is worth discussing if including external information,
such as a GIA �ngerprint, or spatiotemporal variations from mass loading changes (i.e., as done by Frederikse
et al. [2020] using GRACE data), might increase the robustness of the model estimates. As an example, the
model could include a temporally invariant component initialized with a GIA model, a set of spatiotempo-
ral correlated regional components, describing variations associated with mass loading changes (as informed
by GRACE observations), spatiotemporal regional components describing non-GIA and non-mass related
changes (such as earthquakes), as well as components describing local residual motions. As an alternative to
constraining the model by these external estimates, future e�orts could also investigate, if the model would
bene�t from implementing a spatial covariance function in the spatial weighting functions Wk(x) of the in-
dependent modes of variability. This would facilitate the estimation of the spatial length scales of the signals
and simultaneously enforce spatially continuous behavior. However, one limitation to this approach could be
spatial discontinuous VLM responses, which cannot be described by such smooth spatial patterns.
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4 Understanding the impacts of vertical land motion

on relative sea level change

4.1 Introduction

In the previous section, I derive a three-dimensional coastal VLM reconstruction, which facilitates the assess-
ment of linear motions together with the contemporary (1995-2020) non-linear variability of VLM. I identify
a signi�cant proportion of stations, that are a�ected by variable trends. Such variations can be coherent on a
regional scale due to a variety of reasons, e.g., earthquakes or surface mass deformation due to mass loading
changes. In this chapter, I aim to shed light on how VLM has contributed to sea level changes over the last
century, during the altimetry era, and how VLM will a�ect future sea level change on a regional scale. The
sources of VLM and its variability will be discussed by comparison with external VLM estimates from GIA
models and GRACE observations.

In section 3.2.4, I show that previous VLM estimates incorporated in SL reconstructions [Dangendorf et al.,
2019] can di�er from the linear VLM estimates of the VLM reconstruction. VLM in the SL-reconstruction
[Dangendorf et al., 2019] is only indirectly constrained by tide gauges. Hence, in this section, I investigate
di�erences in absolute sea level change estimates over the last century, depending on the applied VLM adjust-
ment. For this purpose, I correct tide gauges by the VLM reconstruction which bene�ts from a large network
of direct observational constraints.

In section 3.2.4, I also compare the VLM reconstruction with point-estimates of VLM from a probabilistic SL
analysis [Kopp et al., 2014], which is likewise solely based on tide gauge observations, and is incorporated in
regional relative sea level projections of the latest 6th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) [Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]. The latter estimates lack direct geodetic constraints from
GNSS data and do not account for temporal variability. It is unclear how the potential misrepresentation of
the prior information on GIA-�ngerprints, the abundance of non-GIA VLM processes, and non-linear VLM
e�ects in�uence these estimates of projected coastal SL change. Therefore, using the VLM reconstruction,
I will reconcile the role of VLM in SL projections by increasing the number of underlying observations by
more than a 10-fold, by using direct geodetic data, and by taking into consideration the in�uences of non-
linear VLM. The results shall particularly clarify the uncertainty contribution of VLM to relative sea level
projections, which is a central limitation to the assessment of future changes.

Finally, to assess the societal implications of my �ndings, I will examine how VLM a�ects the exposure
of coastal populations to contemporary RSL change. Understanding the future risks and coastal exposure to
natural and anthropogenic sea level change is essential for estimating costs of future loss and coastal adap-
tation planning [e.g. Nicholls et al., 2021]. Flood risk and vulnerability assessment require a comprehensive
analysis of the interaction of coastal hazards (e.g., storm surges, wave hazards, mean absolute sea level (ASL)
change and VLM), socio-economic factors (e.g., coastal population density and assets) as well as coastal prop-
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erties (e.g., land elevation) [Hinkel and Klein, 2009, Oppenheimer et al., 2019]. However, existing global-scale
analyses of coastal exposure have not yet exploited comprehensive databases of direct VLM observations, as
provided in this study [e.g. Ericson et al., 2006, Syvitski et al., 2009, Nicholls et al., 2021]. Most of the previous
VLM estimates relied on GIA models only, were taken from literature values, or were based on expert judg-
ments. Therefore, in section 4.5 I will utilize the VLM reconstruction to bridge these knowledge gaps and to
derive more realistic RSL rates.

4.2 Non-linear vertical land motion along global coastlines
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Figure 4.1 Bayesian VLM reconstruction from 1995-2020 based on observations. A-C and F-H show time se-
ries of observed VLM at di�erent locations, together with the full VLM reconstruction (red) and the estimated
trend component (green). Translucent purple time series indicate observed VLM in close vicinity to the de-
picted location to illustrate the spatiotemporal variability in the observations. The e�ect of contemporary
mass redistribution [Frederikse et al., 2020] on VLM is shown by the pink line (C, G). D-E illustrate Bayesian
estimates of interpolated linear trends and uncertainties.
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The reconstructed coastal VLM is compared to point-wise observations at selected sites in Figure 4.1.
Six sites (Fig. 4.1 A, B, C, F, G, H) are chosen to illustrate the performance of the full reconstruction (red
lines) compared to observations in their vicinity (purple lines). The estimated linear trends and uncertainties
are represented by the green lines. The geographical pattern of the linear trends and the corresponding
uncertainties are mapped along the global coastlines in panels 4.1D and 4.1E.

When focusing only on the linear trends from reconstructed VLM (Fig. 4.1D), the spatial patterns re�ect
to a large extent the characteristic GIA signatures, most visible in North America and Fennoscandia. These
patterns are superimposed on regional non-GIA related e�ects, due to natural or anthropogenic causes. Lin-
ear trends in VLM are routinely used to identify regions with signi�cant rates of land subsidence and thus
enhanced relative SL change. Using the reconstruction, VLM trends computed for the period 1995-2020 show
negative values along the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico (-1 to -7 mm/yr), in agreement with previous research
[Emery and Aubrey, 1991b, Letetrel et al., 2015, Liu et al., 2020]. Likewise, the Australian coastlines subside
with average rates of -0.82 mm/year. This estimate aligns well with recent works [Riddell et al., 2020, Ham-
mond et al., 2021] and con�rms systematic di�erences between the observed subsidence rates and GIA model
estimates. Even at the city-scale, the reconstruction is able to resolve VLM. One clear example is the iconic
case of the city of Venice (Fig. 4.1A), in whose vicinity subsidence rates of -1 to -3 mm/year are detected. I
�nd that non-linear VLM increases estimated trend uncertainties, particularly in subduction zones (e.g., in
South America, Indonesia, and Japan, see Fig. 4.1E). Lower uncertainties (< 1 mm/year) are estimated for
central Europe and the US East coast, which is in accordance with a reduced estimated variance of non-linear
processes (see Fig. 4.7).

Changes in coastal VLM are non-linear at many locations, as evidenced in Fig. 4.1. In Venice, for example,
the area is a�ected by a complex superposition of GIA, sedimentary and tectonic processes as well as human
activities (�uid extraction) [Zanchettin et al., 2021]. While the subsidence rates are relatively stable over the
observed period, high internannual and decadal VLM variability has been reported before 1995 [Zanchettin
et al., 2021]. At the coasts of Japan, earthquakes and the associated seismic deformation generate highly
non-linear VLM responses. One of the advantages of the BPCA is that the secular background trend can be
separated from the earthquake-related dynamics, in contrast to previous global-scale analyses [Wöppelmann
and Marcos, 2016, Hawkins et al., 2019b, Hammond et al., 2021]. Knowledge of the secular background trends
will be essential to extrapolate VLM beyond the observational period, in such a way that it is unbiased by
present-day variability.

Pronounced tectonic e�ects and also the subtleties of surface mass loading changes are attainable with the
Bayesian VLM reconstruction. Predominantly hydrologically-forced interannual VLM variations are visible in
the VLM time series (of the full reconstruction) of Rio de Janeiro and Curlew Island, which correlate with the
independently derived estimate of contemporary mass redistribution (CMR) e�ects [Frederikse et al., 2020]
(with correlation coe�cients of 0.5 and 0.9). The identi�cation of these regional non-linear processes is crucial
to estimate the contribution of VLM to contemporary relative sea level change and its uncertainties.
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4.3 The contribution of vertical land motion to contemporary regional sea

level change

I examine the evolution of contemporary absolute SL changes (1900-2020) using the VLM reconstruction in
combination with century-long tide gauges. The results are compared to independent absolute SL change
estimates from a recent SL reconstruction [Dangendorf et al., 2019] and satellite altimetry observations.

To exemplify how non-linear and non-GIA VLM impacts the calculation of SL change, I show the results
for three di�erent tide gauges in Fig. 4.2. First, Fig. 4.2A addresses the e�ect of non-linear VLM (blue line)
on relative SL change measured by the tide gauge (dark green line) subjected to tectonic activity. Here, the
combined e�ect of inferred VLM and relative SL change shows high agreement with the absolute SL obser-
vations from altimetry. To extrapolate VLM back in time, I use the estimated linear trend component (and
associated uncertainties) from the BPCA analysis. The adjusted absolute SL (1965-1995) estimate of the tide
gauge (Fig. 4.2A) is consistent with the sea level reconstruction [Dangendorf et al., 2019]. This corroborates
that the separation of the time-varying present-day VLM and a secular background trend provides valuable
information on past SL changes, provided that the tide gauge is not a�ected by additional non-linear VLM,
when no direct VLM observations are available (see also section 5.4).

Second, Fig. 4.2B is a notable example of VLM controlled by plate-tectonic processes and GIA [James et al.,
2009, Newton et al., 2021]. The tide gauge in Seattle shows a subsidence of the order of 1 mm/year, which
deviates strongly from the predicted uplift by the GIA model (see Fig. 4.2B and Fig. 4.3). This deviation
is partly caused by the mismatch of the amplitude and the spatial structure of the North-South gradient of
observed VLM and GIA model estimates [Newton et al., 2021]. The high agreement of the VLM-adjusted
tide gauge observations and reconstructed sea level suggests constant VLM rates over the last century at this
location. This is also supported by geological data, which indicate steady subsidence rates over the last 5
thousand years [Engelhart et al., 2015, Youse� et al., 2018].

The third case displays the Freeport tide gauge located at the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 4.2C), which is a�ected
by non-linear VLM due to withdrawal of hydrocarbons and groundwater [Emery and Aubrey, 1991a, Liu et al.,
2020]. While tide gauge relative SL change and observed VLM both display a constant pace after 1970, the
relative SL change before that period indicates either substantially increased subsidence rates or even instan-
taneous vertical displacement of the tide gauge. Similar non-linear rates were observed at the Galveston tide
gauge [Kolker et al., 2011], which is relatively close (64 km) to Freeport. Thus, on regional to local scales, un-
observed e�ects of non-linear VLM (mainly due to tectonic processes and human activities) introduce large
uncertainties in SL reconstructions and can signi�cantly exceed the estimated Bayesian model uncertainty
intervals (which are added to the re-estimated absolute SL in Fig. 4.2C). This con�rms the importance of iden-
tifying present-day VLM variability, which is paramount for aligning tide gauge and altimetry observations
and alleviating the propagation of non-linear e�ects into extrapolated observed VLM signatures back in time.

To understand the contribution of VLM to SL change over the last century from regional to global scales, I
adjust tide gauges for VLM and derive the absolute coastal sea level change from 1995 to 2020 (Fig. 4.4A and
Fig. 3.11C) and from 1900 to 2000 (Fig. 4.4B). I �nd high consistency between absolute SL trends from 1995-
2020 inferred from 542 tide gauges and the regional coastal altimetry-based trends (which are interpolated
onto the tide gauge location, see Fig. 4.4B). The average of absolute SL trends of all globally distributed tide
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Figure 4.2 Time series of relative SL change (dark
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Figure 4.3 Shown are linear trends of (A) the VLM reconstruction, (B) the GIA estimate [Caron et al., 2018],
and (C) di�erences between the VLM reconstruction and the GIA estimate.
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gauges is 3.09 mm/year (median: 3.18) using the closest altimetry point and 3.20 mm/year (median: 2.92) using
VLM-adjusted tide gauges records for the period 1995-2020.
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Figure 4.4 (A) Absolute SL trends from VLM-adjusted tide gauges from 1995-2020. Here, VLM is computed
from the present-day VLM reconstruction, which includes the full e�ect of inferred interannual variability. B
shows absolute SL trends computed over the last century (1900-2000) at 64 tide gauges (with at least 80 years
of data), which are adjusted for the linear trend component of the reconstruction excluding the present-day
variability. C and D illustrate the absolute SL and VLM uncertainties and trends for di�erent macroregions,
together with the averaged GIA model estimate along the coastlines for the period 1995-2020 (note the non-
linear scale for the uncertainty components). Here, the 95% con�dence intervals of the estimates within
a region is indicated by the black lines. E provides the distributions of contemporary absolute SL obser-
vations/estimates (from 1900-2000 and 1995-2020) for SL reconstructions (REC), VLM-adjusted tide gauges
(using both the VLM reconstruction and the GIA model estimate) as well as for altimetry observations (each
for the same set of tide gauges). The dashed lines indicate the median estimates of the SL reconstruction
(brown) and the altimetry observations (green).

To quantify the di�erent components of relative SL change on a regional scale, I compute coastal averages
of absolute SL trends, VLM, and their uncertainties from 1995-2020 at six di�erent coastal macroregions (Fig.
4.4C and 4.4D). Note that the linear rates of VLM are computed from the full Bayesian reconstruction including
the present-day VLM variability. Regional di�erences in relative SL change that are linked to VLM are on a
similar order of magnitude as those associated to ocean dynamical processes (see, for example, the contrast
between East and West US coasts in Fig. 4.4A or Wang et al. [2021]). Subsidence in both Western Europe and
the Eastern US coast adds to the absolute SL change and yields relative SL trends from 2.6 ± 1.0 mm/year and
5.6± 1.6 mm/year, respectively, for the period 1995-2020 (Fig. 4.4C). A large share of the subsidence in Western
Europe and the Eastern US Coast (between 31°N and 41°N) can be associated with the GIA forebulge collapse
[Piecuch et al., 2018, Karegar et al., 2017, Hammond et al., 2021]. Compared to late Holocene geological rates
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[Karegar et al., 2016], both the GIA model and the VLM reconstruction predict stronger subsidence south of
40°N along the US East coast (see also Fig. 4.5), which was also reported in previous work [Karegar et al., 2017]
and discussed to be caused by ongoing groundwater extraction in these areas. When taking into account its
combined uncertainties, the inferred VLM does not signi�cantly deviate from the GIA model [Caron et al.,
2018], averaged along the same coastal pro�les (see also Fig. 4.3). There is low temporal variability in Western
Europe and the Eastern US Coast (see Fig. 4.7B), leading to similar uncertainty estimates as provided by the
GIA model. Other regions, however, are subject to tectonic processes that can in�ate uncertainties of VLM
almost exponentially (note the non-linear scale in Fig. 4.4D). This is particularly evident for Eastern Japan
and Western South America, where tectonic uplift completely o�sets the present absolute SL change.
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Figure 4.5 (A) comparison of VLM (and its uncertainty) from GIA (purple, Caron et al. [2018]), CMR (pink,
Frederikse et al. [2020]), late Holocene records from the last 4000 years (green, Karegar et al. [2016]), and the
VLM reconstruction (orange) as a function of latitude along the US East coast (as in Karegar et al. [2017]). (B)
indicates the GNSS and SATTG rates used in this study as small circles, the geological rates as large circles
[Karegar et al., 2016], as well as the coastal pro�le of the VLM reconstruction along the coastline.

Averaged along the global coastal pro�le shown in Fig. 4.1D, VLM explains a signi�cant fraction of the
variance of relative SL change (34%) and its uncertainties (26%) over the altimetry era. Overall, the estimated
uncertainties of the VLM reconstruction, which takes into account non-linear processes, are higher than
the uncertainties provided by the GIA model [Caron et al., 2018] (explaining 19% of the relative SL trend
uncertainties).

The VLM reconstruction represents a crucial observation-based constraint to SL estimates over the last
century. Hence, I explore the impact of VLM on relative SL change over the period 1900-2000 using 64 tide
gauges with at least 80 years of data (Fig. 4.4B). Relative SL change at tide gauges is corrected for VLM in two
ways: using the VLM reconstruction of this study and a GIA model. The e�ect of CMR (from Frederikse et al.
[2020]) is subtracted from the ASL sea level reconstruction [Dangendorf et al., 2019], as well as from both VLM
datasets. I compare the outputs with absolute SL change from the global SL reconstruction from Dangendorf
et al. [2019], for which I extract the same tide gauge locations. I recall here that the SL reconstruction incorpo-
rates GIA and estimates of local residual VLM [Dangendorf et al., 2019]. Most of the long-term tide gauges are
located in well-instrumented regions like Europe and the US, as shown by the distribution of VLM-adjusted
absolute SL trends of tide gauges in Fig. 4.4B. Because these regions are dominated by GIA-related uplift and
subsidence, they are speci�cally sensitive to the accuracy of the applied GIA �ngerprint estimate.
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The median absolute SL change estimates (from 1900-2000) for the SL reconstruction [Dangendorf et al.,
2019] are 1.39 mm/year, 1.38 mm/year for the VLM-adjusted tide gauges, and 1.27 mm/year for the GIA-
adjusted tide gauges (see Fig. 4.4E). Using bootstrapped con�dence intervals, I �nd that none of these averages
are signi�cantly di�erent from each other (at the 95% con�dence level). This high agreement indicates that
the linear rates of the VLM reconstruction derived in this study are suitable to be be extrapolated back into
the last century (at the location of the tide gauges), to constrain the VLM at tide gauges and to derive absolute
sea level estimates. It also supports the validity of indirectly inferring VLM rates from long tide gauge records
in sea level reconstructions. However, it should be noted, that these results are based on a relatively small
subset of tide gauges, which are mostly located in northern Europe and the USA. These regions are found
to be associated with relatively stable VLM in time (after removing the e�ect of CMR), which facilitates the
extrapolation of the rates back in time. Regions, which are a�ected by larger temporal variations in the VLM
rates, such as the Gulf of Mexico, or regions a�ected by tectonic activity, may be less suited to extrapolate
VLM back in time, if VLM is derived only from a limited observational period (1995-2020). At some locations,
like at tide gauges in the Gulf of Mexico and Australia (Fig. 4.4B), for instance, I �nd di�erences (on the order
of mm/year) in the absolute SL rates of the reconstruction from Dangendorf et al. [2019] and the trends from
the VLM-adjusted tide gauges (based on the VLM derived in this study). Thus, assuming that the absolute SL
rates of the reconstruction [Dangendorf et al., 2019] represent the ground truth, these di�erences could be
caused by variations in the VLM over the last century. Thus, there is an urgent need to investigate the extent
to which non-linear VLM e�ects are also present in century-long TG records (see also discussion in section
5.4).

4.4 Non-linear vertical land motion limits regional coastal sea level change

projections

To estimate the di�erent contributions of absolute SL change and VLM to projected coastal relative sea level,
I utilize the outputs of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) [Eyring et al., 2016]. I
explore di�erent scenarios (SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0 and SSP5-8.5 [O’Neill et al., 2016]), each relying on di�erent
emission scenarios. I particularly focus on the SSP2-4.5 scenario, which represents the medium pathway of
future emissions in which CO2 levels are assumed to decline mid-century, causing a temperature increase
of 2.7° in 2100. Higher greenhouse gas emissions are assumed for SSP3-7.0 and SSP5-8.5 scenarios, which
are associated with a radiative forcing of 7Wm−2 and 8.5Wm−2 or global CO2 concentrations of more than
800 or 1100 ppm by the year 2100 [O’Neill et al., 2016]. I consider the ensemble median and the likely range
(one-sigma con�dence intervals) of the integrated contributions from ice sheets, glaciers, land water storage,
and ocean dynamics [Garner et al., 2021b,a]. The projected absolute coastal sea level change (of the SSP2-
4.5 scenario) is combined with the long-term linear trends of the VLM reconstruction. To project the VLM
uncertainties, I generate a 1000-member ensemble of possible future trajectories of natural or anthropogenic
VLM variability. These trajectories are modeled by Gaussian Random Walks starting from 2020 until 2150, and
are informed by the parameters estimated (in section 3.3) to determine the present-day variability. To derive
the �nal VLM uncertainties compute the square root of the sum of the squares of the standard deviation of
the ensemble spread and the trend uncertainties estimated in the Bayesian model.
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Figures 4.6A-C and 4.6F-H provide an overview of di�erent projected local relative SL change estimates
based on both the VLM reconstruction and the GIA model at six di�erent locations. GIA-induced uplift and
subsidence strongly contribute to future sea level in the Bothnian Bay (Skellefteå) and the Eastern US Coast
(New York), which is consistent with the VLM reconstruction. Discrepancies between relative SL projections
can be found in areas a�ected by localized subsidence (e.g., in Venice, the Gulf of Mexico, or the Nile Delta) or
in regions impacted by high tectonic activity (Western South America and Japan). As shown in the previous
analyses (e.g., Fig. 4.2), unresolved processes in GIA models inevitably contribute to regional deviations of
relative SL change projections.

In Fig. 4.6E, I illustrate the regional future relative SL change in absolute terms and as the deviation from
the global median SL rise (0.93 m in 2150), obtained as the median of the ensemble model outputs and for
the same aforementioned macroregions. The bars depicting the VLM components indicate its contribution to
relative SL change. With respect to the altimetry era, the absolute explained spatial variance of coastal relative
SL change by VLM is projected to decrease to about 22% in 2150 along the world’s coastlines, where coastal
SL change is by implication more strongly dominated by the increased mean absolute SL rise. However, on
a regional scale, VLM plays a predominant role in future SL change as shown in Fig. 4.6E. I estimate that
VLM will explain 51% of the variance of the relative SL deviations from the global mean in 2150. The regional
impact of VLM is thus at the same magnitude as the combined responses to ocean dynamics and mass change
�ngerprints. The bulk of the contribution of VLM is attributable to GIA [Caron et al., 2018], which accounts for
41%. The contribution of VLM remains of comparable importance when considering other radiative forcing
scenarios. Here, 49% (for SSP3-7.0) and 47% (for SSP5-8.5) of the variances of relative SL change deviations
from the global mean are explained by VLM (with a global mean projected absolute SL change of 1.03 m and
1.17 m in 2150, respectively).

In addition to these absolute contributions to relative SL change, I �nd that VLM uncertainties explain
a substantial proportion of the combined relative SL change uncertainties (39%). Here, the relative SL un-
certainties are computed based on the combined uncertainties of the VLM projections and the 17th to 83rd
percentiles of the absolute SL projections. Note, that this uncertainty contribution cannot be unequivocally
compared to the results obtained for the altimetry era, where absolute SL uncertainties are computed based
on the observed SL variability in contrast to the absolute SL uncertainties of the projections, which are de-
rived from the ensemble spread of di�erent model components [e.g., Slangen et al. [2023], Kopp et al. [2023]].
Particularly large uncertainties are introduced in areas where non-linear VLM is dominant (see Fig. 4.7B).
Regionally, non-linear VLM hampers signi�cant projections of relative SL change, as exempli�ed in Fig. 4.6C.
The uncertainty estimates in tectonically active regions (South America, Alaska, Japan) of the VLM recon-
struction are systematically higher (by a factor of 2-5) than the coastal VLM uncertainties estimates estimated
at tide gauges by the IPCC AR6 report [Kopp et al., 2014, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021] (see Fig. 3.11D). I provide
evidence that the reconstructed VLM and uncertainty estimates more realistically re�ect direct observations
than alternative estimates [Kopp et al., 2014, Caron et al., 2018], because I explicitly take non-linear e�ects
into account (see Fig. 3.11H).

By comparing di�erent independent estimates of coastal VLM, I �nd that large discrepancies between these
estimates (> 10 mm/year) are associated with high temporal variability of VLM, as derived from the VLM
reconstruction (see Fig. 4.7A and 4.7B). Therefore, non-linear VLM not only in�ates coastal relative SL change
uncertainties, but also directly a�ects the VLM estimates when they are estimated over di�erent observation
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Figure 4.6 Overview of global and regional projected relative sea level change based on IPCC AR6 projections
[Fox-Kemper et al., 2021, Garner et al., 2021b,a] (SSP2-4.5 scenario[O’Neill et al., 2016]), the VLM reconstruc-
tion, and GIA model estimates [Caron et al., 2018]. A-C and F-H show time series of the evolution of the
estimated relative SL change, either based on the VLM-reconstruction (solid teal line) or GIA model [Caron
et al., 2018] (dashed teal line) from 2020-2150. The absolute projected SL change is depicted by the blue dashed
line and consists of the contributions of ice sheets, glaciers, land water storage, and ocean dynamics [Garner
et al., 2021b,a]. Uncertainty contributions of the absolute SL change and VLM (blue and orange shading) add
up to the combined relative SL change uncertainties. D shows the coastal projected relative SL change, as well
as the combined uncertainties (blue shading) of the absolute SL projections and the VLM reconstruction. E
separates the di�erent contributors of relative SL change and uncertainties for di�erent regions. The relative
SL change and absolute SL change are given in absolute terms as well as the deviation from the global mean
sea level rise in 2150.

periods and are approximated with purely linear motion. Such di�erences between di�erent VLM solutions
translate into di�erences of up to 1 m in RSL change in 100 years. Inevitably, these regional errors due to large
VLM variability must be compensated by large uncertainty ranges in the RSL projections, which is ensured
by the presented approach.
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Figure 4.7 (A) illustrates how time-variable VLM relates to di�erences in VLM estimates across di�erent solu-
tions. Here, the y-axis shows the standard deviations of di�erent VLM estimates (i.e., the VLM reconstruction,
[Kopp et al., 2014, Caron et al., 2018, Dangendorf et al., 2019] and GNSS trends) computed at 755 di�erent
coastal GNSS stations [mm/year]. The x-axis (note the logarithmic scale) sorts the data according to the esti-
mated standard deviation (in time) of the present-day VLM variability of the reconstruction σPC

⊗
EOF (i.e.,

the variability estimated by the EOFs in mm). Time-variable VLM increases the probability of discrepancies
between di�erent VLM estimates. (B) depicts the estimated coastal present-day VLM variability σPC ⊗

EOF .

These �ndings highlight the importance of the proposed approach aimed at the determination of non-
linear VLM processes using comprehensive databases of VLM observations. Unpredictable processes such as
earthquakes or the lack of human-induced VLM projections [Zanchettin et al., 2021] remain key challenges,
because they reduce the con�dence in projected pathways of regional sea level change (see also discussion in
section 4.6).

4.5 Exposure of coastal populations to contemporary relative sea level

change

In the previous sections, I corroborate that VLM shapes a signi�cant fraction of the observed variability of
RSL change on regional scale and that high uncertainties in these trends can complicate the assessment of
future coastal impacts. Regional variations in RSL changes will hence a�ect coastal population and ecosys-
tems in a highly non-uniform manner. In this section, I reconcile how coastal population is exposed to the
contemporary compound e�ects of ASL change and VLM.

Previous studies dealing with the societal implications of RSL changes have incorporated e�ects from
VLM sources like GIA, delta and city subsidence [e.g. Ericson et al., 2006, Syvitski et al., 2009, Nicholls et al.,
2021], together with estimates of contemporary and projected ASL change. Nicholls et al. [2021] highlighted
that human-induced subsidence in cities (mainly due to subsurface �uid withdrawal), as well as subsidence
caused by changes in sediment supply in deltas due to human constructions (like �ood defenses) signi�cantly
increase the actual RSL experienced in densely populated coastal areas. They showed that, when ASL trends
(from 1993 to 2015) are combined with the contributions of GIA and city and delta VLM, the global coastal-
population weighted RSL rise (7.8 - 9.9 mm/year) strongly exceeds the global average (2.6 mm/year). This is
mainly due to the fact that highly urbanized areas are more frequently a�ected by enhanced human-induced
subsidence, which is qualitatively also supported by a recent study estimating VLM in major coastal cities
based on InSAR data [Tay et al., 2022].
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A major limitation of the study performed by Nicholls et al. [2021] is that the city and delta subsidence esti-
mates were partially taken from literature values [Ericson et al., 2006], expert judgements, and were sometimes
manually set to 1 mm/year, in case no data was available. In addition, no other observational information on
regional-scale e�ects like plate tectonics was included. All these data are, however, critical for the conclusions
drawn, that highly populated areas are exposed to higher-than-average sea level rise. Therefore, I reassess
here these results in light of actual VLM observations, as provided in this work. For this purpose, I investigate
the exposure of the coastal population to contemporary rates of relative sea level change using observations
only.

To re�ne the resolution of VLM in major coastal cities, I exploit the recently published InSAR VLM data
provided (computed from Sentinel-1 SAR images from October 2014 to April 2020) by Tay et al. [2022]. Due to
the low precision of this technique, the rates usually have a higher uncertainty (i.e., mean uncertainty of 2.7
mm/year) than the trends of the interpolated VLM map. Still, these data are valuable to resolve subsidence at
very small scales and in cities where no GNSS (or tide gauge) station data are installed or publicly available.
This allows me to �ll in observational gaps, in particular, in large cities in India and China. The InSAR VLM
is combined with the linear rates of the VLM reconstruction (hereinafter called OE23), which serves here as
a background model for global to regional scale processes. This means that the values of the VLM map are
replaced by the InSAR data wherever they are available. I also incorporate GIA estimates, wherever OE23 has
missing data. The combined dataset (OE23 + InSAR + GIA) is mapped onto the 12,148 coastal segments of
the DIVA model [Vafeidis et al., 2008], which share similar coastal characteristics [Nicholls et al., 2021]. Note,
that in the following analyses, some of the very northerly regions and Antarctica are masked out, mainly due
to missing altimetry data. In addition to the information on the location and extent of the coastal segments
(including the length of the coastline), I use the population data from the DIVA model as applied in [Nicholls
et al., 2021]. Here I consider the population living below 10 m elevation in 2015, which is 768 million people in
total. The digital elevation model data are obtained from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation
data [Rabus et al., 2003, Jarvis et al., 2008] is combined with Global Rural–Urban Mapping Project population
data using resampling methods [Merkens et al., 2018], and provided at the same segments of the DIVA model.

Figure 4.8 D shows the coastal population (below 10 m above sea level, as used in Nicholls et al. [2021]), as
well as (B) contemporary RSL rates from (A) ASL change (CMEMS) and the combined (C) VLM estimates. As
can be seen, most of the densely populated areas are situated in Southeast Asia and tend to be more frequent
in tropical to subtropical regions. In these areas, the ASL change is higher than the GMSL change, due to GRD
e�ects and changes in the ocean circulation [e.g. Hinkel et al., 2014]. Tropical regions are also usually not
a�ected by uplift due to GIA, which in other areas o�sets some of the contemporary ASL change. As a result,
from a socio-economic perspective, GIA only plays a minor role in a�ecting coastal RSL change. Hence, direct
observations of VLM are even more essential in areas where non-GIA processes dominate.

Estimates of contemporary relative sea level change di�er substantially depending on whether the GIA VLM
e�ect alone or the combined VLM estimates (OE23 + InSAR + GIA), which incorporate VLM observations, are
taken into account (Fig. 4.9). The integration of the variety of VLM processes of the combined VLM product
(e.g., from GIA, tectonics, local subsidence, etc.) signi�cantly increases the scatter of RSL trend estimates
compared to the RSL change, when only ASL + GIA, or the ASL change alone is considered. The coastal-
length weighted standard deviation of RSL changes (3.33 mm/year; with all e�ects included) is about twice
as large as the standard variation of the ASL changes (1.71 mm/year). This is partially also caused by single
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Figure 4.8 A) ASL change from CMEMS over 1995-2019. B) RSL change as the combination of ASL change
and VLM (based on the VLM reconstruction (OE23), GIA (Caron et al. [2018], where OE23 has missing data)
and InSAR from Tay et al. [2022]). The latter VLM data are illustrated in C. D) shows the number of people
living below 10 m in elevation on a logarithmic scale. The sizes of the data points are scaled by their absolute
value.

extremes in regional or local subsidence or uplift, leading to much longer tails in the distribution of RSL
change. Therefore, VLM (with a standard deviation of 2.65 mm/year) is here a dominant driver of the regional
variability in RSL changes (see also Table 4.1).

The distribution of the RSL trends in Figure 4.9A also indicates that higher-than-average RSL changes are
statistically more frequent in regions with higher population. This e�ects becomes more apparent when
comparing the coastal-length versus the population weighted RSL trends, as in Table 4.1. Here, I use di�erent
VLM data combinations to generate di�erent estimates of global coastal RSL changes. When only using the
VLM reconstruction (together with GIA estimates at locations with missing data) the population weighted
average RSL change (3.74 mm/year) is almost twice as large as the coastal-length-weighted average (1.99
mm/year). This is mainly caused by VLM, with a minor contribution of ASL change (see �rst and second
row in Table 4.1). Including InSAR estimates at large cities further increases this discrepancy, such that the
population weighted RSL change of 5.14 mm/year becomes more than twice as large as the coastal-length
weighted RSL change (of 2.09 mm/year). When I replace the InSAR data in these estimates (OE23 + InSAR +
GIA) with the delta and city subsidence data from Nicholls [2011], I �nd an even higher population weighted
RSL change (8.79 mm/year). This can be explained by di�erences in the VLM estimates of these datasets, i.e.
the subsidence rates are higher in the city and delta data from Nicholls [2011] than in the InSAR data from
Tay et al. [2022]. Here, it should be noted that Nicholls [2011] provides much more city and delta VLM data
compared to the InSAR data (which is provided at the 50 largest coastal cities). Hence, I also show the RSL
and VLM estimates only at the locations where both datasets contain estimates (in the last two rows of Table
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Figure 4.9 A) number of people living below 10 m in elevation versus ASL change and RSL change based on
di�erent VLM estimates (GIA or OE23 + InSAR + GIA). B) shows the unweighted distributions of the data, as
well as the population weighted distributions (�lled and un�lled contour lines).

4.1). This comparison con�rms that the city VLM estimates from Nicholls [2011] are generally lower than the
VLM estimates from InSAR observations [Tay et al., 2022].

Although there are large di�erences between these datasets, these results reinforce that highly populated
areas are a�ected by higher-than-average RSL change, which is mainly due to the contribution of subsidence
[Nicholls et al., 2021, Tay et al., 2022]. However, it should be emphasized that this relationship is highly non-
linear and clearly dominated by a few extreme cases, where very large cities are a�ected by strong subsidence
and thus increased RSL change. This �nding is also supported by Figure 4.10A, which shows global averages
of the individual VLM contributions to RSL change based on the di�erent datasets (GIA, OE23, InSAR and
city + delta VLM). Here, I set the coastal VLM to zero where no data are provided. As can be seen, the global
population weighted averages based on InSAR or city and delta VLM show relatively high subsidence and
thus large contributions to RSL changes, even though these estimates are only available for a small fraction
of the world’s coastlines. This is due to the power-law distribution of the coastal population, i.e. 90% of the
global coastal population (in the most densely populated regions) lives in an area that extends along only 1%
of the global coastline. The data indicate that these densely populated regions more likely to coincide with
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Table 4.1 VLM, ASL and RSL change in [mm/year]. Provided are mean and standard-deviation of coastal-length (coastal
l.) and population weighted data. RSL change and VLM data are given for di�erent VLM dataset combinations (columns
2-6). In the last two columns (5-6), I compare two di�erent VLM data combinations, in which the InSAR [Tay et al.,
2022] and city VLM data [Nicholls, 2011] are only used at locations where both datasets provide estimates.

OE23 + GIA OE23 + GIA OE23 + GIA OE23 + GIA OE23 + GIA
+ InSAR + delta + city + InSAR (comp.) + city (comp.)

ASL RSL VLM RSL VLM RSL VLM RSL VLM RSL VLM
mean 2.85 1.99 0.86 2.09 0.76 2.15 0.70 2.00 0.85 2.03 0.83
(coastal l.)
1σ 1.71 3.33 2.65 3.55 2.91 3.92 3.38 3.36 2.69 3.55 2.92
(coastal l.)
mean 3.19 3.74 -0.55 5.14 -1.95 8.79 -5.60 4.42 -1.23 6.88 -3.70
(population)
1σ 1.12 1.36 1.24 5.11 5.08 13.77 13.77 4.08 4.11 13.01 12.96
(population)

higher-than-average subsidence, which explains why humans experience RSL changes much higher than the
spatially averaged rates.

Not only the RSL rates, but also the global averages of the formal uncertainties are a�ected by the applied
weighting factors 4.10C. As can be seen, the population weighted uncertainties of the combined RSL trends
are signi�cantly larger than the coastal-length weighted RSL uncertainties. This is mainly caused by the
distribution of VLM uncertainties, which are increased in highly populated areas. The increase in the VLM
uncertainties can be partially explained by the low precision of the InSAR approach and the relative shortness
of the InSAR time series (6 years). Note, that the InSAR data are provided at the 50 largest coastal cities and
thus have a strong impact on the population weighted averages. Another factor could also be the low GNSS
station density in Southeast-Asia on which the VLM reconstruction is based, as discussed in more detail in
the next section 4.6 and Figure 4.12. In general, the high RSL rates in highly populated areas are additionally
exacerbated by high uncertainties in these estimates, which should be taken into account in coastal planning.

4.6 Discussion

In this chapter, I incorporate observational VLM constraints to complete our picture of the spatiotempo-
ral patterns of coastal VLM and improve our understanding of contemporary and future coastal SL change.
The continuous and time-resolving VLM reconstruction represents a key contribution to the multi-technique
coastal observing system and facilitates the alignment of tide gauges and altimetry, which is particularly im-
portant to improve the impact-assessment of coastal sea level change. I separate present-day VLM changes
from long-term VLM trends, which can be applied to further reduce the spread of reconstructed global mean
SL trends over the last century (see [Frederikse et al., 2020] for an overview). My results highlight the evi-
dent impact of VLM in shaping the regional patterns of future projected relative SL, which is comparable to
the combined contributions from projected changes of the ocean circulation and mass changes. Neglecting
the e�ect of VLM in sea level projections, could lead to an underestimation of RSL in 2150 by up to 50 cm
at the regional scale (see Fig. 4.11). I determine e�ects of non-linear VLM that, so far, have been underesti-
mated and that signi�cantly raise the uncertainties of projected coastal relative SL change above previously
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Figure 4.10 A) Global averages of di�erent VLM estimates using di�erent weightings. The VLM data are
shown in terms of their contribution to RSL change (i.e., positive sign for subsidence, and vice versa). I set
zero VLM at every coastal segment where an individual VLM dataset does not provide any data. B) and C)
show the trends and 1σ -uncertainties of di�erent dataset combinations. For the VLM dataset OE23 + InSAR
+ GIA I substitute uncertainties of the VLM reconstruction (OE23) with InSAR-based uncertainties in cities
(wherever such data is available).

reported levels [Kopp et al., 2014]. Regional RSL change uncertainties can be as large as 100 cm in 2150,
which must be taken into account in coastal planning (Fig. 4.11B). However, I emphasize that these results
themselves have an uncertainty, because it is assumed here that all contributing uncertainties (from VLM,
ice sheets, thermal expansion, etc.) are captured with equal accuracy. Currently this cannot be guaranteed
because of the di�erent methodologies applied here, which also di�er for the estimation of the individual ASL
components (emulators, process models, Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model ensembles, etc., see
Fox-Kemper et al. [2021], Slangen et al. [2023]) and because of the structural uncertainty in ASL projections
[Kopp et al., 2023].
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Figure 4.11 (A) Histogram of projected coastal ASL (SSP2-4.5 scenario, Fox-Kemper et al. [2021], Garner et al.
[2021b,a]) and RSL changes until 2150 [m]. The map indicates deviations of RSL changes from the global
coastal mean RSL change. The black circles highlight where these di�erences are signi�cant (based on the
combined 1σ uncertainties). The dashed lines display the median values of the distributions. (B) Same as in
(A) but for the estimated RSL and ASL change uncertainties in 2150.

My results show that resolving non-linear vertical land movements represents an additional challenge for
SL reconstructions or future projections. Since the accurate determination of VLM variations ultimately relies
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on a network of high-quality observations (usually GNSS data), it is di�cult to extend this analysis further
back into the last century, as this would again solely rely on tide gauge observations. Nevertheless, future
e�orts are recommended to reassess di�erences in SL reconstructions due to non-linear VLM, as found in this
work (for more details see also section 5.4).

Parts of the uncertainties in the VLM reconstruction arise from limited data availability, especially in
densely populated areas such as India, China, Indonesia or Africa as illustrated in Figure 4.12A. This is a
major particular problem for the largest coastal cities, where millions of people live at a low elevations (Fig-
ure 4.12B). Therefore, as requested by many previous studies, the maintenance and extension of the existing
GNSS network, in particular at tide gauges and along highly urbanized coastlines, are of fundamental im-
portance to monitor the trajectories of coastal VLM. To complement the sparse VLM database, very recent
studies [Tay et al., 2022, Naish et al., 2022] have exploited InSAR at unprecedented scales. Therefore, it is
expected that data derived with this technique will become increasingly available on a global scale and will
help to further re�ne VLM reconstructions and future projections (see also section 5.4).
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Figure 4.12 A) shows the station density in terms of number of stations per 1002 km. The station density
was computed based on the number of stations within a 500 km search radius around an individual station,
divided by the area covered by this circle. B) and C) show the station density and the trend uncertainties
(of the contemporary RSL changes as estimated in section 4.5) versus the number of people living below 10
m in elevation (on a logarithmic scale). The values of the station density and the population (de�ned at the
coastlines) are coupled by nearest neighbor interpolation.

In section 4.5 I reassess the exposure of coastal populations to contemporary RSL change using VLM
observations. My results recon�rm previous work [Nicholls et al., 2021], that RSL rise is on average higher in
highly populated areas. However, the relative increase between the population-density and the coastal-length
weighted RSL rise is not as large as previously reported [Nicholls et al., 2021]. These di�erences could be either
caused by overestimated subsidence rates in cities and deltas by Nicholls et al. [2021], which were mostly not
based on actual geodetic measurements, or by missing observations (in the applied VLM observation data)
due to their partially sparse spatial distribution. Another �nding is that also the RSL change uncertainty
estimates are higher in densely populated areas (see also Figure 4.12C), which can be caused by a variety of
factors, such as the low precision of the InSAR technique, or the low data availability in these regions.

One of the limitations of the InSAR approach is that a geodetic tie, i.e. data from a GNSS station, is required
to convert the VLM rates into a global reference system. As noted by Tay et al. [2022], such a reference
point was not always available, which can thus lead to discrepancies between the InSAR VLM estimates and
the GNSS trends. To better understand these di�erences and the extent to which InSAR VLM data might be
biased with respect to the GNSS data, I compare both measurements in Fig. 1 (provided in the appendix). I
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identify substantial di�erences between these trend estimates (with a standard deviation of about 5 mm/year).
I also �nd that the trend di�erences vary little depending on the allowed maximum distance (5 km (245 pairs)
and 1 km (176 pairs)) between the GNSS station and the InSAR data point. Nevertheless, the InSAR data are
overall not systematically biased when considering the median of trend di�erences. Based on the signi�cance
ratio (SR, i.e. the trend di�erences divided by the combined errors), I �nd that more than half of the trend
di�erences are signi�cant (i.e., when the absolute SR is greater than one). I �nd more frequent signi�cant
di�erences when the InSAR approach predicts lower VLM than the GNSS-based estimates. These analyses
indicate that the InSAR data are still associated with a relatively low accuracy and should be treated with
caution. Thus, to further increase the con�dence in these results and to facilitate the assessment of the future
sea level change impacts, it is vital to extend direct VLM measurements in time and space, in particular in
highly vulnerable areas.
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5 Conclusions

In this dissertation I explore the contribution of vertical land motion to past, present, and future relative
sea level changes, using a large database of observations. Throughout my investigations, I tackle a variety of
questions, which lead to di�erent methodological innovations and improved estimates of vertical land motion.
In the following, I provide conclusions answering each of my research questions and give recommendations
to overcome unsolved challenges.

5.1 Improving the determination of vertical land motion using coastal

altimetry and tide gauge data

Previous studies showed, that using altimetry and tide gauge data to estimate coastal vertical land motion,
can be a crucial complementary data source next to direct geodetic measurements by GNSS [Wöppelmann
and Marcos, 2016, Pfe�er et al., 2017, Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018]. The accuracy and precision of these VLM
estimates are in�uenced by the applied altimetry dataset, as well as by the selection of the altimetry data in
the coastal zone. Previous advances in coastal retracking have further improved the quality of along-track
data near the coast [Passaro et al., 2014]. However, because these dedicated coastal products have so far not
been applied to derive vertical land motion from altimetry and tide gauge di�erences, I answer the following
research question:

⇒ How can we use coastal altimetry observations to improve vertical land motion estimates?

Selecting dedicated coastal along-track altimetry data based on the agreement (in terms of correla-
tion or RMS) with tide gauge observations improves vertical land motion estimates. Coherent zones
of variability (i.e., the Zone of In�uence) are identi�ed based on di�erent metrics, e.g., correlation or RMS
between the along-track data and tide gauge observations. The selection of altimetry data, which are highly
consistent with tide gauge data, leads to signi�cant improvements in the VLM estimates in contrast to using a
�xed radius. Validation against GNSS velocity estimates (at 58 stations) yields an RMS∆VLM of VLMSATTG and
VLMGNSS di�erences of 1.28 mm/year with a median formal uncertainty of VLMSATTG trends of 0.58 mm/year.
This re�ned selection method improves trend accuracy by 15% and uncertainty by 35% compared to the 250
km-average selection.

⇒ Which factors control the accuracy and uncertainty of vertical land motion estimates from
coastal altimetry and tide gauges?

The performance of vertical land motion estimates is mainly in�uenced by the consistency of al-
timetry data with tide gauge observations and the sampling density of the along-track data. I show
that a trade-o� must be made between the consistency (e.g., correlation) of altimetry data and tide gauges, and
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the sampling density of the merged altimetry tmie series. Using only a very few altimetry time series, which
are associated with the highest correlation with tide gauges (or even the single highest correlated time series),
leads to reduced accuracy and increased uncertainty of the resulting VLM estimates. Therefore, it is crucial to
combine multiple tracks of multimission altimetry datasets, to densify the averaged time series. Systematic
biases in the altimetry data deteriorate the accuracy of associated vertical land motion estimates.
These biases can be caused by various factors such as the applied corrections, altimeter drifts, or the accuracy
and uncertainty of the origin and scale of the reference frame. My analyses highlight the presence of such
biases in di�erent along-track products, which can even lead to an overall decreased accuracy in vertical land
motion estimates based on coastal altimetry products compared to gridded altimetry. Further minimization
of such biases is important, because coastal altimetry generally has a higher correlation with tide gauges than
gridded data, which leads to lower uncertainties in the associated VLM estimates. With increasing time
series length, the accuracy of VLM data becomes less sensitive to the spatial selection, due to in-
creasing space scales of absolute sea level signals. I show, that the relative improvement in the accuracy
of VLM obtained by selecting very highly correlated altimetry data (in the vicinity of the coast) compared to
selecting data in a larger radius, decreases sharply with increasing VLM time series length. One hypothesis
is that this is caused by long term absolute sea level changes (associated with large spatial scales) that begin
to emerge from the shorter term coastal variability as the time scale increases. This �nding has implications
for the use of gridded data versus along-track data at long time scales, as it is expected that the bene�ts of
observing sea level trends very close to the coast decrease with increasing lengths of the observation period.
However, it should be noted that these results are based on global averages, and di�erent results may be ob-
tained depending on local coastal characteristics and forcings, e.g., for coastal zones a�ected by long term
changes in river runo� or wind stress. Thus, further investigations are required to draw more site-speci�c
conclusions in this regard.

5.2 Probabilistic reconstruction of vertical land motion observations

A major challenge to understanding the role of VLM in relative sea level change is that the global coastlines
are only inhomogeneously covered with GNSS stations or TGs from which VLM can be inferred indirectly.
Therefore, extensive research has been conducted to interpolate linear trends of VLM along the coastlines
[Pfe�er et al., 2017, Husson et al., 2018, Hawkins et al., 2019b, Hammond et al., 2021]. In chapter 3, I high-
light that VLM is not strictly linear in every region due to a variety of processes. Changes in the rates or
discontinuities in the time series represent signi�cant complications for the determination of VLM. To tackle
these issues, I developed an unsupervised trend change and discontinuity detector (DiscoTimeS) to answer
the following research question:

⇒ How can we detect discontinuities and trend changes in vertical land motion observations?

Discontinuities and trend changes can be automatically detected by explicitly modeling these in-
dividual components in a single model. In section 3.2 I develop a new approach, which enables the
simultaneous estimation of discontinuities, trend changes, seasonalities, and time series noise properties us-
ing Bayesian methods. Based on synthetic experiments, I show that trends can be estimated with an accuracy
of 0.3-0.5 (0.5-1.5) mm/year for GNSS (SATTG) time series, which are a�ected by both trend changes and
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discontinuities. Discontinuities of the order of 3–4 mm and 1 mm/year trend changes can be detected in syn-
thetic GNSS time series (with white noise amplitudes of 3.2 mm and a duration of 20 years). The detection
limit for discontinuities for much noisier SATTG-type time series (20 mm white noise amplitudes) is an order
of magnitude larger, at about 4 cm. The lower limit at which discontinuities and trend changes can be de-
tected, thus strongly depends on the noise properties of the time series. Accounting for trend changes and
discontinuities is essential to improve the consistency between VLM observations from di�erent
techniques, as well as between VLM observations and GIA models. I show that processes like tectonic
activity, non-linear surface mass deformation, and local e�ects induce trend changes in a signi�cant number
of GNSS and SATTG time series. When trend changes are explicitly modeled, the agreement of VLM between
GNSS and SATTG data is improved by 0.36 mm/year, compared to when only strictly linear trends are es-
timated. The ability to detect change points in VLM time series also supports a more objective selection of
VLM observations necessary to constrain GIA models. That means, information on the presence of possible
time-variable trends in time series can be used to reject VLM data that is a�ected by such nonlinearities.
Low frequency noise impairs the unbiased detection of trend changes. Low frequency power law
noise has a signi�cant impact on the accuracy of the estimation of trend, as well as on the detection rates of
change points. Power law noise can represent an ambiguity to the model, such that part of the noise can be
erroneously parameterized by discontinuities and/or trend changes. This di�culty to separate low frequency
noise from signals like discontinuities or trend changes increases the tendency of over�tting. Further innova-
tions, e.g., the simultaneous change point detection in all three time series components (North, East, Up), or
multiple neighboring stations (i.e., network-based approach) should be pursued to mitigate these issues (see
recommendatons in section 5.4).

⇒ How can we align the large multi-technique networks of inhomogeneously distributed ob-
servations to reconstruct vertical land motion?

⇒ How can we model continuous space- and time-resolving vertical land motion?

The VLM reconstruction is derived by estimating trends and common modes of variability to de-
scribe spatial and temporal variations. In section 3.3, I use a three-step procedure to reconstruct VLM:
First, I remove discontinuities from the GNSS and SATTG data, using my unsupervised approach. Secondly, I
apply a Bayesian Principal Component Analysis to �t a model to the data, that consists of a trend component
and a set of independent modes of variability. In doing so, I account for the di�erent noise properties of the
di�erent underlying VLM time series types. This model is applied to di�erent regions in order to maximize the
variability explained at the regional scale. In the third step, the obtained spatial parameters are then interpo-
lated in space using Bayesian transdimensional regression, which dynamically adapts the smoothness of the
interpolation based on properties of the underlying data distribution. The VLM reconstruction provides
more realistic trend and uncertainty estimates than previous approaches. I show that the assumption
of strictly ’linear VLM’ is inadequate in some regions, in particular in those a�ected by tectonic activity or
local processes. Hence, explicit modeling of time-varying e�ects more realistically re�ects these non-linear
motions. The Bayesian approach also provides realistic uncertainties that are in�uenced by the formal un-
certainties of the observations, the variations in space and time, as well as by the density of the observations.
Based on the signi�cance ratio computed from the VLM derived in this study and GNSS data (in section 3.3.4),
I show that the VLM reconstruction captures contemporary coastal VLM processes almost twice as accurately
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as GIA models [Caron et al., 2018] or estimates used in current sea level projections [Kopp et al., 2014]. One re-
maining caveat is that the validation data (NGL-GNSS trends) is also incorporated in the VLM reconstruction
itself. Thus, this comparison primarily con�rms the validity of the spatiotemporal reconstruction approach
developed in this work. In general, the results suggest that it is essential to incorporate currently available
direct geodetic constraints, because they signi�cantly improve the resolution of VLM in space and time.

5.3 Understanding the impacts of vertical land motion on relative sea level

change

Extensive research has been conducted to assess the manifold imprints of VLM on relative sea level change
(e.g., Peltier [2004], Wöppelmann and Marcos [2016], Pfe�er et al. [2017], Santamaría-Gómez et al. [2017]).
The determination of the contribution of VLM on coastal sea level change is fundamental to understanding
the historic sea level change over the last century and to providing projections for the upcoming centuries,
together with estimates of their uncertainties. While more recent studies have utilized large networks of VLM
data to interpolate VLM along the coastlines [Hawkins et al., 2019b, Hammond et al., 2021], the data have not
yet been applied to systematically address the role of VLM in sea level reconstructions and projections. In
my dissertation, I develop a VLM dataset, which provides time-resolving VLM estimates along the global
coastlines. I use these estimates to answer the following research question:

⇒ What is the contribution of vertical land motion (non-GIA and time-varying e�ects) on past,
present, and future relative sea level change?

Vertical land motion explains one-third of the contemporary coastal relative sea level change on a
global scale. Relative sea level change is regionally strongly modulated by the in�uence on VLM. Regions
such as the Gulf of Mexico, Venice, Australia, or the Nile Delta are subsiding at rates of 1-7 mm/year. Other
regions, such as the west coast of South America and parts of Japan, are a�ected by tectonic uplift. I provide
evidence of non-linear VLM, which is caused by di�erent processes such as earthquakes, non-linear surface
deformation due to mass loading changes, or local e�ects associated with human activities. Non-linear VLM
has also a�ected historical tide gauges records, which, so far has not been taken into account in sea level
reconstructions. Therefore, in order to extrapolate the VLM into the past or the future, it is necessary to
separate the long-term linear motions from the present-day variability. TheVLMreconstruction is suitable
for constraining long TG records needed to estimate sea level changes over the last century. The
comparison of a recent sea level reconstruction with VLM corrected tide gauges indicates high agreement
in the ASL rates over the last century (1.39 mm/year and 1.38 mm/year). Hence, the linear trends provided
by the VLM reconstruction are broadly representative of the long term VLM at the selected tide gauges and
consistent with the indirectly derived VLM from the hybrid sea level reconstruction by Dangendorf et al.
[2019]. However, although most of these long term tide gauges are located in regions of low variability in the
observed VLM rates, other stations are potentially a�ected by non-linear e�ects that should be considered in
future e�orts to reconstruct global absolute sea level changes. A signi�cant proportion of VLM cannot
be explained by the e�ects associated with GIA. VLM based on a GIA model is highly consistent with
the observed signal (as modeled in the VLM reconstruction) in regions like Western Europe or the Northeast
US coast. Discrepancies are partially caused by di�erences in the amplitude and spatial extent of the modeled
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and observed GIA signal itself, however, most of the di�erences stem from processes unrelated to GIA. These
deviations are most pronounced in areas a�ected by tectonic activity (South America, Japan, Alaska) or in
areas that are a�ected by regional subsidence (e.g., the Gulf of Mexico and Australia). Also, the observed
VLM uncertainties are up to an order of magnitude higher than those estimated in a GIA model in such areas.
Therefore, these observation-based VLM estimates are essential to complement GIA models to account for
regional-scale contemporary VLM e�ects in SL reconstructions and projections.

The results reinforce previous research that humans experience a higher relative sea level rise than
the spatially averaged coastal sea level change. Previous studies [Nicholls et al., 2021, Tay et al., 2022]
put the focus on examining RSL change in areas of high population density. However, the VLM datasets em-
ployed were either not fully based on actual observations, or were only con�ned to selected coastal regions.
Therefore, using the VLM reconstruction together with InSAR estimates in large coastal cities [Tay et al.,
2022], I provide a more comprehensive, observation-based dataset on a global scale. I recon�rm recent �nd-
ings [Nicholls et al., 2021], that subsidence increases the RSL change experienced in highly populated areas.
The contemporary population-density weighted RSL change of 5.14 mm/year is more than twice as large as
the coastal-length weighted RSL change (2.09 mm/year). These results suggest that current estimates of
damages and costs of future sea level change should be reevaluated in light of these novel VLM
data.

⇒ What are the origins of vertical landmotion uncertainties and their implications for regional
sea level projections?

VLM uncertainties are in�ated by non-linear variability and low (TG and GNSS) station density.
Explicit modeling of non-linear VLM processes shows that high VLM variability increases the uncertainty
contribution of VLM to RSL change uncertainties and also explains di�erences between di�erent independent
VLM estimates from previous studies. Low station density, particularly in highly populated areas, often limits
the ability to resolve highly localized changes, which additionally enhances uncertainties in the estimates.
Uncertainties in relative sea level change projections have been so far underestimated. I show that
VLM uncertainties explain 39% of the combined relative sea level change uncertainties in global relative sea
level projections in 2150. Both, the rates and the uncertainties of VLM provided in this work more realistically
describe contemporary VLM than the data currently used in sea level projections [Kopp et al., 2014]. These
results demonstrate the importance of incorporating geodetic constraints and determining non-linear VLM
to estimate future trajectories and con�dence intervals of VLM. Given the high uncertainty associated with
the frequency of occurrence of earthquakes or future subsidence due to changes in subsurface �uid rates, sea
level projections could be further re�ned using probabilistic or processed-based VLM scenarios.

5.4 Recommendations

Understanding di�erences in coastal and open ocean sea level trends
The coastal sea level trend analyses have shown that data from satellite altimetry and tide gauges can be op-
timally combined using a subset of coastal altimetry data that are highly consistent (e.g., correlated) with the
tide gauge observations. The investigations reveal coherent structures of coastal sea level variability, which
are characterized by regionally varying along- and across-shore length scales, which appear to be partially in-
�uenced by the underlying bathymetric and coastal properties. By selecting highly correlated altimetry data,
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the di�erences between altimetry and tide gauge data, and thus the trend uncertainties from the resulting
SATTG VLM estimates, can be signi�cantly reduced. In contrast to shorter time scales (i.e. < 10 years), at
longer time scales, the agreement of altimetry and tide gauge trends becomes less dependent on the degree of
correlation between altimetry and tide gauges, or the distance to the coast. Hence, these results do not support
the assumption that altimetry-based sea level trends very close to the coast generally agree better with trends
observed at tide gauges. However, it should be noted that this result can be in�uenced by a variety of factors
that are unrelated to actual geophysical processes or conditions. These include, for example, the data quality
and sampling frequency of the altimetry data very close to the coast, as well as potential mismatches between
the applied GNSS-VLM correction and the actual VLM experienced at the TG. Another caveat of this analysis
is that it re�ects averaged results for a set of globally distributed tide gauges. The coastal sea level processes
can, however, strongly di�er across these coastal locations. Di�erent factors, like bathymetric properties (e.g.,
the width of the continental shelf), local wind forcing, river runo�, or latitude-dependent ocean dynamics,
etc., can cause di�erences in the spatial structures of coherency of sea level variability. How these factors af-
fect coastal sea levels and how they control di�erences between coastal and open ocean changes is still under
investigation. Hence, given these di�erences between local characteristics of sea level variability, my results
can not be unequivocally extrapolated to every coastal site, as they refer to global averages. In this context,
it is important to note that recent work [Cazenave et al., 2022] has detected signi�cant di�erences between
coastal sea level trends within the last 5 km and further o�shore from the coast (10-15 km). However, it is still
not fully understood, whether these e�ects are caused by the data processing (i.e., applied corrections) or by
actual physical processes, e.g., by river runo�. Hence, further research is required to better understand the
drivers and the spatial scales of coherent sea level variability in the coastal zone. Thus, a systematic analysis
of the correlation length scales and their dependencies on local factors, like river runo�, or shelf width is
recommended.

Overcoming systematic satellite altimetry trend biases
Several studies show that some of the applied altimetry datasets (e.g., the XTRACK data from SL_cci) are

a�ected by signi�cant trend biases [Oelsmann et al., 2021, Dettmering et al., 2021, Peng et al., 2022, Oelsmann
and Passaro, 2022]. In section 2.5, I discuss the various factors which can contribute to such systematic bi-
ases, but do not identify their sources. Depending on the number and distribution of validation stations (i.e.,
VLM-corrected tide gauges), these biases can be as large as ± 1 mm/year globally with even higher values
at the regional scale [Oelsmann and Passaro, 2022, Peng et al., 2022]. These biases are particularly problem-
atic because they o�set improvements made in terms of the accuracy of altimetry observations in the coastal
zone and limit the usability of satellite altimetry for sea level trend or VLM analysis. The identi�cation of the
sources of these biases is thus fundamental to improving the accuracy of regional trends provided by the dif-
ferent datasets. These issues motivate a systematic comparison of applied altimetry corrections, adjustments,
the reference frames, orbits, and intermission calibration approaches in di�erent currently available datasets,
e.g., CMEMS (formerly called AVISO), OpenADB, or SL_cci. This analysis also requires the de�nition of a
common validation platform, which could be the station network of GLOSS, for instance.
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Advancing geodetic time series analysis

Undetected discontinuities in VLM time series signi�cantly deteriorate the accuracy of VLM estimates. In my
thesis, I show that, next to discontinuities, also trend changes should be identi�ed, to more realistically de-
scribe height variations in time. Hence, I developed an automatic approach (DiscoTimeS) to detect these time
series features and analyzed more than 10,000 VLM time series from di�erent geodetic techniques. However,
some remaining limitations of DiscoTimeS motivate further improvements. First of all, any non-linearity
is parameterized by segmented trend changes, which could be improved by using exponential/logarithmic
functions, as commonly done to model post-seismic deformation [e.g., see Montillet and Bos [2020]]. An-
other innovation could feature the simultaneous detection of change points in all three components (North,
East, Up), as some discontinuities might be more obvious in other components than in the usually much nois-
ier vertical component. In ’The Detection of O�sets in GPS Experiment (DOGEx)’ experiment [Gazeaux et al.,
2013], the best automated solutions simultaneously estimated discontinuities either in all three components
(i.e., the ’�nd outliers and discontinuities in time series (FODITS)’ solution), or in the horizontal components
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) solution). This implementation could decrease under/over�tting of the num-
ber of change points and improve the lower discontinuity detection limit. Another major limitation of the
Bayesian change point estimation is that sampling from the Markov chains is computationally very expen-
sive and much slower than most of the discontinuity detectors [Gazeaux et al., 2013]. Therefore, to reduce
computation time, the priors of the Bayesian model could be initialized by the detected discontinuities from
currently best-performing automated solutions, like the one of Tehranchi et al. [2020], or from time series
meta-information. Finally, a comprehensive database containing meta-information on reported and auto-
mated or manually detected discontinuities for available GNSS and tide gauge time series, would be a major
contribution to the �eld. Services such as SONEL o�er solutions from di�erent providers for GNSS data near
tide gauges and also recently published information on manually selected discontinuities [Métivier et al., 2014,
Gravelle et al., 2023]. However, more comprehensive GNSS datasets (e.g., as hosted by NGL) do not yet feature
such comprehensive information on manually or automatically detected discontinuities, as they only provide
station metadata.

In�uence of (non-linear) vertical land motion on sea level reconstructions

The determination of the evolution of GMSL change over the last century depends heavily on appropriate
vertical land motion estimates at tide gauges. In chapter 4 I discussed several di�erent approaches to de�ne
VLM in sea level reconstructions. VLM has been either indirectly estimated from the residual trends at TGs
[Kopp et al., 2014, Dangendorf et al., 2019], from GIA models [Church et al., 2013] or actual geodetic obser-
vations [Frederikse et al., 2020]. There are still open questions left about how direct geodetic constraints or
indirect estimates from the sea level reconstruction itself should be ideally applied to reconstruct GMSL. A
major challenge is, that it is sometimes not clear to what extent trends from direct geodetic constraints can be
extrapolated back in time. While the assumption of linear VLM is indeed true for most of the time series, par-
ticularly for processes like GIA, the extrapolation of trends at stations a�ected by local non-linear processes
is much more delicate. In my analyses, I discuss some of the sources and implications of non-linear VLM and
suggest that some historical TG records might also be a�ected by non-linear VLM. Therefore, I recommend
re-examining sea level reconstructions by accounting for non-linear VLM. As an example, Fig. 5.1 shows RSL
observations from long tide gauge observations. The stations are selected to highlight evidence of non-linear
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Figure 5.1 RSL observations from annually averaged PSMSL TG data with an arbitrary o�set applied.

VLM in the residual time series. For example, at the TGs in Manila and Bangkok, RSL rise started to accelerate
around 1960. Since the beginning of the records, RSL has risen by about 75 cm, which is likely caused by local
human activities, and is four times as large as the GMSL change over the same period. Other tide gauges
also indicate an e�ect of non-linear VLM prior to the altimetry era, either caused by earthquakes or volcanic
activity (e.g., at Kozu Sima and Miyake Sima).

To improve sea level reconstructions, such non-linear variations could be explicitly described, e.g., by using
stochastic processes that adequately �t the time series spectral properties of the residuals (i.e., unexplained
variance at the tide gauges after accounting for density changes, GRD, and ocean-mass driven processes).
This would, however, increase the degree of freedom in the reconstructions, which might require further
constraints of VLM. Hence, another important implementation would be the inclusion of GNSS observations
as additional constraints in the sea level reconstruction. Spatiotemporally coherent VLM dynamics could be
described as a set of independent modes (or �ngerprints) similarly as done in chapter 4. These modes could
be extrapolated back in time using the TG residuals as constraints when no GNSS data are available. This
approach would merge indirect estimates from the sea level reconstruction with direct geodetic constraints,
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and could resolve some of the di�erences when only one of these data sources of VLM is used. Dangendorf
et al. [2021] also discussed this issue, arguing that the indirect VLM estimates of the reconstruction should
be used, since they show a higher correlation with residual trends from tide gauges (derived from over the
last century) than when using direct VLM observations [Frederikse et al., 2020]. Hence, how these long term
VLM estimates from SL reconstructions can be aligned with contemporary (GNSS-based) estimates in light
of potentially non-linear VLM requires further investigations.

Spatial resolution and distribution of vertical land motion and relative sea level observations
A central limitation for sea level studies of the past, present, and future, is the lack of continuous VLM and
relative sea level observations in time and space. Tide gauges and GNSS stations are highly inhomogeneously
distributed, with a much higher abundance in, e.g., Europe, North America, and Japan. The scarcity of long
term tide gauges observations, in particular in South America and Africa, is a central problem for our un-
derstanding of the historic changes and drivers of sea level at the global, basin, and regional scale (e.g., see
discussions in Piecuch [2022] or Frederikse et al. [2021]). Likewise, missing VLM observations from GNSS
stations hinder the assessment of subsidence and uplift rates continuously along the coastlines and are mostly
con�ned to the last few decades. In my thesis, I show that interpolating data from the existing network of
tide gauges and GNSS stations usually resolves VLM at scales larger than 100 km, mainly due to the sparsity
of stations. However, many previous studies underlined the importance to resolve VLM at the local scale (i.e.,
a resolution from m to kms), because VLM rates can strongly vary in space, in particular in urbanized areas
a�ected by human activities [Raucoules et al., 2013, Wöppelmann et al., 2013, Jones et al., 2016]. Hence, ob-
servations from the three techniques used in this work, satellite altimetry, tide gauges, and GNSS data, could
be further complemented and densi�ed by VLM estimates from InSAR.

InSAR could theoretically �ll gaps in VLM observations along the coastlines worldwide at a resolution in
the order of 10-100 m [Buzzanga et al., 2020]. However, due to atmospheric and surface scattering e�ects, this
technique is less precise than GNSS, with uncertainties at the mm/year scale [Buzzanga et al., 2020, Hamling
et al., 2022, Tay et al., 2022]. Another disadvantage is that the data processing is highly computationally
demanding and that the determination of the rates in a reference frame requires geodetic ties (GNSS stations).
While most investigations applied InSAR in local case studies [Wöppelmann et al., 2013, Raucoules et al.,
2013, Poitevin et al., 2019, Buzzanga et al., 2020], more recent studies applied InSAR at scales of several 100
km. Tay et al. [2022], for instance, determined VLM rates at all large coastal cities with a population greater
than 5 Million people, accounting for 22% of the world’s population. This is particularly vital for many large
Southeast Asian cities, which are poorly equipped with tide gauges or GNSS stations. As another example,
Hamling et al. [2022] determined InSAR-based VLM for the complete land surface of New Zealand. These
estimates are crucial, as they enable local sea level projections at an unprecedented resolution [Tay et al.,
2022, Naish et al., 2022]. It is expected that InSAR will be increasingly applied to bridge the observational
gaps on ever larger scales. As an example, it is planned to generate InSAR-based VLM data for the entire US
coast [Sweet et al., 2022]. Therefore, InSAR has the potential to become a central component of the relative
sea level observing system, together with altimetry, tide gauges, and GNSS data.
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Vertical land motion projections
This work corroborated that VLM cannot be considered as a linear background process at every coastal region,
due to a variety of anthropogenic and natural factors. Despite these �ndings, to extrapolate VLM back in time
and into the future, I still utilized the linear rates derived from the Bayesian reconstruction, assuming that
current rates most likely represent long term changes, as commonly done [Kopp et al., 2014, Wöppelmann
and Marcos, 2016, Fox-Kemper et al., 2021]. However, given the variability detected over the last decades, it is
not clear that VLM will continue to be linear everywhere. Thus, regionally, projecting linear VLM rates into
the future may not adequately capture the individual trajectories of future relative sea level change. While
the uncertainties derived in my work can be very informative about the upper and lower bounds of future
sea levels, they may not be very useful in cases where VLM changes rapidly and di�ers from the observed
present-day variability. Some processes, such as earthquakes, which can be cause nearly instantaneous ver-
tical displacements on the order of m, or changes in human-induced subsurface �uid withdrawal rates, make
it di�cult or even impossible to generate meaningful future predictions [Geller, 1997, Kanamori, 2003]. It is
therefore possible that current sea level projections [Fox-Kemper et al., 2021], including those provided in this
work, still underestimate the uncertainty introduced by unpredictable VLM processes.

I propose here several ideas for designing more realistic projections. (1) The approach of statistically simu-
lating future trajectories of VLM changes could be further improved. As described in section 4.4, I approximate
projected VLM uncertainties based on an ensemble of Gaussian Random Walks, which are modeled according
to the parameters estimated to determine the present-day variability. This is illustrated, for example, in the in-
troduction in Fig. 1.2, where I show an ensemble of randomized �rst-order autoregressive processes that have
the same time series properties as the variations of the VLM observed at the Bangkok tide gauge. However,
using autoregressive processes to model these trajectories is a very simplistic approach as it assumes smooth
and continuous VLM variations. This could be further developed by incorporating discontinuous e�ects,
e.g., by simulating VLM responses to earthquakes in regions of high tectonic activity (see, e.g., Newton et al.
[2021]). These natural events could be statistically modeled based on their observed probability distributions
of magnitude and frequency. It should be noted, however, that it is heavily debated if long term (10-30 years)
earthquake predictions are possible, given the high uncertainty in the location, the timing, and the magnitude
of the events [Geller, 1997, Kanamori, 2003]. (2) Another recommendation is to develop process-based VLM
scenarios for locations where human behavior is expected to play a dominant role for VLM. Previous work
has emphasized the importance of focusing on highly urbanized coastal regions, as these locations are often
a�ected by human-induced subsidence and thus higher-than-average sea level rise [Nicholls et al., 2021]. In
these areas, future human behavior will directly a�ect future exposure to sea level rise. Thus, recent work
has introduced di�erent scenarios of subsidence control for Chinese coastlines [Fang et al., 2022]. These VLM
scenarios are not only important for the understanding of future sea level rise, but can also motivate human
actions to mitigate reaching the upper limits of currently projected relative sea level rise. These process-based
scenarios could be coupled with the observed �ngerprints of GIA, tectonics, and other regional e�ects that
are not in�uenced by human activities.
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Appendix

1 Model initialization

Before estimating the parameters, time series are normalized, such that the same prior assumptions are valid
for both SATTG and GNSS data. Compared to SATTG time series, GNSS data have much lower noise ampli-
tudes, so without normalization the prior of, e.g., σw would need to be set individually. The data are normalized
by the median of their 2-year running-standard-deviation, hereinafter called σobs . With this approach I avoid
that extreme discontinuities (in particular present in GNSS data), which present orders of magnitudes larger
than the ’true noise amplitude’ in�uence the normalization. I also subtract the o�set of the �rst observation
from the data.

Next to the initial probability of ®q0, which is explained in section 3.2.1 several other parameters need to
be initialized. The maximum number nmax of possible detectable change points is set to 5. The initial AR(1)
noise parameter (i.e., the lag-one autocorrelation coe�cient) are set to σϕ = 0.4 and σ̂w = 1. The white
noise standard deviation is thus consistent with the standard deviation of the normalized data. In case the
PLWN model is applied I set σ̂w = 0.2, ˆσpl = 1. To reduce the complexity of the model, the spectral index
is not estimated but prescribed to κ = −0.9, which generates a noise process close to Flicker Noise. For
the trend parameters, I also use informative priors: I set σk and ®σh to 1. Note that this value corresponds
to ∼ 1σobs/year , and is thus in the order of mm/year to cm/year (for GNSS or SATTG time series). This is
another crucial prior assumption, which is based on knowledge of typical physical magnitudes of VLM. The
de�nition primarily avoids that large shifts in the time series would be compensated in form of large VLM
rates, but rather be approximated by discontinuities. For the discontinuities I use noninformative priors with
σo and ®σp of 20 (which can be translated to 20 standard deviations). The exact initial change point positions
are randomly drawn from the aforementioned uniform distribution. The prior standard deviation ®σ is set to
5 years. The multi-year monthly means ®µm are set to 0 with ®σm=1.

For very obvious and easily detectable discontinuities in the data (in particular in GNSS time series), knowl-
edge of such events can support the model initialization and generally speed up the computation. Therefore
position and magnitudes of discontinuities ®µs and ®µp are incorporated in the initial conditions, which are
detected when absolute consecutive di�erences are 15 times larger than the median of all consecutive di�er-
ences. In general, such events are only recognized for some GNSS time series.

2 Model selection strategies

There are several options to compare and evaluate di�erent Bayesian models [Gelman et al., 2013]. As an ob-
jective measure to compare di�erent individual model realizations, I take into account the out-of-sample pre-
dictive accuracy of a model. Here, the Pareto-smoothed importance sampling leave-one-out cross-validation
(PSIS-LOO) introduced by [Vehtari et al., 2017] is applied, which provides an approximation of the predictive
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accuracy (loo) and a simulated estimate of the e�ective number of parameters (p-loo) of the model. In theory,
in the cross-validation (CV) approach the data is split into training sets, on which the model is trained, as well
as holdout sets from which the predictive accuracy is computed. Vehtari et al. [2017] developed an e�cient
method to compute LOO using the existing simulation draws in order to avoid re-�tting of the full time se-
ries. As an example, the estimates of piecewise trends and discontinuities (blue) in Fig. 3.2 stem in both cases
(SATTG and GNSS) from the ensemble member with the best CV-score.

Using CV (or other criteria such as widely applicable information criterion (WAIC) or deviance information
criterion (DIC)) to select a single best-performing realization, can however lead to over�tting of the data and
introduce a signi�cant selection bias [Piironen and Vehtari, 2017], even though the CV-score might indicate
the best predictive accuracy among the realizations. Piironen and Vehtari [2017] show that e.g. CV-based
model selection is especially vulnerable to over�tting at smaller sample sizes, which might thus also have a
signi�cant in�uence for this application where SATTG time series have much lower samples (resolution) than
the GNSS data. They underpin that Bayesian Model Averaging yields better results and is substantially less
prone to over�tting than single model selection based on CV.

Therefore, I take into account the averaged number of estimated change points n over all model candidates,
as a simpli�ed variant of Bayesian Model Averaging. Note, that even if two realizations estimated the same
number of change points, the estimated change point positions and dependent parameters might still signif-
icantly deviate. For this reason, I can not average over all parameters and only use n as ensemble average
information.

In total 3 selection options are de�ned, to identify which is the best solution for SATTG and GNSS time
series. In the �rst case, bestloo , I select the model with the highest predictive accuracy. Secondly, I select the
model with the highest predictive accuracy from the candidates where n = n. This selection is called bestloo

and represents a less optimistic choice than bestloo . Finally, as the most conservative selection scheme, I use
the model with the lowest e�ective number of parameters lowestp−loo . Note, that this is not necessarily equiv-
alent to the model with the lowest number of change points. The estimated e�ective number of parameters
is also reduced, for example, when there is no signi�cant trend change after a change point and ®h becomes
zero.

The comparison of SATTG and GNSS piecewise trends in section 3.2.3 reveals that the highest agreement of
piecewise trends is achieved when selecting SATTG ensemble member based on lowestp−loo and GNSS chains
based on bestloo . I obtain similar results when using bestloo to select the best GNSS time series realization.
The fact that the best results are obtained when the chain with the lowest number of e�ective parameters
for SATTG ( (lowestp−loo )) is chosen, indicates that using bestloo instead might lead to over�tting of the data,
as also discussed by Piironen and Vehtari [2017]. The necessity to apply di�erent selection schemes is most
likely caused by the general di�erences in noise properties of the di�erent techniques, combined with the
di�erent sample sizes of the observations. SATTG data could especially be vulnerable to over�tting in cases
when change points are detected due to discrepancies of SAT and TG data, which are not attributable to local
VLM dynamics or equipment changes.
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3 Piecewise and linear trend validation

For either synthetic or real data, I investigate how the performance of piecewise trend estimation agrees with
the �t of a linear trend estimate computed using linear least square estimation. I compare the deviations of
piecewise estimated trends with the deviations of a linear trend �t with respect to the known (prescribed)
trends of the synthetic time series. Similarly, I analyse the deviations of piecewise SATTG trends and devia-
tions of linear SATTG trends with respect to the piecewise GNSS trends. Note that in the latter case I consider
the piecewise GNSS trends as the ground truth, which are also estimated with the Bayesian model. With the
real data application, I aim to answer my research questions, i.e., to which extent variable velocities can be
detected in SATTG time series and what improvements or bene�ts are obtained by using this approach.

Figure 3.2 exempli�es how the piecewise SATTG and the piecewise GNSS trends are compared and matched
with each other. The two SATTG trend segments to be compared with GNSS are indicated by sattд1 and sattд2.
Every piecewise SATTG trend is matched with the piecewise GNSS trend which is estimated over the same
period. In case that one SATTG trend segment is compared to several piecewise GNSS trends pw_дnssi , the
latter are again averaged and weighted by the fraction of the length of the GNSS segment li relative to the
overlap period of SATTG and GNSS segments.

Thus, for n > 0 I obtain several piecewise SATTG and GNSS trend di�erences for a single station pair. In
order to derive a single trend di�erence estimate for a SATTG-GNSS pair, I average these absolute piecewise
trend di�erences again by weighting them by the time of the individual overlap periods as given in eq. (1).
This procedure yields absolute trend di�erences, which are both based on piecewise SATTG and GNSS trends
and hereinafter called ∆PW .

∆PW =

∑n
i=1 |(pw_sattдi − pw_дnssi )|li∑n

i=1 li
(1)

In a similar way, I compute ∆LIN to analyse the di�erences between single linear SATTG lin_sattдi and
piecewise GNSS trend estimates, as shown in Eq. (2)

∆LIN =

∑n
i=1 |(lin_sattдi − pw_дnssi )|li∑n

i=1 li
(2)

The example of the real data trend comparison can also be transferred to the sensitivity experiments. Here,
the piecewise SATTG �t can be thought of as the synthetic data �t and the piecewise GNSS trends are repre-
sentative for the known piecewise trends of the synthetic data.
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Figure 1 Comparison of GNSS [Blewitt et al., 2016] and InSAR VLM [Tay et al., 2022]. (A) displays a histogram
of the trend di�erences for di�erent allowed maximal distances (5 and 1 km) between a GNSS station and a
data point of the InSAR data. (B) shows the signi�cance ratio of the same quantities (i.e. the trend di�erences
divided by the combined errors). Absolute values greater than 1 are considered signi�cant. (C) shows the ge-
ographical distribution of these di�erences. Note that the di�erences may also be due to di�erent observation
periods.
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